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Wallace Stevens and Henry James:
The New York Connection

GLEN MACLEOD

I

n January of 1909, when he was living in New York City, Wallace
Stevens bought a copy of Henry James’s novel Washington Square (1880).
As he was about to start reading it, he wrote to his fiancée Elsie:
I think I’ll send it to you if it is good. It was written almost
thirty years ago, when Henry James was still H. J. Jr. and had
tales to tell. (L 121)

He probably hoped that Washington Square’s New York setting might help
her develop an interest in living in the City once they married. But three
days later he had changed his mind:
The “Washington Square” was not specially good: altogether
an exhibition of merely conflicting characters. It is such an
old story that the neighborhood was once suburban but that
with the growth of the City has come to be very much “downtown”—the very last place, in fact, in which people live, all
below it being exclusively business, except for the tenement
intermissions.—Yet it was balm to me to read and to read
quickly. (L 122)
Most readers, I think, have taken these passages to mean that Stevens
had little interest in Henry James. In describing the novel as primarily a
dull treatment of how the population of New York spread progressively
Northward during the nineteenth century, Stevens seems to have missed
the entire plot of the book, which he characterizes vaguely as “altogether
an exhibition of merely conflicting characters.” But this apparent dislike of
the book and distaste for James need to be understood in context.
At the time he wrote these letters, Stevens’ engagement to Elsie had
just caused a serious rift with his family. A few months before, in the fall
of 1908, Stevens had fought with his father over it. Garrett Stevens probably opposed the marriage because, as Peter Brazeau puts it, “he felt his
son had misplaced his affection on a stenographer from across the tracks”
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(257). The conflict between father and son was so bitter that they never spoke again. This situation closely resembles the plot of Washington
Square. In that novel, the young Catherine Sloper clashes with her father,
Dr. Sloper, over the man she wishes to marry. Father and daughter being equally stubborn, their sharp disagreement causes a permanent and
painful breach between them. Catherine refuses to renounce her lover—
although he turns out to be just as disreputable as her father believes—
and Dr. Sloper never forgives her, disinheriting her in his will.
Stevens tells Elsie that Washington Square is “not specially good,” therefore, not because he thinks the book is bad, but because he is afraid that
reading it would upset her. Its “conflicting characters” would be too close
for comfort.1 In a similar way, he steered her away from the gloomier and
more pessimistic novels of Thomas Hardy:
If you should come to regard [Thomas Hardy] as not as interesting as he might be, read his “Under the Greenwood Tree”
before you give him the sack. It is pleasantness itself. (L 85)
Stevens had already brought enough “conflicting characters” into Elsie’s
life; in the realm of fiction, at least, he wanted to be able to assure her of a
happy ending.
As for himself, his concluding remarks about Washington Square seem
to indicate that he actually enjoyed reading the book: “it was balm to me
to read and to read quickly.” And yet why, if it was “balm . . . to read,”
does he add that phrase, “and to read quickly”? We might take this to mean
that, although he enjoyed any chance to spend time reading, he simply
skimmed James’s book because he found it so slight. Such an attitude
hardly bespeaks an interest in Henry James.
But there is another way of reading this phrase. If there was one thing
every literate person knew about Henry James in the early twentieth century, it was that his latest novels were not quick to read. The Golden Bowl,
for instance, was published in the United States in 1904 and got a lot of
coverage because James himself was revisiting his native country at the
time. Responses were decidedly mixed. Some readers praised James’s
high artistic achievement, but many more complained that the book was
too hard to understand. A reviewer for The New York Times criticized James
as “prolix,” “inconsequent,” “incoherent,” and “indecisive.”2 One popular
novelist commented that “He thinks in and out and all around an idea, till
you get dizzy and a headache by following it. . . .”3 Another reader wished
that we might have back the “Henry James, Jr.” who knew how to write
proper books.4 This situation explains Stevens’ original comment to Elsie
that Washington Square “was written almost thirty years go when Henry
James was still H. J. Jr. and had tales to tell.” It was commonplace in the
early twentieth century to remark that the later James, however eminent,
was no longer a straightforward teller of tales. His own brother, William
4
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James, complained after reading The Wings of the Dove in 1902: “You’ve reversed every traditional canon of story-telling (especially the fundamental
one of telling the story, which you carefully avoid)” (qtd. in Gard 37). Any
well-educated person knew that reading the later James required a large
investment of time and concentration. An essay on James’s late style in
the New Republic in 1916—a journal Stevens was reading regularly at the
time—began as follows:
When you speak admiringly of Henry James, the later Henry
James, it is the platitude among a large class to say: “Life is too
short. I loved the early Henry James. ‘The Portrait of a Lady’
was wonderful, and I could follow him to ‘The Turn of the
Screw,’ but never again.”5
It is understandable that the harried young Stevens, working hard to establish himself in some kind of career, would be grateful to be able “to
read and to read quickly” an early work by Henry James, Jr.
Whatever Stevens thought of James’s late style, his comment to Elsie in
1909 shows that he was aware of the shape of James’s long career. James
had developed from a plain story-teller into a literary artist whose latest
works were brilliant but dauntingly complex, idiosyncratic, and difficult.
These problematic qualities we now recognize as modernist. When Stevens underwent his own modernist transformation a few years later, telling Harriet Monroe that he was determined “to be as obscure as possible
until I have perfected an authentic and fluent speech for myself” (L 231),
the example of Henry James could not have been far from his mind.
Not much has been written about James and Stevens, although a few
pioneering critics have noted an affinity between the two writers. As early as 1917, a reviewer in the New York Tribune compared Stevens’ Carlos
Among the Candles to James’s story “The Altar of the Dead,” because the
central action in each work is simply the lighting of candles. The reviewer
associates James with experimental modernism (calling him a “futurist”
like Gertrude Stein) and thinks of him as a possible model for Stevens
because he had a reputation for turning unlikely or apparently slight subjects into moving works of art (Block). Almost twenty-five years ago, Daniel Mark Fogel, the distinguished scholar of Henry James, proposed that
“Peter Quince at the Clavier” was inspired by Stevens’ reading of James’s
1907 introduction to Shakespeare’s The Tempest. Roy Harvey Pearce has argued that Henry James himself is the hero of Stevens’ poem “Chocorua to
Its Neighbor.” Helen Vendler has called James “one of the chief influences
on Stevens” (46) but does not elaborate.
If Stevens scholars generally have been reluctant to explore such an affinity further, it may be partly because we feel too ignorant of James. Few
specialists in twentieth-century poetry are also expert in the nineteenthcentury novel, for instance. Moreover, James’s published works—novels,
STEVENS and james: the new york connection	
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tales, plays, literary essays, travel writings, notebooks, and so on—already
take up a good many library shelves. The new edition of his Complete Letters
will eventually run to more than a hundred volumes. Works of criticism
about James could fill an entire library. In addition to this sheer volume of
material, James is daunting for scholars because his long career straddles
several distinct areas of academic specialization: both the nineteenth and
the twentieth centuries, both British and American literature. If we cannot
become experts on both writers, how can we profitably address the possible relations between them? One solution is for scholars of Stevens and
James to collaborate, as Bart Eeckhout and Gert Buelens have done in this
special issue. I hope the contents of this issue will open up other possible
avenues of exploration.
Stevens of course would have been aware that he was following in the
footsteps of Henry James even when he lived in Cambridge, Massachusetts, from 1897 to 1900. Henry’s brother William James was probably the
most famous professor teaching at Harvard while Stevens was there. But
New York, where Stevens moved directly from Cambridge, had an even
closer connection to the James family. Henry was born and raised there,
and he made no secret of his special fondness for the city. He devotes
three full chapters to New York in The American Scene (1907), the book describing his year-long tour of his native country in 1904–1905, from New
England to Florida. Boston, in contrast, gets only one short chapter. Fully
half of A Small Boy and Others (1913), the first volume of his unfinished
autobiography, records his happy memories of growing up in New York.
During the years that Stevens lived in New York, 1900–1916, James was
recognized as the greatest living American writer. As such, he was much
discussed in literary circles. As the New York Times put it in 1904: “James as
a ‘literary topic’ seems to us in more evidence now than he has been since
the era of ‘Daisy Miller’ ”—that is, since the days of James’s first great international success in the late 1870s. New Yorkers naturally took pride in
James’s international reputation and the New York press treated him as a
native son. On his death in 1916, a tribute in the New York Times began:
A New York farewell to this noble figure of American, of European, letters must not forget that . . . Henry James was “an old
New Yorker.” . . . New York may well cherish the memory of
this illustrious son, her greatest artist. . . .6
Throughout his formative years in New York, Stevens would have been
regularly reminded of James’s preeminent stature and achievement.
There are a number of obvious similarities between Stevens and the late
Henry James. Both writers made a kind of religion of art. Both aspired to
a transatlantic, cosmopolitan outlook that was often at odds with the provincialism of mainstream America. Both insist on pleasure as a reasonable
pursuit in art and life, flouting the puritanical strain of their American
6
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background. Both accept the fact of money as necessary to the high culture they value—Stevens’ saying that “Money is a kind of poetry” (CPP
905) neatly epitomizes this attitude. But both also avoid writing about the
world of work—Stevens could have been speaking for both James and
himself when he admonished his daughter Holly in 1942, “None of the
great things in life have anything to do with making your living” (L 426).
Both James and Stevens were interested in writing as a fine art. For James,
this meant creating a kind of fiction that aspires to the condition of poetry.
He enriches his dense and difficult later prose with poetic devices, most
notably with an increasing use of symbolism and of simile and metaphor;
and in his Prefaces he sometimes refers to himself as “the poet.” This poetic aspect of his late style helps to explain why modernist poets such as
Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot, and Marianne Moore found it so natural to claim
James as a kindred spirit.
If we think in terms of style, it is the late Henry James who is most like
Wallace Stevens. In saying this, I am thinking not so much of the great
novels of the Major Phase—The Wings of the Dove (1902), The Ambassadors
(1903), and The Golden Bowl (1904)—as of the series of works that Ross Posnock characterizes as “a second major phase (1907–1914) of autobiography, cultural criticism, and aesthetics” (4) and that David McWhirter calls
“a fourth phase.” This phase includes works such as The American Scene
(1907), James’s record of his year-long tour of his native country in 1904–
1905, after an absence of twenty years, in which he repeatedly refers to
himself in the third person (“the restless analyst,” “the earnest observer”),
avoiding the first person as Stevens would do even more assiduously in
his poetry. I think also of the Prefaces to the twenty-four-volume New York
Edition of James’s Novels and Tales (1907–1909), in which he analyzes his
own creative process and lays out his critical principles. These Prefaces
have affinities with Stevens’ own essays, with some of Stevens’ poems
about the poetic process, and even with Stevens’ long, careful explications
of his poems in the Letters. Another work representative of the retrospective and self-analytical later James is the unfinished Autobiography (1913,
1914, 1917), in which James applies the minute distinctions, careful accuracy, and abstract circumlocutions of his late style to a reconstruction of
his own personal experience in ways that sometimes call to mind Stevens’
poetic explorations of his own mental processes.
The only evidence that Stevens read any of these late volumes by Henry
James is circumstantial. But to quote Thoreau, “Some circumstantial evidence is very strong, as when you find a trout in the milk” (94). Although
there is no record of Stevens’ reading The American Scene, for instance,
he certainly would have been familiar with it. James’s homecoming tour,
on which it is based, was news at every stop from New Hampshire to
Florida in 1904–1905. The New York papers published notices of dinners
given in James’s honor while he was revisiting the city of his birth. The
book itself was widely reviewed when it was published in 1907. Stevens
STEVENS and james: the new york connection	
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also had more personal reasons to be interested in The American Scene. His
Harvard connection to William James is one. Pearce has argued convincingly that Stevens’ poem “Chocorua to Its Neighbor” was inspired by Stevens’ memory of reading the description in The American Scene of William
James’s retreat near Mount Chocorua, New Hampshire (139–47). An even
closer connection was Stevens’ Harvard friend Witter Bynner, who met
and became friendly with Henry James in the summer of 1904, while the
famous writer was staying in New York during his American tour. Stevens
was keeping up his own friendship with Bynner at this time; it is impossible to imagine that Bynner’s new acquaintance with Henry James would
not have been a topic of conversation between them. It seems likely that
Stevens would also have read Bynner’s interview with James published
in The Critic in February 1905.7 All of this would surely have made Stevens
curious about The American Scene. If he did not read the entire book, he at
least would have informed himself about it, because James was the kind
of writer whose work any well-read person would have kept up with—
reading about it in periodicals, dipping into it in bookstores and libraries―
as his books were published and reviewed year by year. We can assume
that Stevens knew what the book was about, how it was written, and what
its significance was in James’s career.
Circumstantial evidence also suggests that Stevens probably read
James’s Autobiography. In the fourth section of “The Noble Rider and the
Sound of Words,” Stevens summarizes how the sense of reality itself has
changed during his lifetime. The watershed, for him, occurred during the
1910s, when he was living in New York, and when the First World War
and the modernist revolution suddenly changed everything. Here is how
he describes that shift:
First . . . there is . . . the comfortable American state of life of
the eighties, the nineties and the first ten years of the present
century [i.e. the time of his boyhood and youth]. Next, there
is the reality that has ceased to be indifferent, the years when
the Victorians had been disposed of and intellectual minorities
and social minorities began to take their place and to convert
our state of life to something that might not be final. This much
more vital reality [“vital in the sense of being tense, of being
instinct with the fatal”] made the life that had preceded it look
like . . . one of Töpfer’s books of sketches in Switzerland. (CPP
658–59)
I cannot be the first reader to wonder, on reading this passage, who “Töpfer” was and what his sketches looked like. Of course, the general point
of the comparison is clear enough in any case. Stevens considers these
sketches outdated in style, quaint reminders of a simpler time and place,
fitting analogies for his nostalgic memories of the days of his youth in the
8
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years before World War I. The particular “books of sketches in Switzerland” Stevens refers to are the two volumes of Rodolphe Töpffer’s Voyages
en Zigzag, published in French in 1844 and 1854 and reissued occasionally,
still in French, into the early twentieth century.8 What exactly did he expect Töpffer to mean to his listeners?
The answer is to be found, I think, in Henry James’s Autobiography. The
first volume of that unfinished book, A Small Boy and Others, was published by Scribners in 1913. In a passage looking back on the series of
schoolmasters and tutors that provided the eccentric education of the famous James brothers, Henry James lingers fondly on their experience in
Switzerland, inspired by, as he puts it, “the fond New York theory of Swiss
education . . . as a beautifully genialized, humanized, civilized, even romanticized thing” (164–65). He continues:
What it mainly brings back to me is the fine old candour and
queerness of the New York state of mind, begotten really not a
little, I think, under our own roof, by the more charmed perusal of Rodolphe Toepffer’s Voyages en Zigzag, the two goodly
octavo volumes of which delightful work, an adorable book,
taken with its illustrations, had come out early in the ’fifties
and had engaged our fondest study. It is the copious chronicle,
by a schoolmaster of endless humour and sympathy . . . of his
holiday excursions with his pupils, mainly on foot and with
staff and knapsack, through the incomparable Switzerland of
the time before the railways and the “rush,” before the monster hotels, the desecrated summits, the vulgarized valleys, the
circular tours, the perforating tubes, the funiculars, the hordes,
the horrors. To turn back to Toepffer’s pages to-day is to get the
sense of a lost paradise. . . . (165–66)
Töpffer’s Voyages en Zigzag represents, for James, a “lost paradise” in at
least two senses: It is a vision of an older Europe, unspoiled by the boom
in tourism that occurred in the later nineteenth century. But it is also a
fond reminder of what James refers to as “the New York State of mind”—
that is, the state of mind he associates with his childhood in New York City
in the years before the Civil War. It is a state of mind that is characterized
primarily by an idealized vision of Europe (“beautifully genialized, humanized, civilized, even romanticized”). In retrospect, this state of mind
appears naively but touchingly innocent, charged with a youthful exuberance, an intellectual curiosity, a headstrong enthusiasm for life and for
culture that represents, for James, the American character at its best.
Töpffer had personal significance for James, we learn later in the Autobiography, partly because Töpffer’s son Charles was, for a time, a favorite
tutor and friend to Henry and William (242–43). But James does not assume that his readers will share his familiarity with the Swiss author and
STEVENS and james: the new york connection	
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illustrator. He explains who Töpffer was and describes what his charming
books Voyages en Zigzag are about. So, almost thirty years later, when Stevens was looking for an example to illustrate his own sense of a “lost paradise” before World War I, he found one ready-made in James’s memories
of Rodolphe Töpffer. Stevens does not feel the need to explain his allusion
because James has done it for him. He expects any well-educated reader
to have read the Autobiography of Henry James.9
A closer look at The American Scene will highlight what is perhaps the
closest affinity between Stevens and the late Henry James. The American
Scene is a travel book, but an unusual one, because James’s point of view
is so subjective and so abstracted that the perplexed reader often wonders where, exactly, he is. It exemplifies at length the idea that reality (as
Stevens put it) is “not [the] external scene but the life that is lived in it”
(CPP 658). Take, for instance, the first chapter of the book. James has been
regretting the absence of what he calls “social and sensual . . . by-play” in
the plain and simple atmosphere of New England. Then he comes upon a
rare example of such “by-play.” Here is his description of it:
Never was such by-play as in a great new house on a hilltop
that overlooked the most composed of communities; a house
apparently conceived—and with great felicity—on the lines
of a magnified Mount Vernon, and in which an array of modern “impressionistic” pictures, mainly French, wondrous examples of Manet, of Degas, of Claude Monet, of Whistler, of
other rare recent hands, treated us to the momentary effect of
a large slippery sweet inserted, without a warning, between
the compressed lips of half-conscious inanition. One hadn’t
quite known one was starved, but the morsel went down by
the mere authority of the thing consummately prepared. Nothing else had been, in all the circle, prepared to anything like
the same extent; and though the consequent taste, as a mixture
with the other tastes, was of the queerest, no proof of the sovereign power of art could have been, for the moment, sharper. It
happened to be that particular art—it might as well, no doubt,
have been another; it made everything else shrivel and fade:
it was like the sudden trill of a nightingale, lord of the hushed
evening. (37)
The effect of this passage is practically the opposite of what we expect
from a travel book, or even from the normal use of particular examples
in prose. Instead of giving clear and concrete form to otherwise diffuse
observations, this example of the country house dissolves into the liquid
medium of James’s imagination. Although we know we are somewhere in
the vicinity of Farmington, Connecticut, James does not tell us the particular facts that would allow us to situate this experience in a normal human
10
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and social context. He admires the architecture of the house, comparing it
aptly to Mount Vernon with its large, pillared front porch, but he does not
tell us that the house has its own name (Hill-Stead), that it was owned by
Alfred Atmore Pope, who lived there with his family, or that James stayed
there as their guest for several days in 1904.10 James does mention a number of actual paintings, but only as abstract “examples” of absent painters,
so that these factual details finally have less concrete presence than the
metaphor of the “large slippery sweet” and the simile of the nightingale’s
song, the poetic devices that convey James’s private, sensual response to
the scene. As the paragraph builds to this climax of subjectivity, the paintings are left hanging in a generalized air of sensibility, and the house itself
vanishes into James’s overall impression.
The experience of reading this passage is similar to the experience of
reading certain of Stevens’ late poems. A reader encountering for the first
time the title “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven,” for example, might
reasonably expect the poem to include some description of the city of New
Haven. What the reader gets instead is clear from the very beginning of
the poem:
The eye’s plain version is a thing apart,
The vulgate of experience. Of this,
A few words, an and yet, and yet, and yet—
As part of the never-ending meditation,
Part of the question that is a giant himself:
Of what is this house composed if not of the sun,
These houses, these difficult objects, dilapidate
Appearances of what appearances. . . . (CPP 397)
If Stevens’ aim in this poem is to get as close as possible to “plain reality,” as he says it is (L 636), then his method is certainly counter-intuitive,
rather like James’s idea of how to write a travel book about America. As
James, passing through Farmington, Connecticut, pauses to focus on the
specific example of Hill-Stead and its Impressionist paintings, Stevens,
writing about New Haven, starts with the example of a particular house:
“Of what is this house composed if not of the sun.” Yet Stevens does not
name the house, as James never names Hill-Stead, and what he does go on
to describe—again like James—is not the house itself but his own thoughts
and feelings inspired by it. As his meditation proceeds, “This house” becomes the more generalized plural “These houses,” then the increasingly
abstract “objects,” “Appearances,” and “impalpable habitations”—as it
gradually dissolves, like James’s Hill-Stead, in the restless imagination of
the writer.11
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My point in drawing out this parallel is not to suggest direct influence.
What I hope to have shown is that, during his New York years, Stevens
was undoubtedly aware of James as a towering literary figure; that he
followed James’s career as any literary person would have at the time;
that he would have known the characteristics of James’s late style whether
he read his books or not; and that he would have recognized an affinity
between James’s sensibility and his own. The essays in this special issue
explore that affinity.
In the first essay, Charles Berger compares Stevens and James in terms
of their attitudes toward the alien, particularly the figure of the Jew. James
scholar Gert Buelens joins forces with Stevensian Bart Eeckhout to explore
how the notion of desire, central to both Stevens and James, manifests
itself, in each writer, on the level of style. Eric Leuschner relates William
James’s concept of “ambulation” to the late styles of both Stevens and
Henry James. In order to forestall any too-easy comparisons between Stevens and James, George Monteiro draws attention to some important distinctions between the sociable novelist and the solitary poet. Stevens’ biographer Joan Richardson, whose recent book about pragmatism devotes
separate chapters to Stevens and Henry James, responds to a series of
questions about the relation between these two writers. Eleanor Cook offers some brief “notes” on this literary affinity, including some intriguing
evidence that Stevens may have read James’s Letters, published in 1920.
Ross Posnock characterizes his own sense of the deep affinity between
James and Stevens as “their radical reorientation of the relation of art and
life.” Finally, poems by Rachel Hadas, Michael Snediker, W. F. Lantry, and
George Monteiro offer a series of fresh perspectives on the Stevens–James
relation.
University of Connecticut, Waterbury
Notes
1
Joan Richardson suggests that Stevens was made uncomfortable by Washington
Square because Dr. Sloper’s domineering attitude toward Catherine reminded him of
his own treatment of Elsie (318–19).
2
H. W. Boynton, “The Golden Bowl,” The New York Times (Nov. 26, 1904): BR1. ProQuest.
3
“Gertrude Atherton on Novels, Novelists, and Reviewers,” The New York Times
(April 16, 1905): SM3. ProQuest.
4
Letter from Emma Carleton, The New York Times (January 14, 1905): BR 26. It should
be said that some readers also wrote to defend James. See letters from “O.S.P.” (Jan. 7,
1905): BR10, and from “A.F.P.” (Dec. 31, 1904): BR 938. ProQuest.
5
“A Stylist on Tour,” by “F. H.” New Republic (May 1, 1915): 320–21. This is an essay
on rereading The American Scene nearly ten years after it was first published.
6
“Henry James,” The New York Times (Mar. 1, 1916): 10. ProQuest.
7
Witter Bynner’s article in the Saturday Review in 1943 begins, “I first met Henry
James in New York in the summer of 1904” and reprints his 1905 interview, “A Word or
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Two with Henry James.” Stevens records a drunken evening with Bynner in a Journal
entry of April 9, 1904. In a letter to Bynner, dated “Thursday [May ? 1904],” Stevens
suggests meeting for dinner sometime after June 7th, the date of his bar exam, “unless
I flunk” (L 71, 73–74).
8
Rodolphe Töpffer is now celebrated as the father of the comic strip (see Kunzle).
9
It seems clear that Stevens did not have Henry James’s Autobiography in front of
him when he was composing “The Noble Rider and the Sound of Words,” since he misspells Töpffer’s name as “Töpfer.” More likely he was remembering James’s passage
on Töpffer from reading A Small Boy and Others sometime soon after it was published
in 1913. Further possible evidence of Stevens’ reading this volume may be found in a
passage about another favorite tutor, Richard Pulling Jenks: “[We were] to remember
that the taste of Cornelius Nepos in the air, even rather stale though it may have been,
had lacked the black bitterness of our next ordeal” (121). James’s allusion to Cornelius
Nepos, whose easy style was a staple of elementary courses in Latin, conveys associations of rote learning and dusty classroom routine that seem, nevertheless, comfortably
congenial in comparison with the business-oriented lessons to which Henry and William were next consigned. Stevens alludes to Nepos in a similar way in “The Man on
the Dump” (1938):
The freshness of morning, the blowing of day, one says
That it puffs as Cornelius Nepos reads, it puffs
More than, less than or it puffs like this or that. (CPP 185)
Both James and Stevens allude to Cornelius Nepos in order to define a certain atmosphere: stale and dull perhaps, but with a comforting sense of familiar routine, combined in hindsight with a nostalgia for the freshness of youth itself. Stevens’ apparently
pedantic classical allusion may actually be a witty allusion to James’s talent for apt
comparisons.
10
The house James describes in Farmington, Connecticut, is now the Hill-Stead Museum, which still features all the “wondrous examples of Manet, of Degas, of Claude
Monet, of Whistler” and others that James saw in 1904.
11
Roger Gilbert emphasizes nearly the opposite aspect of “An Ordinary Evening in
New Haven,” reading it as a “walk poem” that conveys “a fairly accurate sense of the
city’s topography” (85). For a “politico-aesthetic” reading of the relation between The
American Scene and “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven,” see Charles Berger’s essay
in this issue.
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Reading the Alien in American Scenes:
Henry James and Wallace Stevens

CHARLES BERGER

He was a Jew from Europe or might have been.
—Wallace Stevens, “The Pure Good of Theory”

A

mong the many ways to think of the pairing of Henry James
and Wallace Stevens, one particular strategy emerged with the
1973 essay by Charles Feidelson, “James and the ‘Man of Imagination.’ ” Feidelson was one of the first to make it possible to draw a connection between the Jamesian stance of the observing participant, focal point
of imagination and judgment in the midst of dramatic intrigue, and the
Stevensian one of the surveyor of abstract and semi-palpable mental landscapes in poems such as “Sunday Morning,” “The Man with the Blue Guitar,” “Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction,” “The Auroras of Autumn,” “An
Ordinary Evening in New Haven,” “To an Old Philosopher in Rome,” and
others. When one thinks of late James characters such as Adam Verver and
Lambert Strether, consanguinity with a Stevensian mode of utterance—
ambulatory and statuesque, volatile and vatic—seems almost self-evident. (As for early Stevens, the opening lines of “Sunday Morning” seem
to share the terrace with The Portrait of a Lady.) Stevens’ prose, the letters
in particular, at times seem almost to domesticate the Jamesian pose, especially with regard to the constitutive stance of patrician wit. Concentrating
on the purely aesthetic links between the two figures is entirely understandable. Neglected, so far, has been a politico-aesthetic reading of the
consanguine stance of that analytic observer. Two crucial texts, located in
cities, urbanities of mind and fact, lead to rich grounds of comparison between James and Stevens: The American Scene, published in 1907, and “An
Ordinary Evening in New Haven,” Stevens’ far more abstract rendering of
his own version of The American Scene, written in 1949.
Both works position themselves as crisis texts: for James, the crisis has
to do with the absorption of large numbers of immigrants, Jews in particular; for Stevens, it is a question of how American culture will survive
the war that the nation has just won, how its plainness can be expanded
to become the larger poem for the larger audience, however abstractly
conceived, that lies at the center of Stevens’ aesthetic dream in “An Ordi-
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nary Evening in New Haven.” Part of this expansiveness, as we will see,
involves jettisoning any idea of a pure, essentialized American identity.
In fact, a reading of “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven” that sets Stevens alongside James in the role of prophetic flâneur—gauging the health
of the overall society in accord with the vaunted performative perspicuity of the observer who enjoys a “strong mind in a weak neighborhood”
(CPP 404)—reveals a profound difference in the way each reads the presence of the “alien” (a favored Jamesian locution) within the American
scene. The identification of the Jew with the alien element in America,
whether rendered with ambivalence, admiration, or revulsion by James,
is always graphic in The American Scene, as befitting the genre of travel
writing, where there is more of an imperative toward overt ethnic and
racial identification, as opposed to the shell game of ambiguous genealogies at work in a novel such as The Tragic Muse. For Stevens, if nomination is cryptic, then denomination along readily demarcated lines of social
marking appears to be almost nonexistent—though part of my argument
will be that Stevens seeds “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven” with
interpretive invitations that encourage readers to unveil hidden identities that can be made to operate with strategic specificity. And then there
are the open invocations of the Jew or the Rabbi in other Stevensian texts
(“The Pure Good of Theory,” “Things of August”), which border on “An
Ordinary Evening in New Haven” and help to blood some of that poem’s
abstractions. Oddly, these overt, talismanic identifications have elicited no
sustained commentary, as if they seemed somehow out of character for
Stevens. My argument will demonstrate how centrally marginal the figure
of the Jew as emblematic alien is for Stevens in the immediate postwar
years of the late 1940s, whether rendered openly or in more occluded and
polysemous forms. The figure of the rabbi makes earlier appearances in
Stevens’ poetry, of course, in “Le Monocle de Mon Oncle” and “The Sun
This March,” but it acquires a far deeper resonance when summoned (or
interpellated) in the aftermath of the Nazi horror.1
The American Scene is replete with episodic set-pieces in which Henry
James, who labels himself “the restless analyst” throughout the book, performs reactions to what he chooses to see in the America of 1904–05, colored by thirty years of absence from the country of his birth. At the outset
of this branded travel monologue—or ventriloquistic monologue, since
James is capable of doing the populace in different voices, all easily assignable to him—James is careful to disclaim what no reader is likely to
attribute to him anyway: a penchant for journalistic information-gathering.
The American Scene presents no statistics, conducts no interviews, eschews
overt politics, mentions no current social figures by name. The book studies the scene it has chosen to occupy with characteristic Jamesian depth,
intensity, and unpredictability, but it avoids nominal categorization, so that
fact is apprehended as it flows through the mind of the exceptionally receptive, and beseeching, analyst, who drifts where he will, sees what he
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chooses to see, and preserves the mandarin mind of meditative countermodern modernity. Notice that I do not say that James is anti-modern, for
he most certainly does not defend vested tradition against modern incursion. But he is always aware of the cost of progress, even as he testifies to a
sense of awe at its ruthlessness. He counters the facile claims of progressive
development when such claims are in the ascendant and when they leave
favored places and customs of his own in tatters, but he never fails to reveal his own parochial positioning as the defender of what has been lost.
James does not promote false universals; the possessives that he frequently
employs openly declare his own interest, but do not confuse those with the
public interest. Indeed, he displays little concern for “the public interest”
throughout The American Scene, which must be the only travelogue ever
written about America that refuses to give the country any advice.
James is concerned for his impressions, as is well known, and the
variations they allow him to perform. I think it is fair to say that James’s
measure of a country’s health involves the space it allows and the opportunities it affords for minds and sensibilities such as his to gather impressionistic information from the scene, which then issues in torrents of verbal
counter-description—a whole heterocosm of reflective commentary that
often verges on aesthetic critique. James never masks his prejudices and
predilections in The American Scene, nor does he obscure his structuring
contradictions. Indeed, he vaunts them in something of a self-deprecating
or idiosyncratic manner, marginalizing himself as he defends vanished
“centers” that he openly reveals to be nostalgic or ironic, but remaining
relentless in his disengaged advocacy of aesthetic antidotes to vulgar partisanships of all stripes. James can speak of “aliens” on the American scene
without, I would argue, inspiring nativist backlash, since he never presents American purity as anything other than a special interest—a motivated fiction—of a certain class, which he might be said to have belonged to,
and to have fled. Still, even if there is perhaps more identification than demonization at work in James’s focus on the alien immigrant, since James
himself became something of an outsider to the America of 1904–05, there
can be no question that he is at times almost obsessed with the swarm of
foreigners who swell the swarm of the modern city, New York in particular, of course. Even as James notes the increased notes of the foreign—
quite literally, since he is hyperalert to the presence of languages other
than English in the streets of America—he never fails to point out the
irony of his own status as foreign-seeming returned prodigal son. If recent
immigrants threaten to seize proprietary rights from real Americans, what
stake would an expatriate such as James have in the affair? Nevertheless,
all qualifying ironies aside, although one can find ways to render James’s
superciliousness tolerable, because dramatically shaded, it is hardly possible to find paeans to the future of a mixed America in the pages of The
American Scene. The difference between James and Stevens in this regard
will emerge by the end of the essay.
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James’s New York often serves as staging ground for his dramatized
encounter with the alien, but an equally good place to begin a close investigation would be Salem, Massachusetts, where James goes in search of
what he frankly confesses to be “the New England homogenous”: “since
what had the intention of my pilgrimage been, in all good faith, in artless
sympathy and piety, but a search again, precisely, for the New England
homogenous” (AS 197). Not only is it interesting to observe that James
frames homogeneity as something the restless analyst needs to quest after,
but as it turns out, he only possessed it, on this spot, long ago and through
the hazy agency of dream. He searches to renew “that impression of it (i.e.,
the homogenous) which had lingered with me from a vision snatched too
briefly, in a midsummer gloaming, long years ago” (AS 197). The reference
to gloaming is quite appropriate, for what inspired James’s long-ago pilgrimage to Salem was the ghostly example of Hawthorne. Led back to the
fictionalized portrayal of New England identity by the fictional creations
of its chief romancer, Hawthorne, in particular his ability to summon “a
picture of goodly Colonial habitations” (AS 197), the older James is certain to be disappointed by the reality of the House of the Seven Gables,
as Wordsworth, for similar reasons, was disappointed by the reality of
crossing the Alps. An expectation too long pent-up is easily punctured.
But the scene of James’s deflation in Salem is more deeply complicated by
the introduction of a foreign element into the landscape. The crux of the
dramatic encounter with a favored haunt of memory lies not so much in
the physical scene as with the surrounding characters. For what James especially notes upon his arrival in Salem is the number of foreign language
speakers walking its streets. He discovers this as a result of his need to ask
directions—being a tourist himself, no indigene:
It never failed that if in moving about I made, under stress, an
inquiry, I should prove to have made it of a flagrant foreigner. It
never happened that, addressing a fellow-citizen, in the street,
on one of those hazards of possible communion with the indigenous spirit, I should not draw a blank. So, inevitably, at Salem,
when, wandering perhaps astray, I asked my way to the House
of the Seven Gables, the young man I had overtaken was true
to his nature; he stared at me as a remorseless Italian—as remorseless, at least, as six months of Salem could leave him. (AS
196–7)
What saves a passage such as this, and others like it throughout The
American Scene, from simply being read as common anti-immigrant grousing, is the care James takes to complicate his reading of the foreigner and
the satirization of his own position as wandering flâneur. First off, one
might wonder just how flagrant the foreigner could be if his identity is
masked enough to dupe James into asking directions of him. Beyond that,
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there is the further confusion arising from the obscurity of reference in the
phrase “fellow-citizen,” an obscurity that seems deliberate. James makes it
syntactically difficult to discern whether the foreigner is to be included in
the category of fellow-citizen. By conjoining foreigner and citizen, the text
encourages us to think the relation between the two categories without specifically choosing sides. But one aspect of the confrontation is made abundantly clear: this returning expatriate tourist finds no grounds of “possible
communion” with either the foreigner or “the indigenous spirit,” since if
the fellow-citizen is construed as American-born, he still draws a blank at
the mention of the Hawthornian shrine. What could James possibly have
in common with such cultural vacancy? The foreigner, at least, has the
excuse of his foreignness. The hyperbolic Anglo-centric caricature of the
Italian as “remorseless,” though qualified by the observation that Americanization is beginning to soften the edges of that young man’s mordant
disposition, counts as one of those moments in which James mocks his
own silly biases. A little farther on in the stroll, our observer finally meets
a personage in Salem with whom he can converse: not surprisingly, this
turns out to be a “civil Englishman” who speaks James’s language, since
he labels the “Georgian and neo-Georgian houses” James is looking for the
“Grosvenor Square, as might be said, of Salem” (AS 197). This little parlay
proves that the quality of civility outranks shared citizenship or nativity
in the pantheon of humane value according to Henry James. And civility
for James seems, on this ground, closely linked to a shared language—
English as spoken by the English, not by Americans. When the brief Salem
vignette comes to an end with the observation by James that he had not
“bargained” for looking at the Colonial houses through a “polyglot air”
(AS 198), one’s first assumption, after being struck by the flagrant synesthesia of materializing spoken language into a prismatic substance, is
that “polyglot” must refer to the Italian and his mother-tongue. But the
introduction of the Englishman opens the category of polyglossia to the
blankness of modern American speech as well, differing as it does from
the language of Hawthorne and his Salem ancestors.
It is in his native New York City where James fronts the phenomenon of
immigration most dramatically in his staged paragraphs. (The paragraph
is the structuring unit of The American Scene.) Another way of putting it is
to say that New York foregrounds the growth in the American population,
so that before he notes the particular faces in the crowd, James is struck
by the multitudinous crowd itself. Within the swarm, he is then struck
by marks of difference from a vague American norm. But he also notes
the difficulty of classifying those differences; in a characteristic moment
of deliberate confusion, he mistakes an alien for, at first, a “Latin” type,
and then a French-Canadian, only to discover at least that what he is dealing with is actually an Armenian. But Jews offer no such problem, partly
due to their orthodox garb, but also to their numbers at the time James
was writing, as well as their concentration in various quarters of the city.
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As one reads through the New York sections of The American Scene one
is struck by how intent James is on seeing Jews in New York, on seeing
New York as increasingly Jewish. Little else about his birthplace seems to
interest him at the moment of composition, apart from the great machinery of immigrant absorption that he sees on display everywhere—or that
he chooses to focus on. There are moments in The American Scene when
James, not at his best, appears to be playing to the club coterie, a ready
audience for the anti-immigrant, anti-Semitic sneer. James almost signals
discomfort with this side of himself by casting such “witticisms” in overly
broad, flagrant terms. Among the more notorious are his likening of the
fire-escapes on the Lower East Side to bars in a monkey-cage (AS 102),
or the swarming alien crowds of Israel to “some vast sallow aquarium in
which innumerable fish, of overdeveloped proboscis, were to bump together, for ever, amid heaped spoils of the sea” (AS 100).
Such ugly passages in James are somewhat outweighed by his representation of the sublimity of the power of assimilation or “ingurgitation”
(AS 66), a process that he cannot cease noticing and being shaken by. The
machinery is laid bare in a brief visit to Ellis Island, where he observes
the making of new Americans and the shaking of the foundations of the
native-born. The few hours he spends there have the effect upon him of
revealing the almost mechanical nature of the naturalization process and
the challenge it poses to anyone who might hold a more organic sense of
what it means to be American:
It is a drama that goes on without a pause, day by day and year
by year, this visible act of ingurgitation on the part of our body
politic and social, and constituting really an appeal to amazement beyond that of any sword-swallowing or fire-swallowing
of the circus. The wonder that one couldn’t keep down was
the thought that these two or three hours of one’s own chance
vision of the business were but as a tick or two of the mighty
clock, the clock that never, never stops. . . . I think indeed that
the simplest account of the action of Ellis Island on the spirit of
any sensitive citizen who may have happened to “look in” is
that he comes back from his visit not at all the same person that
he went. (AS 66)
To observe the process of naturalization can operate as a form of de-naturalization upon the native-born American. Brooding on the “after-sense
of that acute experience,” James is compelled to admit that the truly disturbing thing about the influx of what he continually refers to as the “alien
element” is their sense of possession, which amounts to a feeling of dispossession on the part of “us” (AS 67). This sentiment is somewhat comical
coming from an expatriate of thirty years. But as the long paragraph following the lines quoted above makes clear, there is nothing like an influx
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of immigrants with their own claims to make James realize, as he puts it
somewhat abashedly, that perhaps it is the case that: “One’s supreme relation, as one had always put it, was one’s relation to one’s country” (AS
67). (How many readers of James would recognize this as the supreme
relation put forward in his fiction?) As for that relation to country, James
goes on to pose a rhetorical question that amounts to a lie against his own
sensibility, all for the sake of defending a particular sense of possession
that his career had hitherto renounced: “Is not our instinct in this matter,
in general, essentially the safe one—that of keeping the idea simple and
strong and continuous, so that it shall be perfectly sound?” (AS 67). The
confessional mode of The American Scene is apparent in a moment such
as this, when James is not afraid to reveal a nostalgia that his novels and
stories had lacerated for decades. He traces that nostalgia quite openly to
what he refers to constantly in this section as a feeling of “dispossession.”
The immigrant, the Jew especially, is announced as a threat to “continuity.” But what keeps the sentiment from turning rancid is James’s saving
ability to turn on himself at the end, to recognize how absurd it is for an
American to hold onto such a narrow notion of possessive citizenship.
For the “alternative vision” to that posed by Ellis Island, a vision of “close
and sweet and whole national consciousness as that of the Switzer and the
Scot” (AS 67), clearly is not commensurate with the American Scene, so
that even to mention it is to shrink the question of American purity to an
untenable minimalist residuum, an American niche, not the plenitude of
the scene itself.
One reason that Jews inspire such ambivalence in James is that they
represent, in New York at least, both an unbounded swarm and a dangerous concentration. Part of this ambivalence had to do with the gathered
history of “Israel.” As James heads downtown, he becomes aware of
a great swarming, a swarming that had begun to thicken, infinitely, as soon as we had crossed to the East side and long
before we had got to Rutgers street. There is no swarming like
that of Israel when once Israel has got a start, and the scene
here bristled, at every step, with the signs and sounds, immitigable, unmistakable, of a Jewry that had burst all bounds. . . .
I remember how the rising waters, on this summer night, rose,
to the imagination, even above the housetops and seemed to
sound their murmur to the pale distant stars. . . . The children swarmed above all—here was multiplication with a vengeance. . . . (AS 100)
This vision of swarming hordes borders dangerously close to the dystopic
vision declared by Eliot near the end of “The Waste Land”: “Who are those
hooded hordes swarming / Over endless plains” (67). There is an apocalyptic aspect to James’s vision as well, in his summoning of Flood imagery,
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yet this inundation seems to fulfill the covenantal promise not to destroy
the earth again, but instead to people it with the self-chosen. As happens
throughout The American Scene, James presides over the inflation of his
anecdotal epiphanies, asserting control through rhetorical exaggeration,
professing a kind of prostration at the sight of American amplitude, but
always recovering sufficiently enough to report the effect. Just such a sublime swoon overtakes our restless analyst at the sight of so much gathered
Jewry, such Diasporic concentration in what will inevitably be seen by
some as the “New Jerusalem.” James understands full well how appropriate it is for the people of Exile to enact a kind of substitutive but promissory Return to a potentially congenial place, a place that might prove to
be a topos, as was true for Puritan exiles. But James senses in his survey
of the East side that Jewish history might prove too durable, too hard, too
glittery, too diamond-tough for easy absorption into the American Scene.
As he meditates on the example before him, James is driven to rhetorical
extremes surprising even for him:
So the denizens of the New York Ghetto, heaped as thick as the
splinters on the table of a glass-blower, had each, like the fine
glass particle, his or her individual share of the whole hard glitter of Israel. This diffused intensity, as I have called it, causes
any array of Jews to resemble (if I may be allowed another image) some long nocturnal street where every window in every
house shows a maintained light. (AS 100–1)
It is actually a high note of praise in the Jamesian value system for a
person to become one with a house—a sort of reverse personification—
but this paean to arrayed Israel also strikes notes of fear in him, since the
long street also summons the dread notion of multiplication. On the way
toward evoking this striking image, James delivers a powerful oxymoron
that also serves as a paean to the ability of the Jewish people to thrive
in exile; “diffused intensity” has a motto-like force to it. Unfortunately,
it also raises the specter, I believe, as is also the case with the indigestible images of splinter and glass, of something akin to an alien parasite
residing within the host nation. Hovering over all of James’s speculations
about Jews in America is the question, in his mind, of whether they can
indeed be absorbed. A better way to put it is to wonder whether their
children can be Americanized, since James says on a number of occasions
when observing the immigrant scene that the adult alien is too unadulterated for absorption—it is only the children who will lose their alien aura.
But James seems to worry that Jews have too much race-concentration for
such ingurgitation: “is it simply, rather, that the unsurpassed strength of
the race permits of the chopping into myriads of fine fragments without
loss of race-quality?” (AS 100). And now I must go on to quote the sentence that follows: “There are small strange animals, known to natural
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history, snakes or worms, I believe, who, when cut into pieces, wriggle
away contentedly and live in the snippet as completely as in the whole.”
Clustered chock-a-block together in the ghetto of Jamesian observation of
the Ghetto are snippets of pathologically ambivalent responses to Jews.
These reactions set off chains of transformative reactions in the Jamesian
performance, as the observer tries, magus-like, to see how many different
shapes the Jew can be turned into, even as he fears their ability to maintain
their hard glittering identity underneath it all. The response is so histrionically hysterical that it—deliberately, I think—undercuts any claim to speak
with central authority on behalf of American wholeness and purity.
James being James, there is yet another turn of the screw to this squalid
spectacle of his obsession with the alien Jew of America. In a later passage
from The American Scene, set on the holy ground of Concord (AS 190–96),
James broods on the issue of American republican values and origins as
viewed from the vantage point of the cosmopolitan present. James reads
and feels Concord as the most concentrated spot of American identity, the
quintessential American village. His terms of praise for this topos, layered
as they may be with dialectical and retrospective complexity, nonetheless
set forth a vision of ideal American wholeness. Once again, James is so
flagrantly rhetorical that he leads his reader to suspect anything that is
being praised precisely for its plainness, as if the Master were engaging
in a form of pastoral condescension. Still, the homage paid to Concord is
instructive.
The first point to observe is that Concord exists in layers; James must
work his way back to the authentic republican place, the grounds upon
which the famous Concord Fight, as he terms it, took place. James represents himself as looking back through, or over, the great figures (Emerson, Thoreau, Hawthorne) of what became the “American Weimar”—the
cosmopolitan reference is also instructive—to the sturdy heroes who took
the stand against the British that led to the very possibility of subsequent
thinkers and writers of such stature. This perspectival backward glance
stimulates an unusual train of speculation in James, grounded on the idea
that cultural development is indeed a form of financial speculation. Recognizing the dependent status of the mid-nineteenth on the late-eighteenth
century, James decides at this point in his touristic narrative to describe
that (non-self-)reliance as a kind of investment—a stupendous investment
at that, a true “bargain.” In other words, the American Weimarians and we
ourselves in the twentieth-century present reaped an extraordinary windfall from the uprising begun at the North Bridge, a payoff the original
republicans never could have foreseen. The virtues of republican heroism have created “our luxurious heritage” (AS 194). James refers to the
colonials as “folk,” further emphasizing their distance not only from the
swarming aliens of the present, but from the swollen natives of the present
as well, who live off the “interest” accrued from the giving of the “little
all they had” (AS 194). This rhetorically hyperbolic contrast between a
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plain past composed of native folk and a luxurious mongrel present can
certainly be read as something of a nativist set-piece, but the special twist
given to it by James emerges only at the end of the anecdotal meditation.
Although it might have been anticipated, considering the displayed
terms of contrast, it still comes as something of a shock. For when James
describes how the luxuries of the American present, when seen from the
retrospect of the bridge over the river Concord, appear to have been acquired by means of a “bargain,” reaped by the accrual of fantastic interest
on an initial investment, it should not be wholly surprising to come upon
the figure of the arch-swindler, the arch-investor—the Jew. In this extraordinary and ugly simile, James declares that we American moderns are all
Jews, in some sense, because we have finagled our advantage from the
sweat of the folk:
Was it delicate, was it decent—that is would it have been—to
ask the embattled farmers, simple-minded, unwitting folk, to
make us so inordinate a present with so little of the conscious
credit of it? Which all comes indeed, perhaps, simply to the
most poignant of all those effects of disinterested sacrifice that
the toil and trouble of our forefathers produce for us. The minute-men at the bridge were of course interested intensely, as
they believed—but such, too, was the artful manner in which
we see our latent, lurking, waiting interest like, a Jew in a dusky
back-shop, providentially bait the trap. (AS 194–95)
It goes without saying that this is not Emma Lazarus speaking. Only
by indulging in a shared slur can James, at this moment in his text, imagine grounds of identification between American and Jew. In fact, the ugliness of this simile produces a rare solecism in James; try as one might to
parse the passage syntactically, it will not fall out into place. Perhaps the
text is corrupt here—which would be fitting, as befitting the vulgarity of
the expression. Nonetheless, by imagining how all Americans have taken
advantage of the initial sacrificial investment by the Concord farmers,
James manages to equate Jewish immigrants and native-born Americans
on the grounds (not native) of modern interest-taking. Insofar as we have
all profited from republican virtue, we are all modern speculators, even
if only some of us can lay claim to the cultural capital of pre-Revolution
heritage.
As I mentioned at the beginning of this essay, the compelling reason
to link Stevens’ “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven” with James’s The
American Scene has to do, first, with their shared sense of the ambulatory
mode as a prime vehicle for allowing the “restless analyst” or observer
to exercise his mastering gaze upon a cognate but repelling cityscape,
and second, with putting that vision in motion as a way of capturing
the sprawling American scene in the immediate postwar years.2 James,
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of course, writes frankly if idiosyncratically about America; in the case
of Stevens, America is never named openly in “An Ordinary Evening in
New Haven,” but New Haven is centered upon as a city representative
of American “plainness,” in ways not so different from William Carlos
Williams’s use of Paterson. For Stevens, plainness is a form of savagery as
well as a goad for discovering compensatory strength. America, for him,
reveals itself best in the small city, “This present colony of a colony / Of
colonies” (CPP 409). But New Haven is no jeweled center of identity, no
concentrated spot of national character. Stevens’ eccentric relation to the
metropolis is a constant feature of his poetry; James expatriated himself
from his country, Stevens from his country’s leading city. Although he visited New York frequently, how seldom he mentions it in his poetry. Never
does he hearken back to the decade of his residence in New York, which
may not be surprising, given that Stevens is not a poet of memory. Besides,
one among many tasks of his in “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven” is
to find “Among time’s images . . . one / Of this present” (CPP 406). Immediately, this separates him from James, who cannot observe or analyze the
America of 1904–05 without comparing it, however ironically, to an earlier
America. More than James’s formal status as expatriate accounts for this
temperamental divide between two artists who share other dispositional
traits. Stevens does not spend the ambulatory moment “Looking for what
was where it used to be” (CPP 336), as he puts it so acutely in the last
canto of the first section of “Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction.” Gripped
so much less than the touring James by the force of the past, Stevens is by
temperament more open to the radical openness of the present. Part of
his agonistic struggle in “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven” involves
gauging the state of the present, however searing that may prove to be,
considering what one sees when one observes actuality: “It is the window
that makes it difficult / To say good-by to the past and to live and to be /
In the present state of things” (CPP 408).
On a literal if implicit level, “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven”
establishes itself on the grounds of the small American city of New Haven, Connecticut, home to Yale University, whose neo-Gothic architecture,
deliberately non-native, is slyly satirized in canto VII, where Stevens uses
enjambment to jolt his readers out of their appreciative daze. Expecting a
celebration of Yale’s pompous Gothic grandeur, instead we find a paean
to the Emersonian notion of dialectical poverty, the kind that rejects false
ornament and “hold[s] hard to this poverty,” as Emerson puts it in “Experience” (490). Walking through New Haven and gazing at the imposing facades, the poet renders his judgment: “In the presence of such chapels and
such schools, / The impoverished architects appear to be / Much richer,
more fecund, sportive and alive” (CPP 400). Stevens and James both prefer
to cast their own projections into cleared or empty space, watching those
rival structures assume transient and transparent embodiment, though
James’s art requires a far more detailed delineation of the architectural text
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than is necessary for Stevens. Still, however attenuated a cityscape Stevens presents to us, it is important to heed the reminder issued by Roger
Gilbert in his superb reading of “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven”
as walking poem, when he points out that the poem adheres to an identifiable local scene: “It should be noted that a fairly accurate sense of the
city’s topography emerges in these cantos. Indeed, I think we can locate
Stevens quite precisely in relation to the city’s central landmarks” (85).
“An Ordinary Evening in New Haven” is Stevens’ great poem of incarnation, in which local fact and ideational aperçu combine in what the poet
terms a “total double-thing” (CPP 402). Although it is true that “In this
identity, disembodiments / Still keep occurring” (CPP 411), it is also the
case that the tour de force of the poem’s imaginative machinery will just
as quickly re-embody those detachments. At this juncture, I feel no need
to add another chapter to the already eloquent and substantial testimony
to the poem’s ability to incorporate epistemological questioning into the
quest for incarnated quasi-secular wholeness, where stubborn facticity
does not disturb the glide into elusive wholeness—in short, where “the
metaphysical streets of the physical town” produce the realization that
“Juda becomes New Haven or else must” (CPP 403).
If indeed the poem is the “cry of its occasion” (CPP 404), what “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven”cries out for on the occasion of this comparison with The American Scene is an effort to capture ways in which it
addresses and characterizes an America it does not name overtly. What
is Stevens’ sense of the American scene as revealed in this Penseroso-like
walk through an emblematic cityscape? The poem will not allow us to
skirt this large question, since it poses the challenge in its opening canto
to imagine, on an expanded scale, “A larger poem for a larger audience, /
As if the crude collops came together as one, / A mythological form, a festival sphere, / A great bosom, beard and being, alive with age” (CPP 397).
Most commentary on the opening canto of “An Ordinary Evening in New
Haven” concerns itself with a parsing of the poem’s opening sentence:
“The eye’s plain version is a thing apart, / The vulgate of experience.”
The invitation to couple “version” with “vulgate,” thereby stressing the
element of translation in even the most disciplined act of objective seeing,
sets the stage for an interpretive voyage that tracks epistemology as well
as secular theology. Much less has been said about the closing lines of the
canto, even though there is a clear visual reference (“bosom, beard and
being”) to iconic portraits and photographs of Whitman.
Indeed, while the rest of the poem plays with extraordinary verve
upon the variations to be wrung from the seminal, inaugurating oxymoron “plain version,” the theme of audience is much more difficult to
find—even though “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven,” in abbreviated form, was delivered as an “address” to the Connecticut Academy of
Arts and Sciences. On one level, Stevens’ invocation of a larger poem for
a larger audience may be read as self-fulfilling comic prophecy, since he
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did indeed issue a much longer poem for publication, which he suspected
would reach a much larger audience, eventually, than those seated before
him in New Haven on that particular evening in 1949. Certain critics feel
that this expression of a desire to reach a larger audience is something of
a false direction at the outset. But more than a visual allusion to Whitman
is at work in the opening canto, for Stevens’ language of largesse contains
striking and significant echoes of the “Preface” to Leaves of Grass: “The
United States themselves are essentially the greatest poem. In the history
of the earth hitherto the largest and most stirring appear tame and orderly
to their ampler largeness and stir. . . . It awaits the gigantic and generous
treatment worthy of it” (5–6). Whitman’s invocation of the giant helps to
explain Stevens’ scenario of gigantomachia underlying the epistemological struggle between reality and imagination: “Dark things without a double, after all, / Unless a second giant kills the first— / A recent imagining
of reality” (CPP 397). For Stevens (and surely for Whitman as well, though
he may have been loath to admit it), these United States themselves cannot, on their own, be the greatest poem. A poet of these states must reimagine and re-create what they present to him or her.
Central to this gigantic act of re-imagining, and central to the comparison between ways in which Stevens and James constitute an abstract of the
American scene, is the largely unnoticed hypothesis Stevens inserts before
the evocation of “the festival sphere” and its accompanying Whitmanian
imprimatur: “As if the crude collops came together as one, / A mythological form, a festival sphere.” The opening canto to “An Ordinary Evening
in New Haven” serves as something of a preface to the poem, announcing
routes of inquiry and desire to take through the poem as a whole, and although the epistemological quest has required little prodding for readers
to follow, the vaguely utopian, prayer-like expression of unification in the
body politic has remained more obscure. “Crude collops” is a phrase that
James would have appreciated, since it well describes the distaste he felt
and expressed as he beheld the swarms of lower New York in particular.
Stevens lets us know that he shares some of that discomfort by the jarring
crudity of the term itself; and yet, no sooner does he spit the term out than
he imagines an abstract, totalizing form of redemptive unification for the
disparate parts that make up the American scene as seen in an out-of-theway city such as New Haven.
What is crucial to note is that whereas James expresses at points a desire to reclaim American unity as the purity of oneness, he relentlessly and
knowingly constructed such a project as retrospective fantasy. What James
cannot imagine is a projection of an American scene that has “c[o]me together as one.” When Stevens girds for the requisite rigor of seeing the present as present, without nostalgia for the state of “thirty years ago,” what is
most deeply involved is the possibility of seeing the disparate pieces before
him as part of a larger, spherical totality that one might deem a “nation.”
The poem offers us in canto V the floating appositive, “An enormous naReading the Alien in American Scenes	
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tion happy in a style” (CPP 399), and although it is quite plausible to sense
Stevensian skepticism at the unreal quality of such a provisional unity, as
well as to ask oneself just how long such happiness might last, it is also
possible to take this politico/aesthetic aperçu seriously enough to wonder
if it might not be the poet’s business to insure that the national style be salubrious, a tonic rather than a toxin. To this end, Stevens uses the occasion
of “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven” to float paradigmatic imaginings of ways in which the crude collops can come together by virtue of an
appeal to the expansiveness of accepting, rather than demonizing, alterity.
That the poem is composed in the fear-ridden and xenophobic climate of
1949 makes it all the more imperative to stress the implicit social narrative
underlying the poem.
One sure way to track this social narrative is to pay attention to the
cavalcade of what Stevens calls “the bearer-being[s] of the idea” (CPP
398). These would be nominal characters diffused throughout the poem,
mostly decipherable through their very names, but nonetheless key signs
of agents inflected by what might even be termed ethnic markings, a surprising development in a poem that seems serenely to avoid interrogating
the constituted subjectivity of its strolling, patrolling analyst. (Meant to
resonate alongside the printed phrase “bearer-being” is the homophonic
“barer being” so often invoked in Stevens’ leaner, more minimalist imaginings.) But these larger figures crowd the landscape of “An Ordinary
Evening in New Haven,” occupying varying positions along the scale of
blooded palpability: a second giant; the hero of midnight; ancientest saint;
naked Alpha; hierophant Omega; infant A; polymathic Z; men of bronze;
the lion of Juda; the walker; the ephebe; Professor Eucalyptus; the Oklahoman; this carpenter; Ecclesiast; God; the black shepherd; lone wanderers;
the hidalgo; the Ruler of Reality; the Queen of Fact; wandering mariners;
big women; Constantine; Mr. Blank. Even if the voiced identity of the ambulatory thinker delivering these cantos remains ensconced in a default
positioning of white, male, American postwar universality, what he sees
when the scene coalesces into figures is a list of characters surprisingly
foreign to the plain city.
One could argue that the very setting of the poem in New Haven, in
the presence of “such chapels and such schools” (CPP 400), makes it more
likely that some of these exotics will show up in the poem, even though
Stevens continues to read New Haven primarily under the aegis of “plainness,” thus making the point that even the presence of the famous university does not fundamentally alter the character of the place. The university
presents itself as too gaudily “metaphysical,” so that the “walker subtly
walking there” (CPP 403), the poem’s brooding postwar magus, must free
himself from the extroverted “majesty” of trappings in order to get at the
durable truths that gird the structures. Stevens’ satire upon Yale is indeed
subtle, one more example of the tendency of even the most intellectual
poets to chide academics. For the presiding spirit of this poem, the most
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important function that a great university can serve in the present is to
provide a home for a scholar such as “Professor Eucalyptus of New Haven” (CPP 405). Probes of the professor’s “identity” have thus far been
limited to plays upon the etymology of his name (“well-covered”), especially insofar as such a defining derivation indicates the self-placement of
this long postwar sequence under the aegis of anti-apocalyptic vision. But
it is now time to consider what might be gained by reading this fictive
professor’s conspicuous name for its ethnic as well as etymological significations, for the fanciful name operates as an invitation to speculative
interpretation, and part of that activity involves discerning the nature of
the “game” that is being played, along with its constitutive rules: in short,
what is the game of the name?
As a way of uncovering the deracination of Professor Eucalyptus, one
might point to the flagrancy of his most un-plain name, which leads one,
especially in this postwar setting, to speculate on the possibility that this
fellow, living “close to the ramshackle spout in which / The rain falls
with a ramshackle sound” (CPP 405), may be one of the eminent émigré
professors who found the American university a haven from homicidal
European pathologies. Safe in his hotel room, he nonetheless still hears
the sound of the ransacking from which “ramshackle” derives through
back-formation. (Indeed, one of the striking things about the cityscape of
“An Ordinary Evening in New Haven” is how Stevens seems to superimpose European dilapidation—“a hill of stones” (CPP 398)—upon the
victor’s cities.) When Stevens chooses to, as in “Things of August,” he can
provide a name that fully discloses an ethnicity: “We’ll give the week-end
to wisdom, to Weisheit, the rabbi” (CPP 419). But “Eucalyptus,” even as it
announces the presence of the foreign or the strange, masks easily recognizable identifying markers. Stevens keeps him universal in his foreignness. Of course, one could simply say that Professor Eucalyptus must be
a Greek émigré, pure and simple—but what socio-political force would
that possess in the climate of the recently-ended European catastrophe? A
professor of Greek, perhaps. But I prefer to extend the search, in quest of
“a possible for its possibleness” (CPP 411).
One way to partially unravel Professor Eucalyptus is to follow the
poem’s alphabetical encouragements (always a good thing to do with Stevens) and link him to another crucial ten-letter figure, also derived from
the Greek, whose name chimes alliteratively: “Ecclesiast”:
What is the radial aspect of this place,
This present colony of a colony
Of colonies, a sense in the changing sense
Of things? A figure like Ecclesiast,
Rugged and luminous, chants in the dark
A text that is an answer, although obscure. (CPP 409)
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The Ecclesiast is the radial opposite of the president of plainness, “the
late president, Mr. Blank” (CPP 416). (What exactly he is president of is
not made explicit.) The Ecclesiast chants in the dark; Mr. Blank exists in
an empty photograph on a wall. President Blank, one may presume, perorates openly and vapidly, while the well-covered preacher chants his answers in seclusion. “Ecclesiastes” is the Greek translation of the Hebrew
Kohelet. Both words have roots in the notion of a gathering or assembly—
the larger audience called for in the poem’s first canto and addressed by
the Preacher/Speaker. The Ecclesiast in “An Ordinary Evening in New
Haven” performs a function similar to that of the rabbi at the close of “The
Auroras of Autumn”: “Read, rabbi. . . . Read to the congregation” (CPP
362–63). But in what sense can Professor Eucalyptus be folded into this
idea of the textually redemptive Ecclesiast? The latter already represents
a folding of the Greek and the Hebrew, the Greek and the Jew. Were we
to unveil the well-covered Eucalyptus, would we then discover another
encrypted Greek-Jew? Far from such a hybrid representing a threat to the
American scene, as might be the case for the Jamesian observer, Stevens
regards such an encrypted figure as crucial to a decoding of the American
present.
The Greek-Jew was previously summoned by Stevens in the great, neglected quasi-sequence of 1945, “The Pure Good of Theory.” (The first two
sections of this suite are extraordinary, the closing two less so, and it is
not at all clear just how all four parts relate to each other.) Section two
of the sequence, subtitled “Description of a Platonic Person,” represents
Stevens’ most open and powerful naming of a refugee, an immigrant
to a strange land, and it begins an intriguing thread that runs through
“The Auroras of Autumn,” “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven,” and
“Things of August,” a thread in which figurations of the Jew, ancient and
modern, emerge as visible but well-covered agents in the shaping of these
poems’ aesthetic ideologies. Read as a stand-alone lyricized dramatic portrait, tending toward but never arriving at elegy, “Description of a Platonic
Person” resembles certain crisis poems of the 1930s in which Stevens represented and exorcized vulnerable aspects of himself by projecting them
onto others, thereby achieving a kind of apotropaic alterity: “Anglais Mort
à Florence” and “Sad Strains of a Gay Waltz” come immediately to mind.
The section-like poem deserves to be quoted in full, since it is not as widely known as it should be:
Then came Brazil to nourish the emaciated
Romantic with dreams of her avoirdupois, green glade
Of serpents like z rivers simmering,
Green glade and holiday hotel and world
Of the future, in which the memory had gone
From everything, flying the flag of the nude,
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The flag of the nude above the holiday hotel.
But there was one invalid in that green glade
And beneath that handkerchief drapeau, severe,
Signal, a character out of solitude,
Who was what people had been and still were,
Who lay in bed on the west wall of the sea,
Ill of a question like a malady,
Ill of a constant question in his thought,
Unhappy about the sense of happiness.
Was it that—a sense and beyond intelligence?
Could the future rest on a sense and be beyond
Intelligence? On what does the present rest?
This platonic person discovered a soul in the world
And studied it in his holiday hotel.
He was a Jew from Europe or might have been.
					
(CPP 290–91)
The poem is openly Eurocentric, employing “Brazil” as trope for the
“primitive” portion of the hemisphere, and yet it is the place that provides
refuge for the “emaciated” Jew from Europe, the Jew-as-survivor who is
also called a “platonic person.” To say that this “world / Of the future” is
amnesiac means only that, for the European invalid, Brazilian avoirdupois
is a kind of emptiness or nudity. No flags of the nude fly above the hotel in
New Haven, to put it mildly, but there is a sense in which the plainness of
the frigid northern city exists in a systemic bind with the holiday nudity
of the south, part of the “comprehensive island hemisphere” (CPP 31) spoken of in “The Comedian as the Letter C.” Stevens figures both places—
Brazil more drastically—as regions inhospitable to a certain kind of conservative memory ideologically linked to the founding of Western identity
as constructed upon two forms of memory, the Platonic (anamnesis) and
the Judaic (ethnico-historic). Having fled from the Europe that sought to
kill him, ill from the compulsion to think the founding and foundational
questions of the idealization known as European or Western culture, the
Jew transports the Western Wall onto the “west wall of the sea” and, safe
for the present, nonetheless continues his wanderings by residing in a hotel, much the same as Professor Eucalyptus, of whom it might also be said,
“He was a Jew from Europe or might have been.”
The Ecclesiast, a name derived from the Septuagint, points to the conjunction of Greek and Jew in Alexandria, providing another layer of meaning to the idea of the “platonic person” who is also a Jew, since rabbinic interpretation develops during the Hellenistic fusion. Professor Eucalyptus
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and the Ecclesiast are more at home in the chill plainness of New Haven
than in the tropical amplitude of Brazil, apparently, and yet they give every indication of continuing their exile. What emerges as most crucial in
reading this conjunction of the platonic and the Judaic, in both poems, is
the unmistakable act of identification at work when Stevens declares, “He
was a Jew from Europe or might have been,” or when he writes of Professor Eucalyptus in a manner that lends encouragement to the idea that he
is a poetic alter-ego, or when he declares the Ecclesiast to be “the axis of
his time” (CPP 409), a triumphant if tragic declaration of victory over the
Axis. These Stevensian grounds of identification exist as the antipodal opposite of the Jamesian declaration that modern Americans grow rich from
the usurious advantage reaped from the sacrifice of earlier, purer Americans. Indeed, “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven” demonstrates that
the larger poem for the larger American audience must include the exilic
and emigrant and “wandering” intelligences, “Imaginary poles whose
intelligence / Streamed over chaos their civilities” (CPP 409). The civitas
must be open to the fluidity of wandering intelligence. Otherwise, it is indeed the case that “the plainness of plain things is savagery” (CPP 399).
No moment of identity-affirming alterity in “An Ordinary Evening in
New Haven” is more intimate and erotic than the confrontation with the
very figure of “Life” in canto XXV. What the poet sees here is a specular
specter—“wandering on the stair (stare) of glass” (CPP 412)—a reflection
of the idealized inamorata who abolishes distance even while clothed in
the insignia of flagrant differentiation amidst the hibernal bleakness of
New Haven. As it turns out, this sighting of the interior paramour as troubadour hidalgo has a Jamesian feel to it; in this instance, however, it is
the James of “The Jolly Corner,” where the protagonist, Spencer Brydon,
encounters his “deformed” alter-ego, the projection of all he might have
become had he remained in America. Brydon, of course, is never to be
trusted in his valuations, and the reader is encouraged to participate in the
satirical endeavor of determining just what shape a deformed nonentity
such as Spencer Brydon would assume. In his deluded self-importance,
Brydon thinks that expatriation has saved him from becoming like his
Americanized double.
In the case of Stevens, the figure of life is, first of all, a penetrating voyeur, one who pins him with a demanding gaze. “Life” demands fidelity:
“This was / Who watched him, always, for unfaithful thought” (CPP 412).
In the paranoid climate of 1949, it is interesting to note that the figure
who spies upon the poet is alert to signs of betrayal of . . . life itself, life
conceived as remaining true to the principle of imaginative consanguinity as opposed to nationalist kinship. So it is crucial that Life is embodied
for Stevens in the phantasmagoric shape of the guitar-strumming hidalgo, hyperbolically other in this New England setting, with his shawl and
hat—and yet a figure who represents, and has represented for Stevens, a
permanent form of human reciprocity, an eye and tune (an I and tu). The
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hidalgo is doubled in its foreign alterity when the poet ruminates inwardly about his doppelganger in French—“C’est toujours la vie qui me regarde”
(CPP 412)—the very language that Stevens in the “Adagia” declared to be
the mystical double of English (CPP 914). It is as if James, the expatriate,
returning to the American Scene, demands a kind of monolingual purity
that he knows to be impossible, whereas Stevens, the stay-at-home, regards cosmopolitan hybridity as crucial to a sane appreciation of the plain
American difference.
“An Ordinary Evening in New Haven” is followed in The Auroras of Autumn by “Things of August,” a miscellany of meditations, some gnomic,
some historically vivid, that continue to locate figures of alterity in the
contemporary landscape (or cityscape) and to explore the limits of identification with them. With its title, the poem declares itself openly set in the
natural season of summer; and yet, as with the summer day of 1946, that
first full summer after the war, portrayed in “Credences of Summer,” August 1949 remains “shadowed from the beginning by a dark countersong”
(Berger 83). A “park” (CPP 421) and a “picnic” (CPP 420) are mentioned as
well, encouraging us to locate the setting, hard to see as it may be, in the
poet’s beloved Elizabeth Park, which also means that this is a poem set
closer to home than “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven.” But the more
interesting placement comes in section IV, where the “sad smell of the
lilacs,” “the fragrance of Persephone,” and “a widow Dooley,” coupled
with reference to the earth itself as “Fertile of its own leaves and days
and wars” (CPP 419), brings Whitman and postwar dirge inevitably to
mind. Clearly, the mythic figure of Persephone appeals more readily to
Stevens’ taste than the actual war-widow Dooley, here named in a manner
conducive to condescension. It is unfortunate that Stevens chose to drag
the poem down in such fashion, because this section of the suite contains
a powerfully epigrammatic reflection on the war-drive—“The sentiment
of the fatal is a part / Of filial love”—and then chose to continue the condescension by implying that such a tough masculine truth is “Something
not to be mentioned to Mrs. Dooley” (CPP 419). One might say that the
Dooleys of the world are not sufficiently exotic in their otherness for the
Stevensian sensibility, nor do they lend themselves to textual encryption
as do other figures of figuration, such as the aforementioned “Weisheit,
the rabbi,” who follows Dooley onto the stage of the poem in section V.
This final appearance of the rabbi in Stevens’ poetry is both a culmination of and a marked difference in the way he represents this figure of
curious importance to him. Back in “Le Monocle de Mon Oncle,” Stevens
compared himself to a “dark rabbi” and then to a “rose rabbi,” engaged in
“lordly study” (CPP 14), a deliberately aestheticizing reference to a Penseroso-like personage compounded equally of eros and erudition. Whatever
the rabbi may have meant to Stevens in his coded lexicon, he moved it
front and center in one of the most personal poems he ever wrote, “The
Sun This March,” where a desperate and grateful prayer is directed toReading the Alien in American Scenes	
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ward the rabbi as wisdom figure, with the aim of preserving the poet’s
resurrection after a long period of creative silence: “Oh! Rabbi, rabbi, fend
my soul for me / And true savant of this dark nature be” (CPP 109). Levity is gone from this quotation, but the rabbi is still something of a private
household deity for the poet. In the last canto of “It Must Be Abstract” the
rabbi appears briefly but strikingly (“What rabbi, grown furious with human wish” [CPP 336]), fueled in his rage by historical catastrophe and by
a desire, shared by what Stevens calls in the same canto “chieftain” and
“ephebe,” to locate, to salvage, to perfect “the inanimate, difficult visage”
of the commonal, which is the face of the common man Stevens calls “major man” in this section of “Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction.” The poem
runs along many rails, but one of its chief teleological aims is to re-imagine
the “idea of man” (CPP 336) in such fashion as to abolish (abstractly, to be
sure) the distinction between major and minor men, between master races
and untermenschen, allowing, as the poem puts it, a “foundling of the infected past” (CPP 335) to become the transformed substance of the major
man. When Stevens imagines both the rabbi and the ephebe engaged in
this process—the rabbi furiously so—he creates that persistent link between Jew and Greek (vital versions of the archaic principle) that we find
at key points in his later poetry.
The link between the summoning of the rabbi reading to his congregation at the close of “The Auroras of Autumn” and the figure of the textchanting Ecclesiast in “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven” has already
been discussed. When we come upon Weisheit in “Things of August,” we
find him draped in cloth of text, almost as if Stevens were alluding to tefillin: “The thinker as reader reads what has been written. / He wears the
words he reads to look upon / Within his being” (CPP 419). Section IX
of the poem announces “A new text of the world . . . A text of intelligent
men / At the center of the unintelligible” (CPP 421–2), and the rabbi, so
textually incorporated, is surely a part of this grouping. In a number of
his late poems, Stevens defends against apocalyptic urges that he himself
courts by binding himself, through cognate figures, to the world of interpretable texts, and the exegetical personage of the rabbi is central in this
effort to resist the impulse to “Crack the round dome” (CPP 418), to quote
from the second section of “Things of August.”
But the fact that Stevens goes out of his way to specify wisdom by name
and ethno-religiosity marks this final invocation of the rabbi as most intriguing. Despite the jauntiness of “We’ll give the week-end to wisdom,
to Weisheit, the rabbi,” to use the German name for wisdom and then to
mark that German as Jewish is to construct a profound equation between
wisdom, exile, and survival in 1949 and, perhaps, perpetually. Weisheit is
alive to enjoy “The ghostly celebrations of the picnic” (CPP 420), for if portions of “Things of August” are indeed set in a ghostly Elizabeth Park, as I
believe is the case, it would not be at all unusual for Stevens to find a rabbi
enjoying the park on a Sunday, since the park borders on the Jewish en34
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clave of West Hartford. Less tangentially but more tendentiously, the rabbi
is hailed appositively as “Lucidity of his city, joy of his nation, / The state
of circumstance” (CPP 419). The emphasis on placing the rabbi within
city and nation, seeing city and nation enlarged by such “alien” figures of
likeness, continues the project of “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven”
by means of the glissando afforded and accepted by adjacent placement
within The Auroras of Autumn.
Now, it is fair to ask, when city and nation are mentioned with regard
to Weisheit the rabbi: which city, which nation? His German name signals
the possibility that he is a refugee; since he is first identified as “wisdom,”
we can accept as well the hint that, beyond the political sphere, this figure
bodies forth the palpable image of wisdom-in-exile. As Jew, the invocation
of city and nation compels, one might say inevitably, the aura of Jerusalem and Israel—in 1949, a “state” (one-year-old) brought about by the
“circumstance” of catastrophe. When Stevens leaves open the question of
which city, which nation, in regard to Weisheit, he is most certainly not
raising specters of dual allegiance or imperfect citizenship. As I read the
lines, a strong emphasis falls on “his”: “Lucidity of his city, joy of his nation.” Weisheit is in possession of his place wherever he is placed, partly
because wisdom is at home everywhere and nowhere, partly because his
ethno-religiosity has trained him to survive the cataclysm of exile, and
partly because there is room for him in the American city of Hartford,
room to picnic in peace among others for whom his marked alterity, at
their best moments, raises no fears, but encourages thought to move in
the direction of lucidity and joy, for at least as long as the still season of
August lasts.
This weekend stroll in the park with Weisheit affords a final opportunity
to put James and Stevens into ghostly colloquy, for James also finds the urban park (Central Park, in his case) a convenient topos for staging encounters with alterity in the form of the Jew—or, as James puts it, “the polyglot
Hebraic crowd of pedestrians in particular” (AS 132). Observing crowds in
the park, James is drawn to the Jews, primarily because he associates them
most vividly with the quality of being “polyglot.” It will prove instructive
to locate a cognate example in Stevens and the representation of Weisheit,
the rabbi, provides just such a textual opportunity, however refined by the
alembic of late Stevensian lyric abstraction. For James helps us to see that
the fraternal intimacy portrayed between poet and Weisheit—the joyous
wisdom figure—depends to some degree on their ability to share silence:
		
we lie on the grass and listen
To that which has no speech,
The voluble intentions of the symbols,
The ghostly celebrations of the picnic,
The secretions of insight. (CPP 419–20)
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This celebration of cerebration is made possible by muting sounds of difference, accents of alterity, so that this congregated pair might absorb the
volubility of the unspoken in the hermitage at the center. And yet, it is important that we not erase the ghostly outlines of the public park, the civic
space, where this meeting of unlikely brothers is displayed in the open air,
on leaves of grass.
Southern Illinois University
Notes
1
The following critics have been crucial to my reading of The American Scene: Sara
Blair, Gert Buelens, Jonathan Freedman, Ross Posnock, and John Carlos Rowe. On “An
Ordinary Evening in New Haven,” I have found Alan Filreis, Roger Gilbert, and Eleanor Cook important to my argument.
2
Only Alan Filreis and I have engaged in sustained efforts to interpret “An Ordinary
Evening in New Haven” with political and social issues in mind.
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Always a Potent and an Impotent Romantic:
Stylistic Enactments of Desire in Henry James’s
The Ambassadors and Wallace Stevens’
“Anecdote of the Jar”

GERT BUELENS AND BART EECKHOUT

I may say that to-day as victims of unappeased desire
there isn’t a pin to choose between us.
—Henry James, “The Figure in the Carpet”
Just as there is always a romantic that is potent, so
there is always a romantic that is impotent.
—Wallace Stevens, Sur Plusieurs Beaux Sujects

A

I

NY CRITICAL CONJUNCTION of the writings of Henry James
and Wallace Stevens is forced to remain a tentative affair. Neither
in space nor in time do these two figures really overlap: by the time
James died, Stevens had barely begun to place individual poems in magazines and was still years away from compiling his first book; James, moreover, was in Europe, where he had emigrated decades earlier and found
the cultural density congenial to his writing, while Stevens was back in
the United States, where he would stay without once crossing the Atlantic.
More problematically, the principal genres these two writers practiced are
an obvious no-match: while James was a lifelong fiction writer, Stevens
did not much care for novels and spent a lifetime in poetry. Their shared
ventures in the world of theater in fact share very little: like his novels and
stories, James’s plays center on the psychological exploration and social
interaction of characters, which are exactly among the nineteenth-century
elements Stevens conspicuously dispensed with in his poetic experiments
for the stage. To be sure, they were both also published essayists committed to serious reflection on their art-making, but their art forms were very
different: an early-modernist kind of realist fiction over against a highly
individual brand of high-modernist poetry.
So how is it that quite a few literary readers nevertheless feel attracted
to both writers at once and do not conceive of them as terminally incom-
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patible? One answer may be found in the formulation of our own first
sentence. If conjoining these ostensibly disconnected writers forces us to
be tentative in our argument, such tentativeness is not just a result of the
external oppositions mentioned: to some degree it also derives from the
kind of reading habitus typically stimulated by either writer. Both James
and Stevens invite tentative readings—appropriations alert to the many
shades and nuances of their exquisitely crafted language, which is famous
for the way it forces us to keep the semiotic process open and ongoing.
This is a function, inevitably, of the kind of style—in the wider sense of
the word—they invented for themselves. We are in the habit of qualifying
such a style as inimitably their own, two of the most individual achievements of a recognizable literary voice, yet there must also be certain structuring elements or recurrent strategies the two writers have in common
if they are to keep their readers dangling so frequently. In what follows,
we would like to reconsider James’s and Stevens’ respective styles in an
attempt to identify some of their shared effectiveness.
Our working hypothesis derives from what are relatively well-established claims in the critical literature on either writer: so much of the work
of James and Stevens may be framed by the notion of desire. This is most
obvious at the thematic level, of course, although superficially the ways
in which desire is represented prove to be very different again: in James’s
case, it is located largely where we expect to find it, in the interpersonal
realm of the erotic and sexual that fiction offers such a great tool for exploring; in the tradition of lyric poetry that is Stevens’, it tends to be anchored
in the soliloquizing self of the poetic speaker. But in either case critical discussion has sufficiently managed to demonstrate the importance of desire
as central to what both writers are out to represent and express. Nor does
the discussion always stop at this more external thematic level: especially
in the tradition of Freudian and Lacanian psychoanalytic criticism, it is
standard practice to conceive of desire as the very engine of language,
including that most richly crafted use of language called literary composition. James’s and Stevens’ writings are themselves deeply informed by
the enabling constraints of a constitutive desire, which they perform and
enact even as they thematize, represent, or express it on the surface. How
precisely this performance and enactment of desire are played out in the
writing styles of James and Stevens is a question that is not so easily answered, however, and it merits a tentative reconsideration here.
If we recall that desire is fundamentally dependent on the resistance it
encounters and even actively raises for itself, it becomes of more importance to observe how both James and Stevens resist classification according to the traditional assignment along a binary axis that sets paradigm,
hypotaxis, and metaphor as one pole over against syntagm, parataxis, and
metonymy as the other (see, for such polar organizations of literary periods, Ihab Hassan on modernism versus postmodernism and David Lodge
[in Modes of Modern Writing] on modernism versus realism). James and
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Stevens share a heavily hypotactic style, replete with embedded clauses
and grammatical conjunctions, and they are highly inventive practitioners
of the art of metaphor. Yet they also display a strong proclivity for syntagmatic linking, where the “logic” of the chain can as easily depend on surface elements (such as sound patterns) as it does on the deep structures of
thought that are more often the object of a hypotactic style. For both writers, then, the question arises whether and how their stylistic bent favors
the metonymic in ways that Lacanian theory would relate to the force of
desire: how is eros or desire at once anchored and set loose by the peculiar
mix of the hypotactic and syntagmatic in James and Stevens?
To avoid being tempted by sweeping contentions that would do an injustice to the individuality of these authors’ styles, we must work through
case studies. We have decided to place “late James” side by side with
“early Stevens” and limit ourselves to a single canonical case study for
both. In what follows, we start with a crucial scene from The Ambassadors
(1903) and follow this up with the equally well-known anthology piece
from Harmonium, “Anecdote of the Jar” (1919). The canonical status of our
two case studies should allow for a minimal extendability to the authors’
respective styles in general, although the synecdochic practice of extending from concrete example to general rule will be precisely among those
issues we will find reason to address.
II
The eponymous ambassadors of James’s 1903 novel are the various emissaries dispatched from their New England home by the regal Mrs. New
some to extricate her son, Chad, from the clutches of the sophisticated Madame de Vionnet. Thus, the plot of this novel is fundamentally organized
around what is a metonymic and even synecdochic relation: the ambassadors represent Mrs. Newsome and her interests; ideally, they serve as
instruments of her will, as though they were hands that are attached to her
arms by means of invisible anatomical connections stretching across the
Atlantic Ocean. For Lambert Strether, the first and most important of those
ambassadors, the stretch proves too wide, so that other representatives
have to be sent, in an attempt to rescue the diplomatic mission. Strether
falls for the charms of Marie de Vionnet and tries to persuade himself that
the attachment of Chad to the French lady is a virtuous one, and that the
young man’s erotic interest lies with the lady’s marriageable daughter.
We will be concerned with the scene by the river, when Strether witnesses Chad and Madame de Vionnet in conditions that make it impossible for him to go on denying the truth. First we must consider the leadup to that scene, which occupies the final two sections of Book Eleventh,
the penultimate part of the novel. Strether has just survived the visit of
the Pococks, the ambassadors sent out to call him to order, but he is aware
that his days in France are “numbered” and decides to take the train from
Paris in search of “that French ruralism, with its cool special green, into
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which he had hitherto looked only through the little oblong window of
the picture-frame” (303). Specifically, he sets out “at the chance of seeing
something somewhere that would remind him of a certain small Lambinet that had charmed him, long years before, at a Boston dealer’s” (303).
He recalls in some detail the emotions he suffered when he had to admit
to himself that he could not afford to buy the painting. Thus, as Patricia
McKee aptly summarizes, he starts on the trip “hoping to be reminded
of the painting he lost” (119). That is to say, in rhetorical terms, the impulse that underlies Strether’s journey into the country must clearly be
assigned to one of the figures of substitution, which comes as no surprise
in a key scene of a novel that is concerned as centrally as this one with
the whole “logic of delegation,” as Julie Rivkin has shown. But it is less
easy to decide whether the axis of substitution runs vertically, with Strether searching out some acceptable instance of the paradigmatic idea of
Frenchness that he has derived, in part, from what was suggested to him
by the Lambinet painting (in which case he would want to be “reminded
of the painting he lost”), or whether the axis runs horizontally, Strether setting out to reactivate a “memory” of the frustrated impulse of possession
that, “beyond all reason and by some accident of association, was sweet”
(303) (in which case he would seem rather to want to be “reminded of the
painting he lost”).
The latter interpretation can certainly be cogently argued, for instance
by joining McKee in pointing out that the Lambinet “is from the beginning of Strether’s ruminations somewhat excessive in its elements, which
include the train station from which he came into Boston and the price of
the painting” (118). Strether indeed is said to contemplate what it would
be like “to see the remembered mixture resolved back into its elements—
to assist at the restoration to nature of the whole far-away hour: the dusty
day in Boston, the background of the Fitchburg Depot, of the marooncoloured sanctum, the special-green vision, the ridiculous price, the poplars, the willows, the rushes, the river, the sunny silvery sky, the shady
woody horizon” (303). The “impulse” that fires Strether’s trip into the
country would appear to be more complex than his self-confessed desire
to give “the whole of one [day] to . . . French ruralism” (303). He is quite
as much driven by a desire to hit upon the right triggers to relive “the
whole far-away hour,” which was dominated by the sense that to buy the
painting lay “beyond a dream of possibility”; “He had dreamed—had
turned and twisted possibilities for an hour. . . . The little Lambinet abode
with him as the picture he would have bought—the particular production
that had made him for the moment overstep the modesty of nature” (303).
When we pursue this line of interpretation, then what Strether sets out to
do is relive a frustrated desire.
But for most of the scene, Lambert Strether is not doing that. Rather, he
is quite happily satisfying a desire to discover instances of the paradigmatic idea of Frenchness. He is enjoying a sense that he actually lives the
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French rural scene depicted in the Lambinet—that Lambert is Lambinet.
“The oblong gilt frame disposed its enclosing lines; the poplars and willows, the reeds and river . . . fell into a composition, full of felicity, within
them; the sky was silver and turquoise and varnish; the village on the
left was white and the church on the right was grey; it was all there, in
short—it was what he wanted: it was Tremont Street, it was France, it was
Lambinet. Moreover he was freely walking about in it” (304). The emphasis of the scene has wholly shifted to Strether’s ability to “command the
scene” (304) and to his sensuous gratification, which includes an imagined
ability to speak perfect French: “Strether heard his lips . . . emit sounds of
expressive intention without fear of his company. He had been afraid of
Chad and of Maria and of Madame de Vionnet” (304–5). Instead of pursuing those elements in his recollected mixture of emotions that have to do
with the loss of possession, Strether “had the sense of success, of a finer
harmony in things”; he does not relive losing the Lambinet—rather, he
“lost himself anew in Lambinet” (305).
So successful is Strether in taking up a position within the paradigm of
Frenchness that he can even start to imagine himself as the lover of Marie
de Vionnet. Reflecting on the past few days in Paris, he realizes that he
has quite managed to make Madame de Vionnet drop all reference to
what had previously occupied the heart of their conversations: the business Strether had been sent out to perform by Woollett (306). Telling her
that “he preferred not to talk about anything tiresome” anymore turns
out to have resulted in the fact that “they hadn’t so much as mentioned
the name of Chad himself. One of the things that most lingered with him
on his hillside was this delightful facility, with such a woman, of arriving at a new tone; he thought, as he lay on his back, of all the tones she
might make possible if one were to try her” (306). Embroidering further
on the new footing he believes himself to have established with Madame
de Vionnet in the wake of his having fought off the onslaught of the latest
ambassadors, Strether fondly imagines the upshot of it as tantamount to
his
appearing to have said to her: “Don’t like me, if it’s a question
of liking me, for anything obvious and clumsy that I’ve, as they
call it, ‘done’ for you: like me—well, like me, hang it, for anything else you choose. So, by the same propriety, don’t be for
me simply the person I’ve come to know through my awkward
connexion with Chad—was ever anything, by the way, more
awkward? Be for me, please, with all your admirable tact and
trust, just whatever I may show you it’s a present pleasure to
me to think you.” (306–7)
Within the perimeter of the Lambinet, Strether can reflect that this “had
been a large indication to meet; but if she hadn’t met it what had she done,
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and how had their time together slipped along so smoothly, mild but not
slow, and melting, liquefying, into his happy illusion of idleness?” (307).
Entering the recalled Lambinet painting thus possesses, for Strether, the
double value of establishing him as someone who partakes of the paradigmatic qualities of Frenchness—able to ignore the tiresome and instead
pick up the pleasurable—and of releasing him from his awkward metonymic connection with Chad, which is here dismissed as the most awkward link ever.
Strether’s attempt to thus inscribe himself within the French paradigm
is not, however, free from complications, which an attentiveness to the
interplay of the vertical and horizontal axes makes it possible to uncover
quite clearly. Take the following passage, with its self-confident assertion
of paradigmatic differences (Woollett vs. the Cheval Blanc), closely followed by a bemusing elucidation of what exactly it is that constitutes the
French difference—“that in these places such things were”:
The conditions had nowhere so asserted their difference from
those of Woollett as they appeared to him to assert it in the little
court of the Cheval Blanc. . . . [T]hey were the thing, as he would
have called it. . . . “The” thing was the thing that implied the
greatest number of other things of the sort he had had to tackle. . . . [N]ot a breath of the cooler evening that wasn’t somehow
a syllable of the text. The text was simply . . . that in these places
such things were, and that if it was in them one elected to move
about one had to make one’s account with what one lighted on.
(308)
McKee comments: “Likeness withdraws from his representation of the
situation to appear in the relation of the elements of the situation: an internal appropriateness among themselves that might not belong to any
external standard. The text tells him, in other words, that in these places
things are like a lot of other things within the situation that imply them;
they do not lead outside the text into analogies or comparisons that would
explain, clarify, or familiarize them” (119). We would agree with McKee
that “[l]ikeness withdraws from his representation . . . to appear in the relation of the elements,” yet would not term that internal relation one of likeness. There is no suggestion that the things are paradigmatically like one
another; rather, they imply one another through a physical, geographical,
material, syntagmatic contiguity, just as “a syllable” makes up “the text”
not through any paradigmatic likeness to other syllables, but by means of
a syntagmatic chaining of discrete syllables. McKee’s overall point is well
taken, though: the Lambinet scene has Strether displaying a strongly sensuous response to the situation he has sought out; he resists the operation
of rational reflection that could interrupt what is, in fact, the closest thing
to the free flow of desire for him.
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That ideal of the free flow of desire reaches its apogee when Strether,
toward the end of the day, while waiting for his Cheval Blanc supper, contemplates the river, “the lap of the water, the ripple of the surface”: “Such
a river set one afloat almost before one could take up the oars” (309). In
our view, what happens next—“he saw something that gave him a sharper arrest” (309)—signifies the victory of that other and perhaps deeper
strand of Strether’s motivation for embarking on the expedition into the
French countryside: his paradoxical urge to relive a frustrated desire. At
first sight, the description of the arresting sight, with which the final section of Book Eleventh begins, continues in the idyllic vein:
What he saw was exactly the right thing—a boat advancing
round the bend and containing a man who held the paddles
and a lady, at the stern, with a pink parasol. It was suddenly
as if these figures, or something like them, had been wanted in
the picture, had been wanted more or less all day, and had now
drifted into sight, with the slow current, on purpose to fill up
the measure. (309)
But it is soon apparent to Strether that the man and lady are Chad and
Madame de Vionnet. What had been missing from the picture of the river
bend is not that which would have heightened the idyll, placing Strether
romantically in a boat with Marie de Vionnet; rather, what comes to perfect the picture is Chad romantically paired with Madame de Vionnet.
Earlier commentators have in various ways read this moment as one
of unpleasant revelation: Strether is finally made to realize that what
Chad and Marie have is not a virtuous attachment, but a “sexual liaison.”
Lodge, from whom the latter phrase stems (“Strether” 194), offers a fairly
typical interpretation. He analyzes the stylistic break that the description
of the revelation constitutes with the habitual style of this novel, which he
sees as characterized by the “heightened cliché” of a phrase such as “the
thing”—a heightened cliché that serves to bolster the vagueness of Strether’s perceptions (200). That vagueness is here punctured:
what appears to be “the right thing” in this idealized vision
turns out to be altogether the wrong thing when the couple
in the boat come into sharper focus, and prove to be not two
vague figures in a composition, but particular people in particular circumstances which concern Strether very closely. And
the effect of this is surely to undermine the authority of “the
thing” and the whole language of heightened cliché to which
it belongs. (200)
Kevin Ohi offers a good summary of how the scene has most commonly been read as “the moment when Strether discovers his exclusion from
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his friends’ erotic relation” and thus as “the culmination of his education
in the novel, a final turn of the screw achieving the exclusion dictated by
his logic of ‘life’ ” (135). The river scene, on this reading (which Ohi goes
on to question), “put[s] within touch the sense that it is too late, make[s]
manifest the logic of vicariousness, consummate[s] the paradoxical realization of Strether’s belatedness” (Ohi 135)—the scene shows Strether that
the “aesthetic transformation” he thought he had achieved in Paris “is an
illusion” (136). But, as Ohi remarks, “if Strether has been ‘silly,’ then the
Pococks were right. . . . If the Pococks win, the consolation he has constructed may be a delusion; to learn the lesson of Strether’s belatedness
may be scarce consolation for the loss it recompenses” (136). Rather, Ohi
goes on to show that The Ambassadors suggests that compensation is “the
wrong register in which to think of aesthetic transformation” (136).
Roxana Pana-Oltean in a similar vein points out that we should not
take the rupture at face value:
It does appear that the revelation of the identity of the highly
picturesque couple completing the picture abruptly brings Strether from the painted world to the real one of love and suffering. The revelation is a disruption, apparently, of painted surfaces, revealing them to be illusory. . . . However, this process of
overstepping “the oblong gilt frame” is itself a topos of painting and, in fact, a well-known trompe l’oeil effect of the masters. The “realities” interrupting an idyllic painted landscape
are, in their turn, artistic conventions, and the duality between
simulacra and reality is reconfirmed as a play of impressions, a
painterly technique. (193)
What would appear to be the rude arrest of the free flow of desire by
the recognition of the real fact that such paradigmatic labels as “a sexual
liaison” do apply and do not embrace the observer in their fold may,
according to this contextualization within the tradition of painting, actually signify “not so much the disruption of painterly illusion by the
irruption of the real as a highly composed landscape with ruins” (PanaOltean 193).
Ohi and Pana-Oltean do not relate their observations to the crucial fact,
though, that Strether’s journey into the French countryside is not just an
expedition in search of the picturesque—not just the culmination of his
aesthetic education—but also springs from an urge to relive a frustrated
desire for possession. What that means is that, in Ohi’s terms, Strether,
even at this stage, is motivated not just by a logic of compensation for loss,
but also by one in which loss is jouissance; in Pana-Oltean’s terms, when
Strether peoples his idyllic painting with the ruins of his own potential
sexual gratification with Marie de Vionnet, he is satisfying his craving for
the reiteration of a foundational sense of loss.1
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It is worth going back briefly to examine more closely the wind-up of
the river scene, which occurs when Strether is back in his room in Paris
and reviews the past hours, realizing better and better “that there had
been simply a lie in the charming affair” of the surprise meeting and the
happy return to town as a threesome, “a lie on which one could now, detached and deliberate, perfectly put one’s finger” (313).
There were things . . . it was impossible to blink . . . —the too
evident fact for instance that she hadn’t started out for the
day dressed and hatted and shod, and even, for that matter,
pink parasol’d, as she had been in the boat. . . . Her shawl and
Chad’s overcoat and her other garments, and his, those they
had each worn the day before, were at the place, best known to
themselves—a quiet retreat enough, no doubt—at which they
had been spending the twenty-four hours, to which they had
fully meant to return that evening, from which they had so remarkably swum into Strether’s ken, and the tacit repudiation
of which had been thus the essence of her comedy. (314)
Thus, the evidence on which Strether builds his conclusion that Chad
and Madame de Vionnet are having a sexual relationship is metonymic
in character. His growing certainty that what was being staged before his
eyes was a lie depends on the absence of an overcoat and shawl, items
that must have been left behind in another place, a place outside the Lambinet, a place where the sexual liaison must have been enacted in the full
performative sense of the word. Strether’s desire to inscribe himself in the
paradigm of France and a French romance, as encapsulated in the Lambinet, proves to be frustrated by the syntagmatic links carried by the very
French romantic couple whose boat swims into the picture at the height
of his imaginings.
The phrase “from which they had so remarkably swum into Strether’s
ken” contains a curious reference to Keats’s “On First Looking into Chapman’s Homer,” where the metaphor serves within a simile that clarifies an
experience of aesthetic education:
Then felt I like some watcher of the skies
When a new planet swims into his ken;
Or like stout Cortez when with eagle eyes
He star’d at the Pacific—and all his men
Look’d at each other with a wild surmise—
Silent, upon a peak in Darien. (881)
Adrian Poole is very good on the various uses to which James puts
Keats’s “On First Looking into Chapman’s Homer” in his works, including the misreadings subtly attributed to an Adam Verver, in The Golden
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Bowl, who remembers it solely as a poem about stout Cortez staring imperially at the Pacific with eagle eyes, and wholly glosses over the alternative simile of the watcher of the skies, who observes an event that largely
escapes his control (82–83). Keats is careful not to choose between the options in his sestet. James’s decision to associate Lambert Strether only with
the “wondering watcher” is indicative of how his protagonist “has more
difficulty in postponing the crisis of his dealings with the worlds, new and
old, between which he is—as his name amongst other things intimates—
stretched” (Poole 83).
Nonetheless, it seems incorrect to see the Keatsian allusion as merely
contrastive, as though all we attend to is Strether’s disappointed sensation
that his desire to enter the French romantic paradigm will remain frustrated. Rather, to lose Madame de Vionnet to Chad is at once to feel “lonely
and cold” when brought face to face with “the deep, deep truth of the
intimacy revealed” (315) and to enjoy that sense of unappeased desire that
Strether has been associating with the Lambinet all along: “He recognised
at last that he had really been trying all along to suppose nothing [about
Chad and Madame de Vionnet]. Verily, verily, his labour had been lost.
He found himself supposing innumerable and wonderful things” (315).
These, the closing words of Book Eleventh, present us with a Strether for
whom the full force of unappeased desire is finally triumphant: the ability
to suppose “everything,” as the earlier versions of the novel put it (353),
yet the certainty that one will experience “nothing.”
In this light, the note of negation that marks Strether’s final decision
to reject Maria Gostrey’s continued overtures to him—“That, you see, is
my only logic. Not, out of the whole affair, to have got anything for myself” (346)—need not just be read as the moral renunciation that some of
its context indeed suggests. Rather, when Maria counters that “with your
wonderful impressions you’ll have got a great deal” (346–47), it is plausible to relate her remarks to the “innumerable and wonderful things” that
Strether finds himself imagining about Chad and Madame de Vionnet, so
that what Strether possesses by novel’s end is in fact a reinforced sense of
unsatisfied desire, of the type that he had already encountered back on
Tremont Street.2
III
When we make the transition from James’s Lambinet scene to Stevens’
“Anecdote of the Jar,” we seem to be confronted with a landscape painting
again, though it appears to be of a very different kind: while Strether in
The Ambassadors observes a scene in reality through the matrix of a painting that is mixed up with his complicated feelings of desire, Stevens seems
to reflect on the very desire to paint a scene from reality in words. As Bonnie Costello usefully reminds us, Stevens was not much given to replicating the visual experience of looking at actual paintings, preferring instead
to treat the activity of painting “as analogy for artistic endeavor” (170).
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“Anecdote of the Jar,” too, is not out to paint a scene in any detail. As with
“Earthy Anecdote,” one of its immediate predecessors likewise organized
around the effects of a riddling intervention in nature, the landscape is not
given any pictorial specificity: it is reduced to a handful of generic designations—“wilderness,” “bird,” “bush”—to which only the descriptively
alienating “slovenly” is thrown in for coloristic effect. It should be clear
from the start, then, that the language in Stevens’ poem is not oriented toward descriptive particularity but elsewhere. If Stevens’ poetry is moored
in topography, as J. Hillis Miller argues (257), this is to be understood in
anything but a straightforwardly mimetic or descriptive sense.
A second similarity with a difference strikes us when we move from
the Jamesian to the Stevensian text. In both cases, part of the meaning is
produced through the use of unmarked allusions to a poem by Keats. This
is one writerly praxis the two authors appear to have in common: both
James and Stevens prefer the sly allusion to the plainly marked quotation,
thereby adding to the density of signification in their works as well as contributing to the elitist nature of their implied audience. The paradoxically
quiet way in which James integrates “On First Looking into Chapman’s
Homer”—paradoxically quiet because Keats’s poem is all about proclaiming Chapman’s voice (as well as his own) “loud and bold”—is a wellknown staple of the Stevensian poetic diet as well. Stevens’ poems are
drenched in the sounds and images of earlier poetry while typically suppressing their intertextual connections to the point of inaudibility. “Anecdote of the Jar” happens to be a proclamation—or at least a testing out—of
a poetic voice as well, as we will see in a moment, though it appears to be
a much more ironic one than with Keats: while it proclaims an American
modernist voice stylistically, it works hard to interrupt the synecdochic
gesture on which the construction of such a voice depends at the level of
the little narrative scenario it offers up for consideration.
Although critics have found echoes of Keats’s sonnet on Chapman’s
Homer elsewhere in Stevens’ poetry (for example in “Local Objects”; see
Vendler, Wallace Stevens 80), and although it would not be wholly extravagant to detect a fleeting echo even here (the way the jar “took dominion
everywhere” distantly recalls how “deep-brow’d Homer ruled [a wide expanse] as his demesne,” and Keats’s poem ends with a crew of European
explorers staring at each other in amazement at the scene they observe
from the top of a mountain in [Central] America), the principal connection
to Keats in this case is of course to an even more canonical poem, “Ode on
a Grecian Urn.”3 Stevens may well have been celebrating the centenary of
Keats’s annus mirabilis of great odes (1819) when he set out to compose his
own anecdote in 1919. Yet, if for much of his life he was clearly attracted
to Keats’s sensuousness of language, complexity of paradoxical thinking, and aesthetics of indeterminacy, he appears to have composed this
particular anecdote in no less obvious opposition to his romantic forefather. Helen Vendler identifies the multiple oppositions: “Where Keats had
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London, the British Museum, and an Hellenic urn, the American poet has
Tennessee, a slovenly wilderness, and a gray stoneware jar. Where Keats
had cultural and legendary ornamentation, the American poet has a bare
surface” (Wallace Stevens 45). Embroidering upon the opposition, Camille
Paglia proposes that “[f]or modernists like Stevens . . . art no longer necessarily represents either beauty or truth”—the two ideals resoundingly
affirmed and conflated at the end of Keats’s poem, where “Beauty is truth,
truth beauty.” “Art for Stevens is simply order,” she notes, “no matter
how transient” (124). Like other critics, Paglia points up the consciously
provocative opposition in genres, with Stevens’ folksy, prosaic anecdote
deliberately renouncing the “exalted, rhapsodic ode” practiced by Keats
(124).
What interests us principally here is the palimpsestic quality of Stevens’ poem as soon as Keats’s ode is projected behind it. To the extent that
“Anecdote of the Jar” invites a reading in opposition to another text by
another writer nowhere marked in the poem itself, it illustrates Stevens’
characteristic investment in lateral processes of interpretation that we may
regard as essentially metonymic. Interestingly, such a metonymic strategy
occurs here in response to a literary antecedent famous precisely for investing in eternalized images of desire. This creates a complex knot that
is itself expressive of desire even as it raises obstacles to it. As Catherine
Belsey reminds us, “[d]esire alludes to texts—but in order to efface its own
citationality” (17). On the surface, Stevens’ poem works hard to efface its
dialogue with Keats’s romantically magnified expression of desire, and
for those who do catch the allusion he duplicates his act of resistance by
constructing a scene that appears to sabotage the romantic expression of
desire. Mounting resistance, however, is a common ploy for liberating desire; after all, desire depends on “resistances to the norms, proprieties and
taxonomies of the cultural order” (Belsey 6). We would describe the desire Stevens represses in this instance (twice over) as that for an ironically
modern, indigenously rooted poetic artifact and performance that could
counter Keats’s culturally established and idealized example. In this sense,
Stevens’ poem may certainly be read as a twentieth-century response to
James’s fundamentally premodern complaint about his native country’s
cultural emptiness—a complaint that still drove several of Stevens’ poetic
contemporaries away into European exile. To Vendler, it is obvious that
Stevens’ anecdote “is a revoicing of the complaint of James . . . about the
poverty of the American scene, and the consequent danger of thinness
in American art” (Wallace Stevens 46). How precisely the poem revoices
James’s complaint, however, is a question to which we will have to return
as we develop our reading of the poem.
Unlike the setting of the scene we analyzed in The Ambassadors, Stevens’
elliptical scenario is not set by a river (a classic metaphor for the flowing
of desire) but ambiguously fixed to a single point on a hill. Placing something on top of an American hill for all to see is no innocent gesture, of
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course: it conjures up the identity-forming discourse of a “city upon a hill”
at the heart of the American Puritan tradition. (Compare the overtones if
Stevens’ speaker had placed the jar “down a valley.”) As Frank Lentricchia
suggests, Stevens on this occasion may have been reminded furthermore
of William James’s use, in Pragmatism, of the image of a “ ‘marble temple
shining on a hill’ ” as a “metaphor for traditional philosophy and its project of representation,” which Lentricchia goes on to describe as “purity in
action” (Modernist Quartet 24). As soon as we turn the anonymous hill in
Stevens’ little poem into a symbolically significant Hill, however, or his
wilderness into Nature, his jar into Art, we are in the process of sublating the elements in the landscape and entering the realm of rhetorical operations, where we soon find ourselves suspended uncomfortably among
metaphor, symbol, metonymy, and synecdoche. Let us see what we find
when we re-read the poem from such a perspective:
I placed a jar in Tennessee,
And round it was, upon a hill.
It made the slovenly wilderness
Surround that hill.
The wilderness rose up to it,
And sprawled around, no longer wild.
The jar was round upon the ground
And tall and of a port in air.
It took dominion everywhere.
The jar was gray and bare.
It did not give of bird or bush,
Like nothing else in Tennessee. (CPP 60–61)
In his classic study of Stevens’ life and works, Milton Bates includes this
among “a handful of poems” that “though relatively brief, suggest the full
scope of his vision” (292). The main word to note in Bates’s claim, arguably,
is neither “full” nor “vision” but the verb preceding these two terms. The
poem’s principal effect is a suggestive one—unsurprisingly, we might add,
considering the riddling genre it practices. As Stevens liked to tell himself,
in one of his self-made aphorisms: “It is necessary to propose an enigma to
the mind. The mind always proposes a solution” (CPP 908). Like its generic
predecessor, “Earthy Anecdote,” “Anecdote of the Jar” shows Stevens’ confidence in the reader’s desire, which he knows he can release by proposing
an enigma. He does this by drawing our attention to an uncommunicative
object that resists all signification beyond the literal even as it triggers the
reader’s desire to make it stand in for something else.
For Vendler, Stevens’ typical engagement with reality takes the guise
of a “transformation of a spatial object into a temporal event” (Wallace
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Stevens 7). We find such a transformation at work in, for example, “Metaphors of a Magnifico” (1918), and it is arguably also what James in his
own way dramatizes when for Strether the remembered spatial object
of the Lambinet painting is transformed into a scene of desire unfolding
across time in the immediate reality before his eyes. But Stevens’ text is a
shrewd one in this regard: it laconically alternates between verbs of action
playing out temporal events (“placed,” “made,” “rose up,” “sprawled,”
“took,” “give”) and flatly recorded observations of static, inactive fact relayed through the copula “to be” (“And round it was,” “The jar was round
upon the ground,” “The jar was gray and bare”). The transformation into
temporal event is repeatedly halted or sabotaged, in other words, until we
wind up with a concluding line that figures an interpretive short-circuit:
“Like nothing else in Tennessee.” The little drama that unfolds in Stevens’
anecdote is an ironic one of action-reaction-inaction. It is not a drama that
affords an easy opportunity to achieve the satisfaction of release, but one
that prefers to keep us dangling in our desire for such satisfaction.
To be sure, momentary satisfactions are possible, since “The mind always proposes a solution.” And so we tend to translate the jar into something transcending its jarring objectivity. But the central figure of speech
Stevens presents us with is a treacherously ambiguous and multiple one.
This inscrutable jar can be said to function at the paradigmatic and syntagmatic levels of metaphor, symbol, metonymy, and synecdoche—all tied
into a single textual knot. That Stevens is, among other things, revisiting the question of metaphor-making is most obvious from his final line.
The preposition introducing that line is the most commonly used function
word for fabricating similes (which are traditionally viewed as metaphors
made explicit, the two being grouped together as figures of identity).
“Like” serves as the belated (in this instance quite anticlimactic) signal of
the poem’s search for metaphors that will suffice—a search that is aborted
at the very instance of declaring itself. In hindsight, this search appears to
have revolved around a number of definitions centering on the copula “to
be” as well as on a series of verbs of action supposed to define the identity
of the jar pragmatically through a focus on its material effects.
Even without this explicit entry into the realm of likeness, however, we
would already have had reason to distrust the poem’s preceding definitions, coming as they do from a poet whose “definitive affirmations are
almost always transitory” and whose frequent use of “it is” or “it was”
is notorious for offering a fake stability and solidity (Maeder, “Linguistic Structure” 159, 161)—just as James, as we have seen, prefers to dramatize Strether’s momentary illusion of stability through the anaphoric
repetition of “it was Tremont Street, it was France, it was Lambinet” (304).
Beverly Maeder, Stevens’ most sophisticated reader in this regard, insists
that the poet’s habitual use of metaphors is a teasing one, where “things
resemble each other only partially and provisionally” (155). Thus, the fabrication of metaphor tends to function really as a playground for desire,
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in accordance with how Stevens defined the motive for metaphor (in the
eponymous poem) not in terms of the achieved satisfaction of synthetic
identity but in the temporal language of “Desiring the exhilarations of
changes” (CPP 257). “Anecdote of the Jar” shows a family resemblance to
these other poetic experiments in which Stevens tests the limits of metaphor and the possible uses of “to be” (Maeder, Experimental Language 96),
although it should be clear also that the family resemblance is only that of
a somewhat distant cousin in this case, for the poem’s principal drive is
not toward constructing an identity for the jar through the use of metaphor
or copula; the text, as we will see, explores other more pressing issues.
As soon as we start to relate Stevens’ gray and bare jar to Keats’s beautifully ornamented urn, the interpretive options begin to proliferate. There
are at least two artistic contexts in which the poem’s central image may be
inserted.4 From one perspective, the jar bears a family resemblance with
classic ingredients from contemporary painting. “It is pure form,” Paglia
notes, “as compact and minimalist as the coarse farmhouse bowls and
pitchers in paintings by Cézanne or Picasso” (124). When we place Stevens’ object choice in this context, we perceive the jar principally as making a pictorial appearance in the poem-as-painting—a reading triggered
by the act of placement the speaker engages in at the outset, as if he were
placing the jar in a landscape with the explicit purpose of painting the
entire composition. But as readers we are not allowed to linger over this
compositional process for long: we move quickly to the narrative of the jar
itself, which does not seem to return to any of the by-standing painter’s
concerns. As a result, we come to perceive the jar primarily as a threedimensional object actually put down in wild nature, in which case the
more relevant artistic association appears to be with Marcel Duchamp’s
readymades—objects that were also (dis)placed in an incompatible environment. This is a more popular connection in the critical literature on the
poem (MacLeod 19–22; Costello 169; Haglund 127–30) and one that can
lay most claim to constituting a direct source of inspiration for the poet.
As Glen MacLeod has been able to demonstrate, Stevens read the defense
of Duchamp’s 1917 Fountain (the famous urinal placed on its side and put
on a pedestal) as it appeared in the little magazine founded by Duchamp
himself, The Blind Man. That defense was couched in terms very germane
to Stevens’ subsequent treatment of the jar: “ ‘He took an ordinary article
of life, placed it so that its useful significance disappeared under the new
title and point of view—created a new thought for that object’ ” (qtd. in
MacLeod 20).
The jar may be read as a sobered-up modern object introduced for the
purpose of art-making and artistic consideration. Again this function appears to be ambiguous, though, for is the jar itself the work of art or is it a
mere tool for producing considerations on the laws of artistic production?
Is it the direct modern equivalent of Keats’s embellished urn or does it
just establish a point of reference in the landscape that allows the speaker
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to compose an anomalous setting analogous to Duchamp’s placement of
readymades in a gallery or museum? Its status seems to hover somewhere
in between the two functions, which is to say somewhere between minimalist symbol (for art) and metonymic tool (for raising questions about artistic production). That turns it into a particularly accommodating projection screen for readers. Not being a universal nor a culturally established
symbol, the jar’s symbolic dimension must remain to a considerable extent
personal, leaving the reader with a multiplicity of possible identifications.
Some will read it as a “surrogate for the human imagination” (Miller 257),
others as symbolic of the intellect (Yvor Winters, disputed in Riddel 43),
still others as indicative of “the spirit of abstraction” (Lentricchia, Ariel 19)
or of a wide range of cultural phenomena including “an institution, custom, habit, or form of art or religion” (Leggett 200). The latter formulation,
which attributes meaning via a passage from Nietzsche’s The Genealogy of
Morals, well illustrates the surreptitious laterality of such decodings: the
very chain of symbolic meanings critics have come to propose for the jar is
in some sense more metonymic than metaphoric in kind.
In Maeder’s description, the “opening metaphor” in this poem “is a
catalyst. . . . It sets off an ordering movement in the wilderness. It can
be, and often is, related to an ‘old’ metaphor, such as . . . Keats’s Grecian
urn. . . . But we find Stevens’ language freshened by the work and wordplay he does with it in the course of the poem as the jar becomes ‘Like
nothing else in Tennessee’ ” (“Linguistic Structure” 156). A part of the refreshing work language does in this case is that of sliding from inanimate
to personified object—a glissando allowing the text to slip back into the
romantic tradition of Keats, but only at the expense of grating with the
scientifically disenchanted modern world implied by the poem’s cultural
background. To be sure, the personification is deferred somewhat in the
case of the jar, where it erupts only fully in the final stanza, but it has been
prepared for in the personified treatment of the jar’s antagonist, the wilderness. That wilderness is called “slovenly” (after a Flemish word for a
hard-toiling lower-class woman, sloof; see also Lentricchia, Ariel 9–10) and
it is said to react to the initiating action of the speaker by surrounding the
hill, rising up to the jar, and sprawling around. By making such blatant
use of prosopopoeia, Stevens is able to withdraw his speaker from the
scene and steer our attention to the inhuman players as dominant agents
in the text. The effect is to humanize these inhuman players even while refusing the rush toward human projection (for the jar “did not give of bird
or bush”). In that refusal, Stevens’ anecdote shows itself a direct successor
to other early poems such as “Nuances of a Theme by Williams” (1918; see
Rehder 32–33).
But we should step back to consider for a moment why it is that Stevens
needs his slide into the shopworn romantic device of personification. One
possible answer then is that he needs to reinsert the configuration of body
and mind if his poem is to portray a scene of desire (as it is with his im52
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plied sparring partner, Keats). As Belsey notes: “Desire deconstructs the
opposition between mind and body and yet, paradoxically, it is precisely
the reaffirmation of the opposition which . . . has the effect of sustaining
desire” (41). The jar turns out to have something of a mind (it does not
care for birds or bushes), maybe something of a will (it seems interested
in lording it over its surroundings), and it evidently has a body (round
and tall and carrying itself with a “port in air”). At the same time, however, it doggedly refuses to be confused with a human being: it is simply
round (just round upon the ground, the text repeats), and tall and gray
and bare and like nothing else. A jar is a jar is a jar—ajar with everything
else. It installs desire in the landscape only to withhold it promptly and
act as if nothing ever happened. In so doing, it may be felt to participate
in those “stories that [Western] culture acclaims” and that “can be read as
indicating not only a dissatisfaction with official, institutional values, but
also a delight in the power of textuality to defer closure, to postpone the
knowledge which would restore to the Cogito the solipsistic mastery it so
eagerly seeks” (Belsey 41).
Here it is useful to recall how Charles Altieri has characterized some of
the more unsettling poetic experiments in Stevens’ first collection, namely
as “hold[ing] out the possibility of an avant-garde Stevens much less assimilable to humanist ideals than is the aging wisdom figure” (163). The
opening poems of Harmonium in particular build “a sequence that . . . brilliantly flaunts traditional expectations about lyric agency” (163). But “Anecdote of the Jar,” placed later in that same volume, performs some of that
flaunting as well. The early modernist Stevens, Altieri suggests, did not
want to run “the risk of preserving deeply ingrained cultural structures
allowing humans to think well of themselves even as they blinded themselves to everything alien and alienating that confronts consciousness”
(164). A “resistance to idealization” motivates much of the well-known
sensualism of Harmonium, which “required his poetry to focus more intently than was customary on the very processes of taking in the sensuous
information usually ignored by our conceptual habits” (165). However,
Altieri continues,
It is crucial that for Stevens this new orientation did not make
him content with the rendering of heightened sensation—for
many modernists the basic error of impressionism was its so
confining artistic ambitions. He was not a straightforward materialist envisioning consciousness fulfilled if it could get free to
represent only what the senses register about the world. . . . Stevensian sensualism takes as its primary role forcing consciousness to recognize its own tenuous hold on states and processes
for which it cannot successfully impose interpretations but also
upon which it cannot stop imposing projections. (165)
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In rhetorical theory, a certain tenuousness of one’s hold on states and
processes is associated more readily with the use of metonymy than with
either metaphor or symbol, and so we should not be surprised to find
Stevens resorting also to metonymic strategies in “Anecdote of the Jar” to
both push back and trigger ever-insufficient interpretive projections. Stevens could have placed a wheel or snow shovel or any other readymade
on his hill and they would still have been emblems of industrial human
culture in opposition to the surrounding wilderness. But he selected a container: a jar. This is surely no innocent choice if we remember that one of
the dominant types of metonymy is one in which a container is made to
stand in for what it contains—“a pint” for the beer we drink, “the White
House” for the president’s policies. The mysteriously external jar irresistibly invites being filled by meaning precisely to the extent that it remains
silent in the text (in Stevens’ case the words that come to mind are “private” and “secretive”) about what it contains. The poetic result is a comedy about the ineptitude of an ambiguous container that turns out to have
something of both a metonymy and a metaphor: as a container holding an
unidentified substance it functions as metonymy; as a humanly produced
object it stands in metaphorically for the work of art—or perhaps, in a
kind of metonymic metaphor, for a book of poems. After all, the Greek
etymology of poetry, which refers to an act of human making irrespective
of the artistic qualities of the resulting product, reminds us that poetry and
pottery, from a historical perspective, are two of a kind.
What could we fill the metonymic jar with? Roy Harvey Pearce was
the first to discover a possible pun, lost to twenty-first-century ears: the
fact that the jar “took dominion everywhere” may be a joke on a brand
name for canning jars, Dominion (see Pearce 128–30).5 “Stevens was born
and raised in Reading in Pennsylvania Dutch country,” Paglia reminds us,
“where home produce was ‘put up’ in ceramic crocks or glass canning jars
and where farmers’ markets still abound”; but because the poem is situated in Tennessee, the “jar, with its dollops of canned or sampled nature,
may also be a jug for moonshine (fiery corn whiskey), that staple of the
Southern underground economy,” so that “the jar as artwork both preserves and intoxicates” (125–26). Clearly, the unidentified metonymic jar
invites filling by an identity-building content. Such content may be literal
(local produce) but it may just as well be metaphorical, as in Lee Jenkins’
comment that “the rowdy fruit of Harmonium resists the containment of
the ‘gray’ canning jar” (36). Or we may interpret the poem’s silence about
the jar’s contents as a conscious token of obstruction to identity and signification. Then we are able to say, along with Lentricchia, that the jar is “a
receptacle that doesn’t receive and from which nothing emerges—inflexible, hard, and possessed by a classic case of womb envy” (Ariel 10). Such
a reading allows us to come back to the object by saying that “[j]ars are
metonyms of modernization” (14), although it does not apparently have
to keep us from combining this metonymic reading with the metaphori54
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cal accusation that “[j]ars are humorless narcissists who think they are
ungrounded” (15).
When Stevens first published “Anecdote of the Jar” in Harriet Monroe’s
Poetry magazine as part of a sequence of poems he called “Pecksniffiana,”
the text was immediately preceded by what he called “a trifle” (L 214),
which failed to make it into Harmonium. It is called “The Indigo Glass in
the Grass” and asks itself:
Which is real—
This bottle of indigo glass in the grass [also round upon
the ground, clearly],
Or the bench with the pot of geraniums, the stained
mattress and the washed overalls drying in the sun?
Which of these truly contains the world?
Neither one, nor the two together. (CPP 549)
So much for the metonymic impulse again. “Anecdote of the Jar” is obviously not the only Stevens poem about containers that struggles hard to
resist the desire for containment.
Returning for a moment to Paglia’s filling of the jar with local goodies
or whiskey, we can begin to ponder also the ambiguous place in the poem
of synecdoche—that other figure of contiguity usually subsumed under
the syntagmatic umbrella of metonymy. The jar may be an uncontainable
container and it may be metonymically imported into the natural landscape as a Fremdkörper unable to establish a relation of identity—or even
of cooperation and sympathy—with that landscape, but if we fill it with
local produce it nevertheless becomes something of a local product that is
able to capture the natural-organic essence of its Tennessean soil. It then
starts to function synecdochically as an embodiment of the natural soil on
which it is put. This is precisely where the many readings in terms of Stevens’ struggle with Americanism come in (i.e., the collective desire for a
homegrown poetics and art-making). Stevens’ set of “Pecksniffiana” also
included “The Paltry Nude Starts on a Spring Voyage,” which proposes a
humdrum American alternative to the elevated aesthetic ideal embodied
by Botticelli’s Venus. In similar fashion, Stevens’ poem about the jar seeks
to devise a local alternative to “the elite standards of uniqueness and perfection of the European ‘masterpiece’ ” embodied by the (imaginary) Grecian urn at the British Museum in Keats’s poem (Paglia 125).
“I am what is around me” (CPP 70): back in 1917, when Stevens first
published “Theory,” the metonymic/synecdochic construction of a cultural identity through a lateral identification with the speaker’s organic
environment could still be deemed sufficiently convincing to give rise to
an aphoristic proclamation. One year later, the theory was expanded in
“Anecdote of Men by the Thousand”:
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The soul, he said, is composed
Of the external world.
........................
There are men whose words
Are as natural sounds
Of their places
As the cackle of toucans
In the place of toucans. (CPP 41)
But “Anecdote of the Jar” is not so sure anymore about the possibility of
achieving a paradigmatic identification with the environment (the same
kind of paradigmatic identification that, as we just saw, also informed
Strether’s illusion of entering the essence of rural Frenchness by stepping
into a Lambinet scene). As David Haglund argues, the poem “comments
uncertainly on Americanism” and “illustrates the troubles that Stevens
had in establishing his place as a poet” (128). The jar proves to be ajar—in
the sense of “out of harmony” (130)—with its natural locale.
Here the representation of the surrounding wilderness, in relation to
which the jar should be able to define its identity, comes into play. As a
synecdoche, that wilderness hovers ambiguously between the subcategories of pars pro toto (the wilderness is identified as Tennessean, a part of the
larger American wilderness) and totum pro parte (the wilderness is seen as
the uncircumscribed, larger natural condition of the continent into which
the U.S.-American state is merely inserted). Its interaction with the jar,
moreover, is typically double-edged again. On the one hand, the wilderness responds to the jar by borrowing some of its qualities: the jar’s own
roundness forces the wilderness to “surround” it and the jar’s inactive
objectivity effectively tames the wilderness. In that sense, we might take
Stevens to be engaging with the late-nineteenth-century aestheticist claim
that nature imitates art, as Bates here proposes (104) and as James in fact
dramatizes in his own river scene. On the other hand, the jar is disconnected from its environment, alienated and unable to establish a fertile relationship to it, not giving of bird or bush and not capturing the country’s
organic essence, as the final line insists. Thus, in line with what we saw
for the poem’s other rhetorical figures, the synecdochic relation between
artistic production and the American landscape is both invited and obstructed. It is staged as an unresolved question and an enactment of the
very desire for cultural linkage rather than as a convincingly established
connection.
The choice of location—Tennessee—may not be entirely coincidental in
this respect. Only months before composing the poem, Stevens reported
from Chattanooga, Tennessee, to his wife in Hartford, “I have always been
of two minds about Tennessee. Sometimes I like it and sometimes I loathe
it. . . . [T]his midway South is an uncertainty” (L 206). A few days later,
writing from Elizabethton, still in the same state, he tried to mock “the
56
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grandeurs of traveling in Tennessee” by explaining: “I noticed the other
day that O. Henry, in one of his letters, asked, ‘Is it possible for anything to
happen in Nashville?’ Certainly not without outside help. This applies to
the State as a whole. I have never been so concerned about a place” (L 208).
In Stevens’ conception of it at the time, then, Tennessee was both a locus of
ambivalence and ambiguity and a locus of inaction and sterility. We cannot be surprised, therefore, to see him gender the landscape in his poem
in not very flattering terms (its wilderness is neither picturesque nor sublime but “slovenly” and no match for the jar’s masculine self-assertions),
nor that a speaker steps in (offering “outside help”) to make something
“happen” in this Tennessean landscape—only to find that his attempt is to
no avail and merely replicates the sterile inaction and ambiguity Stevens
identified with the state in the first place.
There is something peculiarly treacherous, then, to all interpretations
that get carried away in their synecdochic treatment of “Anecdote of the
Jar” as a poem obliquely making claims about general cultural topics such
as American art. Lentricchia best explains how irresistible the synecdochic
drive is:
However stylized for the purposes of anecdotal point making,
however absurd if thought about through the norms of realism,
the act described in the first line must nevertheless be imagined
as if it were existentially typical. The little action of this little
story begins when someone places a single object some place,
but the poem asks us in its title to conceive of the particular act
and the particular object placed by this particular “I” as an expressive instance of what can’t be perceived and what isn’t and
can’t be directly written about: a generic act, a generic object, a
generic “I.” (Ariel 7)
The pull toward interpretations in generic terms is irrepressible, as Stevens knew only too well when he later attempted “by a peculiar speech to
speak / The peculiar potency of the general” (CPP 343). But synecdoche is
a figure he apparently distrusts at the time of composing “Anecdote of the
Jar.” Witness also the genre he proposes as an alternative to Keats’s ode.
The title decidedly does not read “Synecdoche of the Jar” but “Anecdote
of the Jar,” as if the poet wanted to draw our attention to the etymological
difference between the two words: while the prefix in synecdoche (literally
the taken-out-of-together) attempts a synthesis, the prefix in anecdote (literally the not-given-out, i.e., unpublished materials) figures a negation.6
The negation is at least double again. Stevens may prefer an anecdote in
this instance because it etymologically conjures up “something that has
not necessarily been cast in a definitive form” (Borroff 90). But as the standard reference to “a small gossipy narrative generally of an amusing and
biographical incident in the life of an important person” (Lentricchia, Ariel
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3), the word is also applied in a strikingly counterintuitive fashion by him.
The narrative about the jar is not apparently gossipy at all nor part of
any human biography. Lentricchia has worried most about this negativity, since to him an anecdote should function synecdochically; to him it
“stands in for a bigger story” (3). From his sociopolitically interested perspective, “Anecdote of the Jar” is highly problematical because
when the relation of the teller of anecdotes to a potential audience ceases altogether to be unified by a single myth, anecdotes
will lose their rhetorical power. The anecdote will become . . .
autonomous, a story for itself alone. . . . The anecdotalist’s role
(or desire) is to represent but by way of retrieval and re-creation. . . . The anecdotalist’s act of memory is generative, critical,
and cautionary: his implication is always let us remember together, take it to heart, see the bigger picture. The anecdotalist is
therefore necessarily a deliberately cryptic teacher. (Ariel 4–5)
In Lentricchia’s elaborate reading of the poem, Stevens’ resistant anecdote
forgets its heteronomous function and becomes autotelic, positing the autonomy of the verbal and aesthetic artifact at the expense of a collectively
shared, socially productive message.
This brings us, finally, to the level of the verbal and aesthetic craftsmanship that gives such a distinctively unique sound to Stevens’ “Anecdote
of the Jar.” As usual with this poet (or any other poet worth our time), we
are missing a crucial aspect of the text if we limit our attention simply to
the level of its subject matter and representational strategies. MacLeod,
for example, convincingly points up the similarity between Stevens’ jar
and Duchamp’s readymades, to which “the execution” and the role of the
artist as “craftsman” were likewise of no importance (20–21). But stopping there, MacLeod overlooks the ironic combination of subject and form
in Stevens’ poem: execution and craftsmanship may not be important in
the mechanical production of the jar appearing in the text, but they are
brilliantly on display in the act of writing the poem. There is a similarity
here with James’s crafty style in the Lambinet scene by the river: as with
James, the drama of (would-be) revelation is enacted in a discontinuity
of style. But whereas in James this discontinuity is more homogeneously
organized so as to add to the climactic effect of the surprising revelation,
in Stevens’ modernistically skeptical and self-conscious poetic experiment
it is allowed to spin out of control: it is so pluralized as to forgo the possibility of climactic satisfaction and momentary closure. With considerable
formal legerdemain but no concern for traditional harmonic integration,
Stevens mixes a comically clashing heterogeneity of stylistic registers.
His anecdote joins “some of Harmonium’s most ironic poems,” which are
marked by “violent shifts in register” and “an instability of tone that may
baffle the reader” (Maeder, “Linguistic Structure” 154). Such instability
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erupts most clearly in the critical literature when one critic characterizes
the poem’s presiding tone as one of “playful self-possession” able to mock
the jar through sound effects (Lentricchia, Ariel 11), while another hears
“an awkward sublimity” in spite of everything and a conclusion marked
by “rueful pathos” (Vendler, Wallace Stevens 46).
At the level of word choice, it should be clear that Stevens applies one
of his favorite devices, defined by Vendler as “two voices speaking in antiphonal and antithetical equilibrium” (“Lyric Speaker” 142). To Lentricchia’s ear, the poem mixes the “pompous” and the “plain-speaking” in
a refusal to replicate the “radically realist epistemological project” of romantic writers (Ariel 18). In Vendler’s analogous, but formally more astute
reading, the antiphony is triggered by
the absurdity of the American artist’s attempt to write a lyric:
shall he use language imported from Europe (“of a port in air,”
“to give of”) or “plain American that cats and dogs can read”
(as Marianne Moore put it) like “The jar was round upon the
ground”? The poem keeps trying to write itself in inherited
stanzas and showing us that it cannot, wrecking each proposed
stanza form as it goes along, not only destroying its tetrameters
with trimeters and pentameters, but failing to find any rhyme
for “hill” except itself, abandoning its first notion of alternate
rhymes for no rhyme at all, then deciding to rhyme three lines in
a row (“air,” “everywhere,” “bare”). The American poet cannot,
Stevens implies, adopt Keats’s serenely purposive use of matching stanzas drawn from sonnet practice. (Wallace Stevens 46)
To wreck the poem like this, consciously and on purpose, requires a
virtuoso craftsman who ironically asserts his artistic maturity through the
careful execution of a premeditated failure. The poem itself is anything
but a readymade, then, even if it proclaims its artifice no less. While the ridiculousness of both the scenario about the jar and the poem’s inept stanzaic form may still be aligned, as in Vendler’s reading, the ineffectiveness
of the jar as artistic intervention in the American landscape is ironically
countered by the sly effectiveness of the text’s linguistic performance. This
performance further includes extravagant puns on “dominion” (both a
term from the King James Bible recalling mankind’s command over the
animal realm in Genesis [Paglia 124–25] and the cheaply commercial brand
name of a banal canning jar) as well as, arguably, on the final syllable in
Tennessee (Paglia 126; Riddel 44).
It is not very hard, then, to detect in this ironically refractured play with
form and content another performance of desire analogous to what we
already encountered at the level of the teasing imbrication of metaphor,
symbol, metonymy, and synecdoche. “The quest for closure,” Belsey reminds us, “represents the wish to master difference, the very alterity on
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which desire depends. This, in the end, not the unity of mind and body, nor
unity within the subject, is desire’s impossible project” (37). In his attempt
to avoid staging an intentionality that can be recuperated by referring to a
poet’s individual expressivity, as we would normally expect from a lyric
speaker in the romantic tradition, Stevens in “Anecdote of the Jar” offers
us the poem as itself an engine of desire. In her book on desire, Belsey concludes her chapter devoted to the most potent twentieth-century theories
on the topic by proposing:
Desire cannot be put on display. Unless, perhaps, in its . . .
textual enactment, its non-systematic, untheorized, elliptical,
incomplete, uncertain, elusive performance, in a work which
mimes desire . . . , which is inconclusive, apparently inconsequential—a text which is above all and in all kinds of ways
neither here nor there. (71)
Every one of these words sounds remarkably apt as a description for “Anecdote of the Jar” and its peculiarly modern potency. One would barely
guess, in fact, that Belsey was in this instance tailoring her formulation to
the love letters in Jacques Derrida’s The Post Card.
IV
“Argumentation by way of examples,” writes J. Hillis Miller, “depends on
insinuating the validity of that most problematic of figures, synecdoche.
Example asserts that the part is like the whole” (239). In our extensive
readings of two famous textual moments in James and Stevens, we have
tried to remain self-conscious about the desire for synthetic extrapolation
inherent in all uses of synecdoche, even as we realize such a desire is psychologically inevitable and intellectually indispensable. Keeping up some
of the same wariness here, in our brief concluding paragraph, we prefer to
couch our findings in the form of a nonrhetorical question to admirers of
both these canonical writers.
On the basis of our reading of one crucial scene from The Ambassadors
and one brief lyric poem, “Anecdote of the Jar,” we are inclined to propose
that the knotted density and complexity of James’s and Stevens’ respective styles derive in large measure from the way these two writers tend
to imbricate the paradigmatic and syntagmatic dimensions involved in
all production of meaning, and that, most clearly here in the case of Stevens, they set to elusive, impure work such rhetorical figures as metaphor,
symbol, metonymy, and synecdoche. Could it be that this elusive and impure imbrication, if it is seen to inform not just the two textual cruxes we
have rather randomly selected but also a major portion of the two authors’
works, defines some of their shared aesthetic understanding of desire (at
whatever level of consciousness)—more specifically as this understanding
affects the question of how to deal with desire not just as a topic for de60
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scription but also as something to be infused stylistically in their writing
so as to ensure its ever-renewed release in their readers?
Ghent University and University of Antwerp
Belgium
Notes
1
Other scholars who have dwelt on this scene in the context of desire include David
McWhirter, who makes a very productive distinction between “desire” and “love” in
James: “desire must by definition remain unfulfilled, for it only wants to perpetuate itself as desire (as wanting and therefore as lacking), and so perishes in the act of consummation [the basis of love]” (6); thus desire goes hand in hand with imagination, with
the imagination of love. But when he comes to read the river scene, he does not allow
for the possibility that its function is, precisely, to perpetuate desire; rather, his reading
stresses the “hard realities” that hit home for Strether, and which supposedly put a stop
to “desire and imagination”: “The very thing that completes the picture is also the thing
that rips the picture from its frame and restores it to time; the filling of the void in the
picture eliminates that space where desire and imagination have lived. . . . The pure
duration of the moment . . . gives way to the hard realities of knowledge and judgment
and time, to a wholly organic connection with the inevitable text from which Strether
has attempted to escape” (70). Eric Haralson complicates the flow of desire in The Ambassadors in an intriguing way, pointing out, for instance, that Strether’s fascination
with Marie de Vionnet is such that he might well long to place himself in her position as
Chad’s lover, rather than the other way around (see e.g., 118). To activate McWhirter’s
terminology, Haralson could be said to argue that the reason why Strether cannot consummate his desire is that it would result in a proscribed type of love. Ross Posnock
does not enter into much detail regarding this scene in what is otherwise a lengthy
discussion of The Ambassadors, but his perspective is close to ours in that he notes that
“Strether’s is a hazardous venture that produces pleasure not in spite of but because it
courts injury at every turn. Expressing this riskiness is the hypertrophy of violent imagery pervading his always precarious ambassadorial negotiations” (231). For a related
analysis of Jamesian desire, see Buelens, “Henry James’s Oblique Possession.”
2
Our reading of the final scene is thus in line with Priscilla Walton’s interpretation:
“Because Strether realizes that meaning cannot be confined or deciphered, he chooses
openness when he chooses nothing. Plurality, which the women he encounters in Europe have taught Strether to desire, is reaffirmed by the text itself, which cannot be
closed since one cannot close or limit a choice of nothing, or absence” (118).
3
Allusions to “Ode on a Grecian Urn” recur throughout Stevens’ writings, sometimes more implicitly, as in “Sunday Morning” (see Brogan, “Stevens and the Feminine” 184), sometimes more directly, as in “The Poems of Our Climate” (see Bloom 141).
Since the latter has been read as an explicit revisit to the jar anecdote, we might note, in
light of what follows, that “The Poems of Our Climate” proclaims itself explicitly to be
about desire: because of “the never-resting mind” “one desires / So much more than
[pink and white carnations in a bowl]” (CPP 178–79).
4
If, as one of us has argued elsewhere (Eeckhout 185–87), an important artistic source
of inspiration for “Earthy Anecdote” is to be found in modern dance (more particularly
the Ballets Russes and Stravinsky’s music), then “Anecdote of the Jar” follows this up by
offering a no less elliptical scenario grafted upon the production of modern visual art.
5
Images of a Dominion canning jar may be found in Pearce (129), MacLeod (23), and
on Alan Filreis’ website at <www.writing.upenn.edu/~afilreis/Stevens/jar.gif>.
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6
Anecdotes are no standard lyrical genre, of course. Between 1918 and 1920 (but
never again afterward) Stevens wrote six poems called “anecdotes” in their respective
titles. Several of these show more than a passing concern for synecdochic processes of
signification.
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Ambulatory Poetics in
Wallace Stevens and Henry James

ERIC LEUSCHNER

T

he path from Wallace Stevens to Henry James via pragmatism
and William James may be a well-worn and unsurprising one. Jonathan Levin, Patricia Rae, and Joan Richardson have all identified Stevens as one of the major heirs of pragmatist thought within twentieth-century American literature. Yet one aspect of William James’s pragmatism that
appealed greatly to his novelist brother and that has not been fully explored
in relation to Stevens is the notion of “ambulation.” As Richard Hocks argues in his seminal study of the brothers’ relationship, Henry James and Pragmatist Thought, the concept of ambulation greatly influenced the novelist’s
style. As I hope to demonstrate, ambulatory relations also inform Stevens’
“reality-imagination complex” (L 792). Specifically, I want to focus on how
the metonymic construction of Stevens’ poem “A Primitive Like an Orb”
parallels the ambulatory relations of James’s late style, providing a connection between the two writers. This essay begins with an account of the idea
of ambulatory relations, based on the analysis by Hocks, who was the first
and remains the most incisive exponent of this aspect of the Jameses. A brief
analysis of ambulation in Henry James’s novel The Ambassadors will demonstrate how ambulation aligns with metonymy as a figurative trope. My
argument concludes with an analysis of the Stevens’ “A Primitive Like an
Orb” as an exemplar poem of Stevens’ late metonymic, ambulatory style.
My larger argument suggests how metonymy, as opposed to metaphor
and simile, functions as a fundamental trope for Stevens, but at the same
time can be seen to function as a trope for Jamesian pragmatism and ambulation. Although critics such as Levin, Rae, and Richardson connect Stevens to William James, they readily clarify that Stevens’ most pervasive,
and self-confessed, philosophic influence was the Platonic philosopher
George Santayana, not James. Although Santayana, who studied under
William James and later was his colleague at Harvard, espouses a form
of pragmatism, his is at odds with James’s pragmatism. George Lensing
describes how Santayana may have influenced Stevens:
Santayana approaches Stevens’ own resolution of the dichotomy [fact-ideal]: the mind begins with facts but proceeds to
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“ideal constructions.” Another part of his theory, however,
was less consistent with Stevens’. While Stevens would go
“through” facts to discover the imaginative ideal, Santayana
insisted that the alliance between the real and the imagined
was in the end an unholy one. . . . Although Stevens would
later share Santayana’s notion that the imagination was “unreal,” . . . he would hold more firmly than Santayana to the
role of facts as not only a “starting point” but also a pervasive
and continuing presence in the exercise of the imagination. For
Santayana, the imagination . . . should acknowledge its discrete
efficacy apart from “brute fact” and thus resist the temptation
to validate itself in the name of empirical truth. (27–8)
As will be noted in the discussion of William James’s ambulation, this
holding on to facts as a “pervasive and continuing presence” is more firmly in the Jamesian notion of pragmatism. Daniel Schwarz, in Narrative and
Representation in the Poetry of Wallace Stevens, notes the shift in Stevens’
poetic development as essentially following the movement from Santayana to William James: “As Stevens aged, the particular, the thing itself,
becomes the dominant interest. . . . Metaphor—the trope of idealism, including Platonism—gives way to metonym: the trope of Aristotelianism”
(220). Because of his penchant for metonymic figuration, Stevens becomes,
as Henry James claims he himself was, an unconscious pragmatizer.
Ambulatory Relations in Henry (and William) James
Richard Hocks describes William James’s discussion of the concept of
ambulatory relations as a “fundamental statement of his entire epistemological argument” (38). For James, citing C. A. Strong in his 1909 book, The
Meaning of Truth, ambulatory relations establish knowledge as something
made by the “ambulation” from an idea to the vicinity of its object, both
of which are parts of reality and not taken abstractly, as in saltatory relations, saltatory relations being those relations that are “pure acts of the
intellect coming upon the sensations from above, and of a higher nature”
(138). Within saltatory relations, results of cognition are abstracted, as opposed to particularized or concretized as they are in ambulatory relations.
Summarizing the definitions, Hocks notes the direction in James “toward
the importance of affirming a concrete process, and away from affirming
what that same process is alleged to come to or mean in the abstract” (38).
In James’s words, ambulatory knowledge is “knowing as it exists concretely” (139).
James is careful to note that the two terms are mutually referential: “I
fear that most of my recalcitrant readers fail to recognize that what is ambulatory in the concrete may be taken so abstractly as to appear saltatory”
(139). Later in The Meaning of Truth, as he is developing his argument of
concrete versus abstract relations, James explains how this interrelationAmbulatory Poetics in Stevens and James	
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ship operates: “altho [sic] knowing can be both abstractly and concretely
described, and altho the abstract descriptions are often useful enough, yet
they are all sucked up and absorbed without residuum into the concreter
ones, and contain nothing of any essentially other or higher nature, which
the concrete descriptions can be justly accused of leaving behind” (149).
He then cites the example of “prudence” as a test case, asking what it
means to be prudent. Is it better to define a man as prudent in general
without reference to any of his acts or to define a man as prudent based on
concrete actions: for instance, “that he takes out insurance, hedges in betting, looks before he leaps” (149)? Here James essentially offers two definitions of prudence, one metaphoric, the other metonymic—he is defined in
the abstract (metaphoric, saltatory) or he is defined by the relations of his
actions (metonymic, ambulatory). This ties directly with Stevens’ concept
of reality and imagination, and James invokes similar terms: “The same is
true of the relation called ‘knowing,’ which may connect an idea with a reality. My own account of this relation is ambulatory through and through.
I say that we know an object by means of an idea, whenever we ambulate towards the object under the impulse which the idea communicates”
(139–40). The central key to James’s discussion of ambulatory relations
rests on particularization:
My thesis is that the knowing here is made by the ambulation
through the intervening experiences. If the idea led us nowhere,
or from that object instead of towards it, could we talk at all
about its having any cognitive quality? Surely not, for it is only
when taken in conjunction with the intermediate experiences
that it gets related to that particular object rather than to any other part of nature. . . . Cognition, whenever we take it concretely,
means determinate ‘ambulation,’ through intermediaries, from
a terminus a quo to, or towards, a terminus ad quem. As the intermediaries are other than the termini, and connected with them
by the usual associative bonds . . . , there would appear to be
nothing especially unique about the process of knowing. They
fall wholly within experience. (141–2)
Again, James emphasizes the “particular object” and the relation of the
object is essentially arbitrary as in metonymy. Hocks highlights this passage in relation to Henry James as it provides “the very nexus for all of
the basic features of that late style” (40). By that he is referring to James’s
dramatic method, where meaning resides in the continual act of knowing.
One of his principal examples is James’s late novel The Ambassadors, the
novel James thought of as his “best . . . ‘all round’ ” (Art of the Novel 309).
In his “groping” for understanding, the novel’s protagonist, Lambert Strether, acts throughout the novel as a pragmatist. Hocks points out, as others following him also have, that Henry James puts the pragmatic way of
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knowing into action from a fundamental style as opposed to his brother’s
style: “But if William’s view is ‘ambulatory through and through,’ as he
says, William himself is for the most part saltatory, even when he is expounding ambulation or other various pragmatistic doctrines allied to it!
Henry, on the other hand, is a ‘natural’ ambulator” (44). This is particularly seen in his criticism of the novel. What is James’s famous passage from
the preface to Roderick Hudson in which he states “relations stop nowhere,
and the exquisite problem of the artist is eternally but to draw, by a geometry of his own, the circle within which they shall happily appear to do so”
(Art 5) but an expression of metonymic thinking, with its container-like
imagery encircling the contiguous elements of the fiction?
Hocks cites many examples from The Ambassadors to support his claim
that Strether acts as a mirror of James’s own “way of thinking.” He pinpoints, for instance, a passage where Strether responds to Sarah Pocock’s
indictment of his conduct:
“I don’t think there’s anything I’ve done in any such calculated
way as you describe. Everything has come as a sort of indistinguishable part of everything else. Your coming out belonged
closely to my having come before you, and my having come
was a result of our general state of mind. Our general state of
mind has proceeded, on its side, from our queer ignorance,
our queer misconceptions and confusions—from which, since
then, an inexorable tide of light seems to have floated us into
our perhaps still queerer knowledge.” (418)
For Hocks, this passage represents “the ambulatory relationship of next-tonext, the confluently related elements of experience, in which one simply
must not distinguish where one cannot empirically divide” (173). Hocks
uses this to segue to his application of Owen Barfield’s notion of polarity,
but what I find most telling about this passage is the striking similarity to
a metonymic understanding. Just as Hocks sees “indistinguishable part
of everything else” as a sign of the pragmatist way of knowing, I see in
it a definition of metonymy. Even Hocks’s gloss on the passage reads in
metonymic terms: “next-to-next” and “the confluently related elements.”
When William James writes about ambulatory and saltatory relations in
The Meaning of Truth, his description bears a resemblance to metonymy as
well: “it [the idea] and the object are both of them bits of the general sheet
and tissue of reality at large; and when we say that the idea leads us towards the object, that only means that it carries us forward through intervening tracts of that reality into the object’s closer neighborhood, into the
midst of its associates at least, be these its physical neighbors, or be they its
logical congeners only” (140–1). As will be shown in the later discussion
of metonymy, this figural trope depends upon the elements in the figure
to be of the “general sheet and tissue of reality”; that is, our way of knowAmbulatory Poetics in Stevens and James	
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ing is dependent on the objects of reality presently available. Describing
elements residing in the same “neighborhood” is tantamount to citing the
traditional definition of metonymy as container for contained.
Another example of James’s use of metonymy in The Ambassadors further illustrates the connection between the trope and knowing. It is not
so much that Stevens and James employ metonyms as they do metaphor
and similes, but that they exhibit metonymic thinking; it is this metonymic
thinking that I connect with Jamesian ambulation. At the beginning of the
novel, Strether seems to obsess over the cover of the Woollett Review that
he edits back home in America. The most he can say about it to Maria
Gostrey, however, is that the cover is green and that his name is on the
cover; it is as if the contents of the review are determined by the containing cover. Maria Gostrey even challenges this conception. When Strether
answers “ ‘green’ ” to her question of what kind of review it is, she replies
metaphorically, “ ‘Do you mean in political colour as they say here—in
thought?’ ” To which Strether replies literally, “ ‘No; I mean the cover’s
green—of the most lovely shade’ ” (100). The reduction is almost ridiculous. On the other hand, Strether implies that Mrs. Newsome, who financially supports the Review, is figuratively behind the journal, noting that,
although she may or may not “ ‘peep out,’ ” she is “ ‘behind the whole thing;
but she’s of a delicacy and a discretion’ ” (100). Mrs. Newsome herself is
a metonymic figure throughout the novel, never seen, but always present
through her agents and effects; she is the absent center of the novel as it
were. Later, Strether recalls the magazine cover again and emphasizes the
link between metonymy and knowing: “He was Lambert Strether because
he was on the cover, whereas it should have been, for anything like glory,
that he was on the cover because he was Lambert Strether” (115). For Strether, his name on the cover becomes his identity, and the reader can see
how Strether ambulates back and forth between two forms of identity.
Although the cover of the Review functions as an actual metonym, a
final example from James’s novel highlights the metonymic thinking and
leads into Stevens’ poem “A Primitive Like an Orb.” The well-known image of Paris that Strether confronts in Book Two combines the ambulatory
and metonymic in James. As Strether contemplates what he should do
about Chad Newsome, he observes the cityscape of Paris: “It hung before
him this morning, the vast bright Babylon, like some huge iridescent object, a jewel brilliant and hard, in which parts were not to be discriminated
nor differences comfortably marked. It twinkled and trembled and melted
together, and what seemed all surface one moment seemed all depth the
next” (118). Hocks remarks on this passage that it is “noteworthy in explicitly articulating the same returning as the different, which is to say [it tells]
to a greater degree than usual what is also the basic felt reality and mode
of presentation of the novel as a whole” (158–9). In other words, Strether’s
ambulation between the surface and depth of the city’s perception causes
him to know the city differently as it undergoes this process of trembling
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and melting. My point is that the relationship cited between surface and
depth is a metonymic one: that the depth is determined by the surface
and vice versa, the container for the contained; one cannot have the one
without the other. Although the parts are not to be discriminated, they are
parts in contiguous relation and they maintain their integrity. That James
chooses to present this image as a simile (as well as the metaphor of “the
vast bright Babylon”) is significant as it illustrates the confluence and interrelationship of simile, metaphor, and metonymy. This particular image
is resonant with Stevens’ poem, “A Primitive Like an Orb,” for the obvious imagery of the jewel and orb, and, as I hope to show, the metonymic
figuration in these two images also resonates and suggests the connection
between Jamesian ambulation and Stevens’.
Metonymic Relations in Wallace Stevens
In the prose portion of “Three Academic Pieces,” first read at Harvard
in 1947 and later published in The Necessary Angel, Stevens remarks that
resemblance is the most “significant component” of reality because it creates a relation among things that binds them together (CPP 686). Poetry
satisfies the desire for resemblance and, by doing so, “it touches the sense
of reality, it enhances the sense of reality, heightens it, intensifies it” (CPP
690). In the essay, Stevens discards both identity and imitation as false
resemblance: in identity resemblance disappears, while imitation is artificial resemblance. Resemblance immediately calls forth the metaphoric
reliance on similarity, which Stevens discusses:
If resemblance is described as a partial similarity between two
dissimilar things, it complements and reinforces that which the
two dissimilar things have in common. It makes it brilliant.
When the similarity is between things of adequate dignity, the
resemblance may be said to transfigure or to sublimate them.
Take, for example, the resemblance between reality and any
projection of it in belief or in metaphor. What is it that these two
have in common? Is not the glory of the idea of any future state
a relation between a present and a future glory? (CPP 690)
Stevens goes so far as to call metaphor a symbol of all poetic tropes.
Throughout the essay, Stevens refers to resemblances as metaphor and
metaphor as the language of poetry. He notes the following description in
terms of metaphor:
The wig of a particular man reminds us of some other particular man and resembles him. A strand of a child’s hair brings
back the whole child and in that way resembles the child. There
must be a vast numbers of things within this category. Apparently objects of sentiment most easily prove the existence of
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this kind of resemblance: something in a locket, one’s grandfather’s high beaver hat, one’s grandmother’s hand-woven blanket. (CPP 688)
These examples are poetic tropes. They are obviously not all metaphors.
The hair connected physically and organically to the child is a synecdoche.
The grandfather’s high beaver hat and the grandmother’s hand-woven
blanket are metonymic in that they are related only because they have
been associated with the people they “resemble.”
Resemblance then is a metonymic relation, not a metaphoric one, and
the distinction lies in the gulf between language and reality. Stevens appears to be aware of this problem, beginning “Three Academic Pieces”:
“The accuracy of accurate letters is an accuracy with respect to the structure of reality” (CPP 686). Stevens’ statement implies that reality as truth
precedes language, and one use of language is to connect in some way
with reality. That it can never accomplish this (always the gap between the
figural and the proper) causes problems, and the precedence of language
emerges.
Stevens’ use of metaphor poses a paradox. In Stevens and Simile, Jacqueline Vaught Brogan points out that Stevens is faced with a problem:
he desires to believe in metaphor, but at the same time he knows that it
is not true (30). The falsity of metaphor is an issue that many critics see
as the crux of Stevens’ problem with reality and imagination. The split
between the tenor and vehicle in metaphor, the impossibility of creating a
real bridge, causes a splitting or fragmenting in metaphor itself, and, according to Brogan, the apparent unity between tenor and vehicle, which is
never actually present, is reason for Stevens’ inconsistent and ambivalent
attitude toward metaphor (183). Charles Altieri directly states that metaphors lie, and he regards Stevens as successful because he progresses past
the paradox of metaphor (30). Brogan and Altieri propose that Stevens
uses metaphor as a means of undercutting itself: to show itself as a false
image of reality. In this view, Stevens sees “metaphor as degeneration,”
the phrase taken from Stevens’ poem of the same name.
Instead of metaphor, Brogan sees in Stevens’ use of simile the possibility of conciliation between unity (metaphor) and fragmentation. A possible solution to the problem of naming the unnamable is by asserting
the identity as as—that is, recognition by similarity. According to Brogan,
metaphor and fragmentation are the two poles of language—not opposites, but mutually dependent. She points out that the relationship is not a
Hegelian dialectic, but a relationship, like Hocks’s polarity, in which Stevens can possess both poles through a tension created by simile (14). Brogan states that Stevens is not concerned with language as either metaphor
or fragmentation, but rather with language as it contains and reveals both
directions. Simile, by its nature, suggests a unity as metaphor does, but
undercuts it at the same time by the use of like or as. According to Brogan,
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simile is both unitive and fragmentary, or at least holds both within a tension by its form. Stevens is indeed fond of simile, but simile defers the
problem by placing it as as.
Metonymy, on the other hand, as (re)formulated from the classical trope
by Roman Jakobson in the 1950s, provides a more useful approach; like all
tropes, it is the transfer of the name of one thing to another. Although a
direct link between word and object has been debunked by thinkers from
Saussure to Derrida, this relationship becomes most significant in understanding Stevens’ concept of reality and imagination. Metonymic naming
occurs between two contiguous elements in a contained system. If a metonymy is to exist (linguistically), then the two or more terms must physically exist simultaneously in proximity. By being contiguous, they cannot
coincide or substitute. In essence they remain in relation to one another
in what can be seen as an imaginary container just as the defining image of metonymy includes container and contained. Metonymy involves
a precarious balance between the two elements—as Stevens observes in
“Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction,” “not balances / That we achieve but
balances that happen” (CPP 334). Margaret Dickie suggests reading Stevens metonymically, distinguishing Stevens from the romantics by his use
of metonymic description. With Stevens, according to Dickie, the external
attributes are what compose the individual. Stevens “externalizes the internal,” whereas the romantics internalize the external (111).
The metaphoric and the metonymic undeniably mix in Stevens, but it is
exactly this mixture that allows the metonymic to undercut the metaphoric, subverting the seeming priority it has. The philosophical debate underlying the poems is a clear mirror of the philosophical arguments central to
the modern period, including the writings of the American pragmatists.
Metonymy exposes the lack of a center, describing reality by those objects
surrounding the center. Because there are a center and margin, which can
never correspond, there can never be a unified whole. Looking for the
metonymic moments and the moments of tension between the metonymic
and the metaphoric can inform the questions he raises about reality and
imagination. For Stevens, reality is something to be desired; it becomes
a desire for a unified whole. However, he understands that it is a desire
that cannot be fulfilled. Metaphor deludes with the prospect of unity and
fulfillment of desire. Metonymy, on the other hand, exists in the paradox
between simultaneously acknowledging desire and acknowledging the
futility of desire.
Stevens’ Ways of Knowing “The Essential Poem”
Stevens’ poem “A Primitive Like an Orb,” originally published as a limited edition pamphlet by the Banyan Press for the Gotham Book Mart in
1948, was first collected in The Auroras of Autumn in 1950. A month before the book’s publication, Stevens wrote to his liaison at Alfred Knopf,
Herbert Weinstock, about the book: “looked at as a publication of the
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kind of poetry that I try to write it seems to me to be perfect. It compels
the reader to move through it slowly and deliberately and it gives him
the sense of being in appropriate surroundings” (L 686). This description
aptly notes the confluence of ambulation and metonymy, as the reader
is to “move through” the book, but at the same time be conscious of the
contextual surroundings, or neighborhood. The Auroras of Autumn also
contained the poem “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven,” which Julianne Buchsbaum has recently read as emblematic of the influence of
American pragmatism, suggesting that the poem “fulfills a commitment
to the pragmatic strategy of re-seeing, testing, and revising its own propositions and of tethering the imagination to descriptions of the empirical
real, the ordinary, and the actual” (94). Stevens himself would concur, as
he stated his desire was “to try to get as close to the ordinary, the commonplace and the ugly as it is possible for a poet to get” (L 636). Although
I read “A Primitive Like an Orb” in terms of the metonymic relation to
pragmatism, the appearance of these two poems in The Auroras of Autumn
indicates the commitment to pragmatic thought Stevens had developed
at this point in his life.
Stevens begins “A Primitive Like an Orb” with the “the essential poem
at the center of things” (CPP 377). Stevens remarks that the essential poem
is good, comparing it to “arias,” but, at the same time, it is a “gorging
good,” and the arias are made by “spiritual fiddlings.” The “slick-eyed
nymphs” who fetch the essential poem act like metaphor. Stevens distrusts the easy muse almost as if perception by the senses is misleading.
However, it is an imaginative perception, not sensual perception being
referred to here. By referring to the essential poem as the “essential gold,”
Stevens associates it with the “gold flourisher” of “Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction,” the misnamed epithet of the unnameable sun. Here, too,
the essential poem cannot be seen and cannot be named, especially when
carried forth by “such slight genii” (CPP 378). Stevens argues that the essential cannot be known by either the imaginative or the unimaginative
primitive. Imagination may seem to make known, but because it is metaphoric, it is a false knowing.
Connecting the primitive and the orb suggests desire and longing. The
simile “like” promises fulfillment, but the distance between the grounded
primitive and the astronomical orb is physically unfeasible. J. Hillis Miller
articulates this distance in his reading of the poem:
The interpreter [of the poem] is left with a paradoxical space at
once interior and exterior, objective and linguistic, a space of elements organized as rotating rings around a center that cannot
be named or identified as such and that is, moreover, not at the
center at all but “eccentric,” out beyond the periphery. (181)
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If read from an understanding of metaphor and metonymy, Miller’s “paradoxical space” is the space of metonymy, the space metaphor elides in
its push for identity. It is metonymy’s ability to suspend both spaces or
units together, intact, that raises it above metaphor. Metonymy’s ability to
obviate the subject and object unites them but simultaneously keeps their
separate identities without negating either.
Stevens never questions the existence of the essential poem, yet the
question remains of how to name it. Simile fails, as does metaphor, because Stevens recognizes the inherent falsity of the tropes. In the second
section of the poem, a metonymic sense of identity becomes apparent in
the lines, “We do not prove the existence of the poem. / It is something
seen and known in lesser poems” (CPP 378). Lesser poems, poems written in this reality, reflect what we know of the essential poem. Stevens
identifies the coming awareness of the essential poem in a metaphor of a
harmony, but a harmony “that sounds / A little and a little, suddenly.” It
is Jamesian knowledge as knowing and takes the perceived by surprise.
Composed of disparate elements, the perception of the whole comes slowly. Stevens also points out the sensuality of the transfer: “it is something
seen” just as the harmony is audibly heard. For Stevens, the harmony is
its own existence separate from the constituents; as in metonymy, the two
elements maintain their own existence. But Stevens ends the section with
the instant of speech, “The breadth of an accelerando moves, / Captives
the being, widens—and was there.” Significantly, Stevens does not state
that it is there, but that it was there. We do not and cannot ever know the
moment, especially if knowing is ambulatory.
In this case, the “as if” and the “like” assigned to simile act more to
identify equivalence than resemblance. The question Stevens raises is how
the essential poem is known or identified and the answer lies in metonymy. Appearances are misleading: “It is / As if the central poem became
the world, / And the world the central poem” (CPP 379). The attempt at
simile here with the “as if” fails. Instead of the direct relation of “as,” it is
now “as if.” Stevens questions the power of simile, and those that read the
trope as simile overlook the tone of uncertainty the if places on the line.
The shift from simile (and metaphor) is a shift toward reality, away from
the imaginative construct Stevens takes issue with. The “used-to earth” of
reality has no influence—it is only when “the men, earth and sky inform /
Each other” that a new reality is gleaned. It requires a conjunction of contiguous elements seen in context for the new reality to be apparent.
The articles in the title of the poem are significant to interpreting the
implications of reality and imagination. A primitive and an orb are not the
same as the primitive and the orb, just as the essential poem is not the same
as an essential poem. The title announces a primitive like an orb, but begins with the essential poem. Stevens offers the representative to identify
the specific. Hillis Miller points out the same implication by juxtaposing
the poem with a passage from Derrida’s Of Grammatology. Summarizing
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Derrida’s discussion of the metaphor of the heliotrope, Miller concludes,
“By the fact that it [any word] is only a term, a word, it is not the word. It
is only a derived image in a potentially endless sequence of images, each
of which always refers to another image, and so on indefinitely” (169).
Linearity, as the figure of metonymy, is the direction in Stevens’ poetry as
a way to make things known. “A Primitive Like an Orb” is based upon
a linear sequence of renamings, emphasized in stanza three as the poem
trails off into ellipses:
A space grown wide, the inevitable blue
Of secluded thunder, an illusion, as it was,
Oh as, always too heavy for the sense
To seize, the obscurest as, the distant was . . . (CPP 378)
The gap of metonymy appears again as the “space grown wide”; it is
the space between the abstract and the physical—the gap that the imagination attempts to cross. It is as if Stevens cannot stop the forward motion
of his quest. Stevens again begins a list when he ventures on naming the
essential poem in section VIII:
A vis, a principle or, it may be,
The meditation of a principle,
Or else an inherent order active to be
Itself, a nature to its natives all
Beneficence, a repose, utmost repose,
The muscles of a magnet aptly felt,
A giant, on the horizon, glistening. . . . (CPP 379)
In this effort to name the noun of naming, Stevens lists nine alternatives.
The linear progression never ends, offering itself as only suggestion or
possibility, a deferral, never the thing itself, and a situation that elicits desire.
The fact that the giant, “the abstraction given head” (CPP 380), is on the
horizon insists that there is something beyond that which the giant is. The
giant is figured “At the center on the horizon, concentrum.” Everything
revolves around the giant: “whirroos / And scintillant sizzlings . . . Moving around and behind” (CPP 380). Not only is the giant figured as the
center, but it is also the origin or the source—and even more, it predates
the origin, being the patron of origins. The essential poem, the poem most
basic, most primitive, is at the center; it is the source and the focal object,
but is clear that this center cannot truly be seen by Stevens as evidenced
by the frustrated ellipses, so he creates the giant as an apparent metaphor.
But the giant is not the center; it is a metonymic figure linearly spread out.
It is also an ambulatory figure. According to Joseph Kronick, without the
giant, immediacy and oneness with nature would result (94). The giant is
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not the end product; it is part of an evolution, not what Stevens desires.
Stevens describes a process in which the giant is always what is evolved,
but also always what will change. There is no beginning or end to the
process. The appositives in the series are equivalent. Each is formed from
a resemblance of the previous idea and a resemblance from that idea goes
on to form the next. There is no center; there is no depth. Stevens deals
only with surfaces. Miller notes that the structure of the poem mirrors the
“serial arrangement of images organized in a circular ‘as’ or ‘is’ structure
around an absent center” (167): a clock with twelve stanzas. The giant
cannot be seen because of the “whirroos” surrounding it and blocking the
view; rather, we see it as a metonymic sign of something on the horizon.
Stevens ends the poem with a simple phrase: “That’s it” (CPP 380), either a sign pointing to the object of the poem, or a statement of resignation,
or possibly both. Stevens concretizes the abstract by invoking the senses:
“The lover writes, the believer hears, / The poet mumbles and the painter
sees.” The sensual abilities are the bases of reality and the knowledge of
one’s relation to it. Even here, Stevens shies away from a totalizing figure;
instead, it is a more metonymic figure delineated by distinct particulars.
Stevens notes that each is a part, separate but whole: “Each one, his fated
eccentricity, / As a part, but part, but tenacious particle.” The part is a
sign of an other, an Other of the totality, “the total / Of letters, prophecies,
perceptions, clods / Of color.”
Stevens’ desire in “A Primitive Like an Orb” is to make things known, to
name the unnameable—to find the truth of meaning. Metaphor is the easy
way to name the abstract—to substitute something already known for the
unknowable—but Stevens realizes that this is not truly naming, that metaphor is false. Metaphor clouds and loses the abstract with the substitution
of the metaphoric term for the abstract. Metaphor is a totalizing figure in
that the metaphor becomes a center to its own system. Stevens recognizes
the lack of a way to name the abstract. Much of the complexity in Stevens
results form the juxtaposition of the abstract, the unnameable, and the
physical. He culminates with the “giant of nothingness” (CPP 380) as the
final statement of the series of the total. But it must be remembered that
the giant is only an attempt, a partial attempt at best, to name—it is one
aspect in the process of naming. Henry and William James would concur.
As William James claims in The Meaning of Truth, “Our whole notion of
a standing reality grows up in the form of an ideal limit to the series of
successive termini to which our thoughts have led us and still are leading
us. Each terminus proves provisional by leaving us unsatisfied. The truer
idea is the one that pushes farther; so we are ever beckoned on by the
ideal notion of an ultimate completely satisfactory terminus” (159), which
becomes Stevens’ palm at the end of the mind.
Fort Hays State University
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Henry James, Wallace Stevens,
and the Way to Look at Madame Merle

GEORGE MONTEIRO

I

n a discussion of the pleasure human beings take in resemblances (“Three Academic Pieces,” 1947), Wallace Stevens chooses for his
exemplary text the familiar lines from Ecclesiastes: “ ‘the silver cord
be loosed, or the golden bowl be broken, or the pitcher be broken at the
fountain, or the wheel broken at the cistern—.’ ” The effect of these images
or symbols can be explained, according to Stevens: “When we read Ecclesiastes the effect of the symbols is pleasurable because as symbols they
are resemblances and as resemblances they are pleasurable and they are
pleasurable because it is a principle of our nature that they should be, the
principle being not something derived from Narcissism since Narcissism
itself is merely an evidence of the operation of the principle that we expect
to find pleasure in resemblances” (CPP 690, 692).
Of course, human beings “find pleasure in resemblances”—the reader
takes pleasure in noting that not merely Stevens, but Henry James before
him, has recourse to the symbols of this passage in Ecclesiastes, particularly the break in the barely discernible crack in the golden bowl that is
given to Maggie, the only daughter of the American businessman, Adam
Verver. But what Stevens does not address in his meditative essay is the
notion that distinctions also bring pleasure to those who see them. If we
are weighing the relations between Stevens and James, we would do well
to keep in mind that the resemblances depend on the distinctions and,
surely, vice versa.
In order to clarify one of those distinctions, let me begin by going off on
something of a tangent. When Stevens and Robert Frost had their famous
exchange, there was something behind it more than merely the subject
matter of their poetry. If Frost “wrote on subjects,” as Stevens charged,
Stevens wrote “bric-à-brac,” fired back Frost. In this exchange, John Ciardi saw the central difference in the two poets. “Some poets, Frost notable among them,” wrote Ciardi in 1954, “write poems which have their
references, at least in large part, in a recognizable external world; to the
extent that we knew beforehand something at least about what they are
describing, our understanding of the poems is made easier. Stevens, on
the other hand, insists on the poem as its own imagination and subject;
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a thing made of itself in the saying; a self-entering, self-generating, selfsealing organism, a thing of its own nature” (Doyle 398–99). Of course, it
was not just “subjects” that interested Frost, but “persons” as well, both
of which—subjects and persons—Stevens brushed aside as unsuitable or
irrelevant to the kind of poetry he was bent on writing. It goes without
saying, moreover, that those persons who interested Frost were ordinary
folk, more often than not, of the rural or farming species. When a young
novelist, looking for a patron, informed Stevens of his intent to support
himself by farming, Stevens warned him (without offering to become his
patron): “there doesn’t seem to be much chance for you as a writer if you
are going to engage in farm work” (Strange 21).
If Henry James was no farmer, he was not a businessman either. What
for the moment both Stevens and Frost ignored—Stevens astonishingly
so—was the supreme role of the imagination in creating art out of persons
and bric-à-brac, just as James might have failed to appreciate the poetry
of business—something he tried to make up for, clumsily, in “The Jolly
Corner,” and more sympathetically, if belatedly, in the late fragment of a
novel, The Ivory Tower. Stevens, on the other hand, if he took satisfaction in
business as legitimately a place for the active imagination (even as farming was to others), he chose not to tackle the matter in his poetry.
Judging from the evidence so far available as to Stevens’ reading of
James, it can be safely noted that he did not read widely in James, which
should come as no great surprise, but that the little he did read he seems
not to have read with much appreciation or profundity. For example, on
a dreary winter day in 1909, while still living and working in New York
City, he wrote to Elsie Moll, the woman who would become his wife:
Our first day of snow, although, in fact, it has been thawing
since morning; and most of the day it has been dropping rain. I
left the office at five and went to several book-stores for something to read. The shops were just closing and the crowd, the
lights, the cars, the machines and horses in the street, together
with the mist and the casual rain, made a flawless city night.
—I imagined (if I might, Bo) that I was going home to you.
No such luck. But I picked up a novel and have finished cutting the pages and expect to dip into it to-night. Last night I
read Coleridge until midnight, after writing a little to you. —It
is heavy work, reading things like that, that have so little in
them, that one feels to be contemporary, living. My novel is
Henry James’ ‘Washington Square.’ I think I’ll send it to you if
it is good. It was written almost thirty years ago, when Henry
James was still H. J. Jr. and had tales to tell. (L 121)
Before going on to see what Stevens thought about the novel after he
read it, it is useful to note that Stevens was well aware of James’s literary
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reputation at the time, to wit, that the author of The Wings of the Dove and
The Ambassadors no longer had the capacity or will to “tell” interesting
stories, particularly, one surmises, tales involving persons. But Stevens
implies more. The Anglo-American writer was not quite “Henry James”
when he published his modest New York City novel in 1880; he was merely
“H. J. Jr.,” not dropping the “Jr.” until after the death in 1882 of the family
patriarch, the maverick philosopher-theologian, roughly coincident with
the publication of The Portrait of a Lady. Stevens read Washington Square immediately, and three days after acquiring the book he was ready to report
to Elsie that James’s modest novel had not impressed him much. “The
‘Washington Square’ was not specially good,” he wrote.
“[It is] altogether an exhibition of merely conflicting characters. It is such an old story that the neighborhood was once
suburban but that with the growth of the City has come to be
very much ‘down-town’—the very last place, in fact, in which
people live, all below it being exclusively business, except for
the tenement intermissions. —Yet it was balm to me to read
and to read quickly. I have such difficulty with Maeterlinck. He
distracts by his rhetoric. Indeed, philosophy, which ought to be
pure intellect, has seldom if ever, been so among moderns. We
color our language, and Truth being white, becomes blotched
in transmission. —I think I’ll fall back on Thackeray. (L 122)
It would be easy but misleading to look too deeply into Stevens’ remarks. But there is something valuable here on the surface. Despite his
having a few days earlier remarked on James as a teller of tales, Stevens
says nothing about the tale (read plot) or about the characters in this trenchant novel. Rather he speaks about the story as one of demographic and
sociological transition, neglecting to acknowledge that the story of Dr.
Sloper, his daughter Catherine, and Morris Townsend, her fortune-hunting would-be lover, is the moral one of the consequences of emotional
violence among the principals in a possible marriage. Such matters never
being Stevens’ strong suit, at least not in his poetry, it is not surprising
that he moves quickly on to a comment on Maeterlinck’s rhetoric and
generalizations about philosophy, intellect, language, and truth—matters
with which he would always be more comfortable than with persons,
his reference to Thackeray notwithstanding. It should also be noted, as
Glen MacLeod remarks in the introduction to this special issue, that the
elliptical nature of Stevens’ remarks on Washington Square may also reveal that he was avoiding something even more personal: Stevens’ father
(like Dr. Sloper) disapproved of his choice of Elsie as a marriage partner. They fought about it in late 1908 and never spoke again. The plot of
James’s novel would hardly be comfortable reading for Stevens and Elsie
in 1909.
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In 1945, decades after setting down his reactions to James’s Washington
Square, Stevens found in F. O. Matthiessen’s Henry James: The Major Phase
(1944) the following sentence from James’s notebooks: “ ‘To live in the
world of creation—to get into it and stay in it—to frequent it and haunt
it—to think intensely and fruitfully—to woo combinations and inspirations into being by a depth and continuity of attention and meditation—
this is the only thing’ ” (L 506). An ethic of aesthetics for the creator, this
refinement of the legacy of Walter Pater spoke eloquently to Stevens the
poet. In fact, it can be seen to be directly related to what was his great and
virtually exclusionary subject at the last: what he called, somewhat triumphantly in the poem “Of Modern Poetry” with conclusive contentment,
“The poem of the mind in the act of finding / What will suffice” (CPP
218). The notion, it should be noted, does not oblige the poet to focus on
the minds of individualized characters—there is in Stevens no Duke of
Ferrara, say, or no J. Alfred Prufrock or Isabel Archer—but solely on his
own. It was, of course, his own mind at work that caught Stevens’ creative
attention. When James turned his attention to his own creative mind, he
wrote his remarkable set of prefaces to the volumes of the so-called New
York Edition in the first decade of the twentieth century.
Long before that prolonged inquiry into mind and memory that became his prefaces, James had written narratives centering on characters
searching for facts and truth. A case in point is Isabel Archer’s night of
questioning, remembering, and discovering (chapter 42). “For a long time,
far into the night and still further, she sat in the still drawing-room, given
up to her meditation,” but when she arose, she had discovered what she
considered to be the true relationship of her husband, Gilbert Osmond, to
Madame Merle, and in the course of that discovery the useful truth about
herself. Writing in the preface about his conception of The Portrait of a Lady,
James recalled:
“Place the centre of the subject in the young woman’s own consciousness,” I said to myself, “and you get as interesting and
as beautiful a difficulty as you could wish. Stick to that—for
the centre; put the heaviest weight into that scale, which will
be so largely the scale of her relation to herself. Make her only
interested enough, at the same time, in the things that are not
herself, and this relation needn’t fear to be too limited. Place
meanwhile in the other scale the lighter weight (which is usually the one that tips the balance of interest): press least hard,
in short, on the consciousness of your heroine’s satellites, especially the male; make it an interest contributive only to the
greater one. . . . To depend upon her and her little concerns
wholly to see you through will necessitate, remember, your really ‘doing’ her.” (xv–xvi)
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The reminder to himself to really “do” Isabel, to dramatize her inward
life—remembering always that her relationship to her “satellites” must
not be pressed lightly—was all well and good, but the proof was still in
the pudding, and it all needed doing. James explains how the “doing”
might be brought off. But James is already in complete possession of his
story, a story that will center on a personage who is not yet in complete
possession of an understanding of her situation. That she will arrive at the
knowledge necessary to such an understanding is the point of the vigil
scene James has conceived for her. For James, making his subject the central consciousness of his narrative clarified his theme and provided him
with a structure. In the mind of the novelist-critic who wrote the prefaces
for the collective edition of his works in the first decade of the twentieth
century, his achievement in The Portrait of a Lady was not unrelated to what
he was able to do in later works such as The Sacred Fount and, preeminently, The Ambassadors.
I might show what an “exciting” inward life may do for the
person leading it even while it remains perfectly normal. And
I cannot think of a more consistent application of that ideal unless it be in the long statement, just beyond the middle of the
book, of my young woman’s extraordinary meditative vigil on
the occasion that was to become for her such a landmark. . . .
She sits up, by her dying fire, far into the night, under the spell
of recognitions on which she finds the last sharpness suddenly
wait. It is a representation simply of her motionlessly seeing,
and an attempt withal to make the mere still lucidity of her act
as “interesting” as the surprise of a caravan or the identification of a pirate. It represents, for that matter, one of the identifications dear to the novelist, and even indispensable to him; but
it all goes on without her being approached by another person
and without her leaving her chair. (xx–xxi)
Now we turn to Isabel’s dark pseudo-benefactor, Madame Merle. There
is more than one way to look at Madam Merle, as Isabel, sitting alone before the fire during that long night into morning, discovers. But the truth
for Isabel, it turns out, must be but one truth, not multiple truths to be
weighed in the balance. She says in all but words, “Here is what the woman did, what she said, what she implied, what it is legitimate to infer, and
I must get it down to the one truth. Ah, Osmond’s manner when she entered the room that time, and from that observation I uncover the nature
of their intimacy. It’s easy now, no shadows or chimeras, philosophical
conundrums, the parsing of images, the poison of notions, thoughts that
lead nowhere—only the truth.” Here is the fruit of the act of the mind in
finding what will suffice. One of the brilliant things about James’s chapter
on Isabel’s solitary thinking at this point is that the reader already knows
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pretty much what there is to know about the nature of Madame Merle’s
involvement with Osmond, knowledge gained from chapter 22, in which
the meeting of the two—Merle and Osmond—where they discuss Pansy’s
future, takes place before Osmond and Isabel meet for the first time, and
thus the reader is able to appreciate just how, at a later date, Isabel comes
to the same conclusion. Now the question becomes: what is Isabel going
to do, since knowing something that Osmond and Merle do not know that
she knows, though advantageous, brings its own responsibilities. Thought
brings on passion, new thoughts, new passions—and a new plot.
Embracing the romantic truth that what is imagined is the closest one
can come to what Emerson called the “not me,” Stevens was content (in
his native and chronic discontent) to exploit the ingenuity of his imagination to offer the ingenious variety of his blackbirds. But James, witting or
unwitting follower of his brother William’s useful precept that what obtains is not truth per se but the consequences of believing that something
is true, espouses an idea that does not even come into play for the poet
in “Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird.” With Stevens, the game of
imagining is usually the sum and whole of everything. Madame Merle is
Isabel Archer’s “blackbird,” but Isabel cannot afford to see her thirteen
different ways. She comes to the one—fictionally accurate—way of viewing her, for the shape and quality of her life from that moment on depends
on her discovery of the truth.
T. S. Eliot said famously that James had a mind so fine that no idea
could violate it. It was not that James’s mind was not receptive to ideas,
far from it, but that it was proofed against violation. Something similar
could have been said about Stevens, who embraced ideas—the idea of a
supreme fiction, for instance, or the integrity of the imagination in confronting whatever reality there is—but who did so, unlike James, to the
exclusion of much else, including something of human sympathy. With
this sort of thinking in the background, let me now take the risk of turning
briefly to a consideration of Gilbert Osmond—the aesthete Madame Merle
has chosen to be Isabel’s soul mate. He, too, was intended to be, in James’s
thinking for his novel, merely a satellite, viewed once in a while as it circles the cynosure who is Isabel. But when James’s older brother objected
to his depiction of Osmond even as the novel was being serialized, James
defended his work. Asking her to thank William for “his remarks on my
novel—especially on the character of the depraved Osmond,” he wrote
to Alice, William’s wife: “I am afraid it won’t be in my power, however,
to change him much at this late day. As however he was more intended
than Wm appears to have perceived, to be disagreeable & disappointing,
it may be that the later numbers of the story have already justified my
first portrait of him. I think on the whole he will be pronounced good—
i.e. horrid” (Horne 130). As James makes abundantly clear, Isabel’s husband—collector, watercolorist and connoisseur—lacks the ability to feel
the deeper human sympathies.
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The modern reader is tempted to see in Osmond a prefiguring of the
type of modernist poet engaged in near-exclusive activity that is not unlike that of James’s fictional character—absorbed in coloring-in a small
painting or intently tracing the outline and modulations of an ancient coin,
well away from human contact—reading, composing poems, meditating
on art. The biographical Stevens was no Gilbert Osmond, of course; but
he did share with James’s fictional aesthete the propensity to shrink into
the solitude of the self. That in Stevens’ case this was not just a late-in-life
affectation is suggested in Alfred Kreymborg’s account in 1925 of his first
encounter with Stevens:
Of the poems he [Kreymborg] had read in Rogue, the thing
he liked best was a bit of vers libre called Tea, by Wallace Stevens:
“When the elephant’s ear in the park
Shrivelled in frost,
And the leaves on the paths
Ran like rats . . . ”
Colyumists [sic] had riddled it so often alongside things of his
own that he felt a fellowship with the author and on the way
to the Nortons hoped most of all to meet him. He visualized
a slender, ethereal being, shy and sensitive. The man he was
introduced to was shy and sensitive, but so broad-shouldered
and burly that Krimmie [as the diminutive Kreymborg, employing the third person, called himself in this autobiography]
was overawed. He tried to refer to Tea, but the tall man waved
a deprecating hand and muttered something sounding like
“Jesus.” Norton drew Krimmie aside and explained: “Cornering Wallace about his own work isn’t done.” He thanked his
host and vowed never to address the giant about his own work
again, nor about anything else for that matter. (218–19)
To complement this partial view of Stevens, I would adduce another anecdote, one told by Samuel French Morse, one of Stevens’ early would-be
biographers, in a talk at Brown University in the early 1960s. When Stevens
learned that Morse had recently come to Hartford to teach at Trinity College and had not yet been to visit him, he wrote him a chiding postcard.
“In Hartford, and you haven’t come to see me?” quoted Morse. “That’s like
visiting India and not going to see the Taj Mahal.” The self-directed humor
here (the Taj Mahal is, after all, a mausoleum) gives way to one’s sense of
the poet’s view of himself as an imposing and immovable presence.
In contrast with James’s interest in the affective reasoning of his women characters—a panoply ranging from Christina Light to Kate Croy—is
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Stevens’ rather consistent lack of interest in the women who surface in
some of his best-known poems. It is not that he did not write poems about
women, as James wrote novels about them, for that was Stevens’ prerogative, but when he put them in his poems they always were in service of
the poem’s narrator—Stevens himself. Each of Stevens’ women is at best
a ficelle, as James called those ancillary characters who are not “of the true
agent” (1908 xix) of his purposive narrative. Showing no concern for the
woman’s mind or affections, Stevens lectures (no, hectors) the titular figure
of “A High-Toned Old Christian Woman”: “Poetry is the supreme fiction,
madame, / Take the moral law and make a nave of it / And from that
nave build haunted heaven” (CPP 47). The biblical Susanna is projected
entirely as a sensual woman, a feast for the male voyeur’s eyes and lustful longing in “Peter Quince at the Clavier.” In “The Idea of Order at Key
West,” the “she” is useful to the speaker of the poem as the “maker of the
song she sang” and “the single artificer of the world / In which she sang”
(CPP 106)—but, humanly, she is nothing more to him than a stimulus to
his thinking. In the satirical “The Emperor of Ice-Cream,” “she” is a lifeless
body whose “horny feet protrude” from under the sheet that “cover[s] her
face” (CPP 50).
Only in “Sunday Morning,” which in a far-fetched way recalls Isabel’s
solitary vigil in The Portrait of a Lady, does Stevens offer us what must pass
for a woman’s thoughts. But she—unlike James’s heroine, who thinks—
dreams, though what she dreams in these “complacencies of the peignoir”
(CPP 53) are the dark thoughts of myth and religion. One senses that in
substance they serve less to give the woman a character or evidence a mind
thinking than to address indirectly matters Stevens prefers not to address
directly in his unmediated voice. Stevens never came closer than he did in
“Sunday Morning” to replicating Isabel’s solitary vigil unless it was, one
is tempted to say maliciously, in the single, unadorned, unexplored image
of “a woman writing a note and tearing it up” (“An Ordinary Evening
in New Haven,” CPP 417). For the abstractions in Stevens’ poetry, not to
mention his affective deficiencies, were alien to James’s fiction, so different were the two writers in temperament: Stevens aloof, cold and solitary;
James warm, social, and focused on other human beings.
But let us end on a note of consanguinity by quoting Stevens in a moment in which he found himself in total agreement with James: “We do
not have to be told of the significance of art. ‘It is art,’ said Henry James,
‘which makes life, makes interest, makes importance . . . and I know of
no substitute whatever for the force and beauty of its process.’ The world
about us would be desolate except for the world within us” (CPP 747). On
this—the sufficiency of art—the poet and the novelist were in absolute
agreement.
Brown University
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Wallace Stevens and Henry James:
Responses to a Questionnaire by Glen MacLeod

JOAN RICHARDSON

1. Your book A Natural History of Pragmatism (2007) devotes separate
chapters to Wallace Stevens and Henry James, but it does not really treat
them together. Do you think of them as closely related in terms of pragmatism?
In A Natural History of Pragmatism: The Fact of Feeling from Jonathan
Edwards to Gertrude Stein—I give the full title because it is pertinent
to my response—I devote separate chapters to Henry James and Wallace Stevens, as I do to the others who are my subjects (besides Jonathan Edwards and Gertrude Stein, Ralph Waldo Emerson) because
I consider their bodies of work what Francis Bacon called “frontier
instances”: “cases in which we are enabled to trace that general law
which seems to pervade all nature—the law, as it is termed, of continuity” (Charles Darwin’s Notebooks 577).
The common features shared by all of my subjects are a self-expressed ministerial purpose in their involvement with their projects
and a lifelong interest in the developments in natural history and/or
science in their times in an ongoing attempt to fashion their uses of
language in such a way that through reading their work our “axis of
vision”—to borrow Emerson’s phrase (Nature 47)—could be better
aligned with what came to be known about the world, the universe
we inhabit. The aspects of natural history/science attended to by
each of my subjects are different, of course, as each lived in a different
extended moment, with various discoveries being made. In connection with pragmatism particularly for James and Stevens, it is central
to recall from William James’s foundational volume his grounding
observation that pragmatism “widens the field of search for God”
(Pragmatism 522). It is within this frame, as Henry James and Stevens
understood, that “Truth happens to an idea. It becomes true, is made
true by events. Its verity is in fact an event, a process. . . .”; “The bare
quality of standing in that transcendent relation is what makes any
thought true that possesses it,” as William James went on to clarify
(Pragmatism 574, 582). We recall in this context as well Stevens’ lines,
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“We feel the obscurity of an order, a whole, / A knowledge, that
which arranged the rendezvous, / Within its vital boundary, in the
mind. / We say God and the imagination are one . . .” (CPP 444), and
James’s description of his devotion to his craft as a “sacred office”
(“The Art of Fiction” 46). James and Stevens both worked to extend
our conception of God to include all that was coming to be known
about the ongoing process of nature, of the universe. Through participating in their imaginations, we widen the field of search for the
divine.
2. Stevens can be thought of as (among other things) a philosophical poet
or as a poet of pleasure (“a resourceful epicurean,” as Denis Donoghue
puts it [Reading America 174]). Which version of Stevens seems to you
more closely related to James?
I do not think that, in the case of Stevens, being a philosophical
poet is different from being a poet of pleasure, for, in his words, “It
can never be satisfied, the mind, never” (CPP 224). We are constantly
seeking pleasure in thinking, the satisfaction of what Alfred North
Whitehead called the “appetition” of “thinking” (102), finding out
more about our relation to the cosmos, feeling “part or particle of
God” (Emerson, Nature 10) in the moments of understanding, of vision. I think James experienced the pleasure of thinking in the same
way, enjoying more than anything else the mind’s “radiant and productive atmosphere” (CPP 678), as Stevens phrases it in “The Figure
of the Youth as Virile Poet.”
3. Critics have related both James and Stevens to the work of Walter Pater.
Is Pater an important link between them?
I think that James and Stevens would have recognized in aspects
of Pater’s work ideas worth considering, most obviously, of course,
the connection between art and “quickened, multiplied consciousness”: “For our one chance lies in expanding that interval [of life], in
getting as many pulsations as possible into the given time” (198–99).
But I do not think that either James or Stevens, following what I have
observed in the responses to the first two questions, was of the mind
that “the love of art for its own sake” was adequate to “how to live,
what to do” (CPP 102). Rather, I would offer that for both writers
Pater’s observation would have translated back into the Emersonian
observation that “To finish the moment, to find the journey’s end in
every step, to live the greatest number of good hours, is wisdom”
(478–79). On the level of style alone, James appreciated Pater’s prose
while Stevens, at least later in his life, found Pater’s essays to be
“dreadful goings-on” (L 606).
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4. James and Stevens were also favorite writers of R. P. Blackmur. Are there
particular qualities these two writers share that would have drawn Blackmur to them?
There are no two more perfect lures for New Critical analysis than
James and Stevens. Of course R. P. Blackmur found their work irresistible. “Language as Gesture” is the name of their game. Blackmur recognized in both James and Stevens the deliberateness—in
Thoreau’s sense of simultaneously coming out of “deliberation”
and, somewhat punningly, “de-liberate,” freeing words to crystallize
in new atmospheres—in their choice of words. Theirs are “words
chosen out of desire” (CPP 378) indeed, tracing parabolic shapes of
meaning stretched between the linguist’s x and y axes, orchestrating
sound and sense to get as close as possible to the shimmering that
is the idea of the thing in mind: “critical opalescence.” This term,
which I borrow from physics, aptly names this process and effect in
James and Stevens. Freeman Dyson, following Peter Galison’s choice
to use this exquisite fact as the metaphor for the idea of “coordinated
time” and “simultaneity” intrinsic to the evolving perception of the
quantum world, offers a lucid and useful description:
Galison uses the phrase “critical opalescence” to sum up the
story of what happened in 1905 when relativity was discovered. Critical opalescence is a strikingly beautiful effect that
is seen when water is heated to a temperature of 374 degrees
Celsius under high pressure. 374 degrees is called the critical
temperature of water. It is the temperature at which water
turns continuously into steam without boiling. At the critical temperature and pressure, water and steam are indistinguishable. They are a single fluid. . . . In that critical state,
the fluid is continually fluctuating between gas and liquid,
and the fluctuations are seen visually as a multicolored sparkling. The sparkling is called opalescence because it is also
seen in opal jewels which have a similar multicolored radiance. (Qtd. in Richardson 211–12)
Stevens’ “transparencies of sound, / . . . Impalpable habitations
that seem to move / In the movement of the colors of the mind”
(CPP 397) and James’s sentences, “vibratory organisms”—to borrow
a phrase from Whitehead that Steven J. Meyer adapts to describe the
kinds of sentences written by both Stein and James (201)—exhibit
this quality.
5. Both James and Stevens have been discussed in terms of their romantic
idealism. Is this an important similarity?
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I think that both James and Stevens shared the inheritance of romantic idealism and that their work demonstrates its evolution as
itself an idea. Emerson describes genius as “a mutation of the thing
it describes” (“The Method of Nature” 129). In the spirit of romantic
idealism, James and Stevens both realized the limitations of the scientific rationalism of the Enlightenment and exhibited through the
perceptions captured in their work the collapse of the subject-object
distinction. Part of the genius of each was to have realized that a scientific world view is not identical with mechanism and so, following
Goethe and Schelling and anticipating Whitehead, they understood
Organismus/organism to be the manner in which “to put science and
the soul, long estranged from each other, at one again” (Emerson,
“Swedenborg” 671), thus preserving within their adaptations of romantic idealism reason as represented by, say, Pascal, Spinoza, and
Bach: reason reconceived—to borrow Stanley Cavell’s thumbnail description of Emerson’s project (7)—as participant in “The imperfect
[that] is our paradise” (CPP 179).
6. Do you think of James and Stevens as having a similar relation to high
modernism?
Yes, I do think that James and Stevens had a similar relation to high
modernism, evidenced particularly in their common foregrounding
of the artistic material/medium itself, in their cases, language, as the
subject/object of their explorations. Both were, of course, supremely aware that the writer is, to paraphrase Stevens, always writing
about two things at the same time, the “true subject” and the “poetry of the subject” (CPP 785), this oscillation being the object of the
most intense interest, the scintillant operation of mind in its chase
to capture, if only for a moment, spirit moving through “the darker,
blinder strata of character . . . in which we catch real fact in the making” (William James, The Varieties of Religious Experience 448–49). In
other words, realizing language as the instrument/vehicle of this
exploration, they both understood their subject/object, in fact, to be
“attention of the mind in thinking” (Edwards, “Miscellany No. 782”
457), knowing, with Jonathan Edwards, that “the mind feels when it
thinks” (“The Mind” 345).
Behind considerations of high modernism’s stylistic aspects, I
also think it is important to remember that James and Stevens were
profoundly sensitive to the assault on the possibility of giving “attention [to] the mind in thinking” or to anything else for any extended period, for that matter, by what Steven Kern has called “the
culture of time and space,” with its ever-increasing speed. James and
Stevens deliberately used language in ways that demand we slow
down, turn around, move backward and forward again and again
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within their sentences, stanzas, and paragraphs. Practicing this kind
of reading is at the same time like practicing a difficult piece of music
and a spiritual exercise, perhaps for many or most in a secular environment the only access possible to this form of discipline; James
and Stevens knew this. Simone Weil beautifully observed that training in attention is the essence of prayer and the experience of Grace
(see Waiting for God). A paragraph from James, especially late James,
or a stanza from Stevens is like what Edwards described as “a room
of the idea” (“Miscellany No. 782” 454), a presence-room in which
the mind can witness and contemplate an aspect of the great wonder
of being while feeling at the same time the great difficulty of what
it is to be. These practices are humbling and necessary. They inform
James’s observation, one he shared with his brother William, that
thinking is the only morality.
7. Stevens thought of museums as “place[s] of enchantment” (L 691). Is
his deep and sustained interest in the visual arts, especially painting, an
important link to James?
I think that James’s and Stevens’ appreciation of the visual arts,
especially painting, was grounded in two primary features: that
these forms permitted direct, sensuous access to the structure of
thought and feeling of other periods and cultures; and that they permitted through their facture—an aspect to which Stevens was particularly sensitive—an imaginative engagement with the personality
and physicality of the makers. The pleasure and knowing derived
from this combination of time travel and immediacy of contact with
other spirits embodied in their forms is beautifully described and
analyzed by Henri Focillon in The Life of Forms in Art, a text Stevens
valued highly.
8. Both James and Stevens read and spoke French. Both idealized Paris
(although Stevens never traveled there). Does this help to define a common sensibility?
I think it was as true for James as it was for Stevens that “French
and English constitute a single language” (CPP 914). Both realized,
too, that expressing nuance and feeling within the constraints of any
grammar was a challenge. As James voiced through the character of
the Duchess in The Awkward Age, “Most English talk is a quadrille in
a sentry box” (171). I do not know whether their involvements with
French define a common sensibility so much as a common fascination with the different possibilities of description, gesture, and nuance offered by different languages. The on-the-surface seemingly
simple fact, for instance, of thinking and using a gendered language
such as French cannot help but have one include a sense of the femi90
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nine in perception and conception. (A delightful detail is that Stevens loved receiving letters in French and even encouraged Henry
Church to write to him in French.)
9. Stevens quotes what he calls “a precious sentence in Henry James”:
“To live in the world of creation—to get into it and stay in
it—to frequent it and haunt it—to think intensely and fruitfully—to woo combinations and inspirations into being by
a depth and continuity of attention and meditation—this is
the only thing.” (L 506)
Does this express a similar artistic temperament?
I looked back in my copy of Letters and my comment in the margin beside this passage, penned in 1970 on my first reading through
this astonishing volume, is “Wonderful!!!” because I too had copied
that same passage from James’s Notebooks into my own. Of course,
this “precious sentence” expresses a similar artistic temperament on
the parts of James and Stevens. It is significant that Stevens quoted
this sentence, in the spirit of preceptor, in one of his letters to José
Rodríguez Feo and that in another a few months later, he added:
I think I sent you some time ago a quotation from Henry
James about living in a world of creation. A world of creation is one of the areas, and only one, of the world of
thought and there is no passion like the passion of thinking
which grows stronger as one grows older, even though one
never thinks anything of any particular interest to anyone
else. Spend an hour or two a day even if in the beginning
you are staggered by the confusion and aimlessness of your
thoughts. (L 513)
10. Stevens developed his “reality-imagination complex” (L 792) to describe the dynamics of artistic creativity as well as the central role that
imagination plays in ordinary life. Does James think in similar ways about
these things? (I think, for instance, of “The Real Thing” which stresses the
importance of imagination to a convincing portrayal of reality.)
The imaginations of James and Stevens rhapsodize reality, stitch
their shadows, the shades of their feelings and perceptions, to the
world, to things as they are. (The Greek, rhaptein, as Stevens certainly
knew, means to sew or stitch together.) The relation is almost perfectly expressed in Section XXVI from “The Man with the Blue Guitar,” a
poem where the stitching/patching figure is explicitly played:
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The world washed in his imagination,
The world was a shore, whether sound or form
Or light, the relic of farewells,
Rock, of valedictory echoings,
To which his imagination returned,
From which it sped, a bar in space,
Sand heaped in the clouds, giant that fought
Against the murderous alphabet:
The swarm of thoughts, the swarm of dreams
Of inaccessible Utopia.
A mountainous music always seemed
To be falling and to be passing away. (CPP 146–47)
11. What similarities in aesthetic theory do you find when comparing Stevens’ and James’s essays?
The most fundamental similarities in aesthetic theory between
James and Stevens encompass and explain their other shared aspects. These basic similarities are concisely expressed by what I
noted above concerning their knowing that, as Jonathan Edwards
expressed it, “the mind feels when it thinks,” and in their elaborating
through the meticulous attention they devoted to making the invisible visible, that process, the intrinsic connection—in the work of the
imagination—between thinking and morality: again, “We say God
and the imagination are one . . .” Exemplifying this “activity of the
most august imagination” (CPP 471) restores what we mean by the
“aesthetic” to its primary sense, grounded in its etymology from the
Greek, meaning “to perceive, to feel.”
12. James’s late essay “Is There Life after Death?” suggests that consciousness itself is an intimation of immortality. Does this uncharacteristically
personal and philosophical essay reveal a side of James compatible with
what Denis Donoghue, in Connoisseurs of Chaos, has called the “religious
sensibility” (191) of Stevens?
See my response to the next question.
13. Do you see a particular relation between late James and late Stevens?
That is, between the James of “The Major Phase” and the Stevens of “The
Auroras of Autumn,” “An Ordinary Evening in New Haven,” etc.?
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I will respond to these two questions as one by offering, to begin
with, this passage from Emerson:
We lie in the lap of an immense intelligence, which makes us
receivers of its truth and organs of its activity. When we discern justice, when we discern truth, we do nothing of ourselves, but allow a passage to its beams. If we ask whence
this comes, if we seek to pry into the soul that causes, all
philosophy is at fault. Its presence or absence is all that we
can affirm. Every man discriminates between the voluntary
actions of his mind, and his involuntary perceptions, and
knows that to his involuntary perceptions a perfect faith is
due. He may err in the expression of them, but he knows
that these things are so, like days and nights, not to be disputed. (“Self-Reliance” 269)
My sense is that both James and Stevens throughout their careers
experienced and expressed the most fundamental attitude of a religious sensibility naturalized to the “environment of fact” (CPP 904).
That is, like Emerson and Edwards before them, they perceived the
identity of thinking as thanking, as the activity of grace as gratitude
for being and in being: “consent of being to being” is the way Edwards variously expressed it, sometimes capitalizing the second
“Being” (God) in his manuscripts (“The Mind” 336 ff.). (Stevens, I
think, would have smiled at finding Martin Heidegger’s reminder of
the etymological connection between thinking and thanking [139]).
As they moved through time, James and Stevens became increasingly attentive to this privilege of being, of having and of participating in what James described in “Is There Life After Death?” as the
“accumulation of the very treasure itself of consciousness” (610), becoming themselves increasingly transparent, yet intensely present as
they translated more and more of their experience into the filaments
they spun ever more intricately, shining “as from immersion in the
fountain of being . . . all scented with universal sources” (613), our
spiritual habitation. So that Stevens in the end could write:
Ariel was glad he had written his poems.
.................................
It was not important that they survive.
What mattered was that they should bear
Some lineament or character,
Some affluence, if only half-perceived,
In the poverty of their words,
Of the planet of which they were part. (CPP 450)
Responses to a Questionnaire	
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For both writers, perceiving, with ever more quickening as they approached death, the vivid transparencies of consciousness brought sublime curiosity and peace.
The Graduate Center, CUNY
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Notes Toward a Comparison of
Henry James and Wallace Stevens

ELEANOR COOK

1. In a letter to José Rodríguez Feo, Wallace Stevens quotes what he calls
“a precious sentence in Henry James”:
“To live in the world of creation—to get into it and stay in it—to
frequent it and haunt it—to think intensely and fruitfully—to
woo combinations and inspirations into being by a depth and
continuity of attention and meditation—this is the only thing.”
(L 506)
Stevens clearly felt James to be a kindred spirit, someone who takes his
art seriously. Stevens’ word “faithful” is equally true of James (“to every
faithful poet, the faithful poem is an act of conscience” [CPP 834]). Each
had an interior muse, though in neither did it go by quite so grand a name.
James’s wonderful term was mon bon, and he is said to have raised his hat
when he referred to this inner spirit (Complete Notebooks 87). Stevens had
various terms: the inner companion of the conscience, the hidalgo who
watched him for unfaithful thought, the rabbi, the interior paramour.
Stevens also quotes James in his late essay “The Relation between Poetry and Painting”:
We do not have to be told of the significance of art. “It is art,”
said Henry James, “which makes life, makes interest, makes
importance . . . and I know of no substitute whatever for the
force and beauty of its process.” The world about us would be
desolate except for the world within us. (CPP 747)
Does lateral evidence count? Probably not, but it is true that Stevens was
influenced by William James and refers to him more than once.
2. Is the shared “New England temperament” (as Hawthorne is said to
have called it [Howells 53]) worth exploring? I think so, though an exploration must avoid pitfalls such as silly remarks about Puritanism. Stevens’
version is, of course, largely German and Dutch.
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3. James uses words with the precision of a good poet, but then so do all
very good novelists. Here is James Wood, in his book How Fiction Works:
Like all serious novelists, [Saul] Bellow read poetry: Shakespeare first (he could recite lines and lines from the plays,
remembered from his schooldays in Chicago), then Milton,
Keats, Wordsworth, Hardy, Larkin, and his friend John Berryman. And behind all this, with its English stretching all the way
back into deeper antiquity, the King James Bible. (192)
James’s letters are full of quotations and allusions and echoes of Shakespeare, of poems, of the English Bible.
They [some of his stories] none the less languish in the dark
backward for periods of two years at a time. (Letters IV 223)
Good-bye, my dear Charles, and forgive my mechanic volubility. Isn’t it better to have ticked and shocked than never to have
ticked at all? (Letters IV 98)
. . . the divine Miss Loring, who appears to unite the wisdom of
the serpent with the gentleness of the dove. (Letters II 296)
Or consider the precision of language in this wonderfully compact sentence from James’s letters:
[I]t’s such a place as I may, when pressed by the pinch of need,
retire to with a certain shrunken decency and wither away—
in a fairly cleanly and pleasantly melancholy manner—toward
the tomb. (Letters IV 58–9)
That “pinch of need” recognizes the buried metaphor in the figurative
use of “press,” while “cleanly” and “pleasantly” imply their contraries.
The melancholy of elderly years may be unpleasant certainly. That contrary is easy, but what is the contrary of the unexpected adverb “cleanly”?
Like a good poet, James makes us think: an unkempt melancholy manner?
ragged-edged? infected? In any case, we visualize ways of living in a melancholy manner, some better than others.
4. Both like, and have a gift for, pithy statements and aphorism. Stevens
admired the writers of aphorisms, wrote his own collection called “Adagia,” and regularly demonstrated in his letters how this gift can work. As
for James, examples abound in his fiction, essays, and letters:
The only mitigation of her felicity on this point was that, having taken in every item of [the clothing] of the Duchess, she
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said to herself: “She won’t know how well I’m dressed!” (“An
International Episode,” Complete Stories 395)
A certain sort of excess of cleverness: too much chic and not
enough naïveté (Letters III 43). (Compare Stevens on the ignorant man.)
. . . an almost slovenly modesty and want of pretention. (Letters
II 280)
5. The obvious difference is in the genres that drew each of these artists:
prose fiction as against poetry. James possessed a remarkable gift for social observation, as witness his superb thumbnail sketches of people in
his letters (e.g., Letters II 208). These are not to be found in Stevens’ correspondence.
James is an heir to Austen, among others. Like her, he is interested in
the study of power in the domestic sphere, including the power of money.
Stevens knew a great deal about money. (So did T. S. Eliot, incidentally.)
But such a topic does not enter his poetry. It may be that prose fiction lends
itself to such study, while non-dramatic poetry does not. Goldsmith’s Deserted Village portrays economic conditions; Browning’s monologues—
dramatic monologues, to be sure—include questions of money for an artist; and so on. But within a household? Affecting male-female relations?
Affecting decisions about marrying? Perhaps, but the classic examples are
surely from prose fiction or drama.
6. James shows extraordinary psychological subtlety. (The Golden Bowl is
in some ways the culmination of this power.) Stevens shows extraordinary
religious subtlety. (“Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction” is in some ways the
culmination of this power.) He has a religious sensibility, and James does
not. Nonetheless, the reader must be careful not to make unwarranted assumptions. Here is James, sounding remarkably like Stevens:
As to Christianity in its old applications being exhausted, civilization, good and bad alike, seems to be certainly leaving it
pretty well out of account. But the religious passion has always
struck me as the strongest of man’s heart, and when one thinks
of the scanty fare judged by our usual standards, in which it
has always fed, and of the nevertheless powerful current continually setting towards all religious hypotheses, it is hard not
to believe that some application of the supernatural idea, should
not be an essential part of our life. (Letters I 363)
7. Names. Stevens’ gift for “speaking names” is well known. James’s interest in names may be less well known. Alastair Fowler notes that “Henry
Notes Toward a Comparison of James and STEVENS
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James collected names from The Times newspaper for future use.” James
also “censured Trollope’s naming as heavy-handed” (99, 105).
8. Literary advice to friends. With Stevens’ letters to José Rodríguez-Feo,
compare James’s various letters, e.g., to W. D. Howells (Letters II 226–7).
For one late instance, see his 1912 letter to Hendrik C. Andersen:
You see, dearest Hendrik, I live myself in the very intensity of
reality and can only conceive of any art-work as producing itself piece by piece and touch by touch, in close relation to some
immediate form of life that may be open to it. . . . (Letters IV
641)
9. As for the relation of art and reality in the letter just quoted and elsewhere in James, this is a very large question indeed, and one that also
absorbed Stevens. He developed his early reality-imagination pairing as
he matured, first, as modified in “The Man with the Blue Guitar,” and
then as changed in “Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction” and later. I do not
know enough about James to say how his thinking about this question
developed.
10. A reader of Stevens may be startled to come upon the phrase “violet
abysses” in James’s letters: “This little inn—the Paradisino, as it is called—
on a pedestal of rock overhanging the violet abysses like the prow of a
ship. . . .” (Letters III 301). In 1942, Stevens published Notes toward a Supreme
Fiction with the Cummington Press, where the angel in his cloud is “Serenely gazing at the violet abyss” (CPP 349). (Because of a typographical
error, the phrase became “violent abyss” in The Collected Poems, a mistake
that persists in that collection, but one that has been corrected in recent
printings of the Library of America volume and in John N. Serio’s edition
of Wallace Stevens: Selected Poems.) Glen MacLeod has noted that James’s
letter (addressed to his brother William, dated July 23, 1890) was available
to Stevens in the 1920 edition of James’s letters (Letters 1920 I 171).
The angel in “Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction” is decidedly Miltonic.
(It is pleasing to think that Stevens may well have read James’s letter, observed the conjunction of the Paradisino and “abysses,” and thought of
Milton.) In the famous opening lines of Paradise Lost, Milton’s muse, the
Holy Spirit in the form of a dove, broods on the vast abyss. Years later,
Stevens’ memory appears to have borne fruit.
University of Toronto
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“Convert, convert, convert”:
A Note on the Shared Aesthetic Imperative of
Henry James and Wallace Stevens

ROSS POSNOCK

Wallace Stevens found “precious” Henry James’s sentence that “ ‘to live
in the world of creation—to get into it and stay in it . . . that is the only
thing’ ” (L 506). Stevens’ explicit avowal of affinity here ratifies my long
abiding sense of their profound consanguinity, which I would broadly describe as their radical reorientation of the relation of art and life, what
Stevens terms “the imagination-reality complex” (L 792). Conventional
understanding opposes these terms; indeed, an inveterate American reflex
is to look through art and artifice to the (alleged) real, as if the two were
neatly separable and antithetical. “The Real,” however elusive, always has
pride of place, while art is invariably suspect. Such is the shadow upon art
that “Protestant communities” cast, as James notes in “The Art of Fiction”
(LC 1 47).
James and Stevens, on the other hand, contest this residue of Puritan
asceticism. “Mere actuality,” in James’s phrase (Autobiography 149), is just
that, “mere” rather than definitive. “[I]n the world of actuality . . . one
is always living a little out of it” (L 505–6), as Stevens says (introducing
the James quotation to José Rodríguez Feo), and what creates this space
apart is the “imagination pressing back against the pressure of reality”
(CPP 665), a commitment to counter-pressure that the poet shares with
James. For James, this counteraction, this “violence from within,” in Stevens’ phrase, is a passion to “convert,” an activity that reigned as the very
watchword of his philosopher father’s teaching. As the novelist tells us
in his autobiography, conversion had no object or end save the value of
the process itself. The two sworn enemies of the converting process in the
James household were the monadic—“the idol of self-sufficiency”—and
the “literal”—that which failed to encourage “ambiguity of view and measure.” The “literal” “played in our education as small a part as it perhaps
played in any” (Autobiography 123–24).
“Convert” appears in a famous passage in “The Art of Fiction”: “when
the mind is imaginative . . . it converts the very pulses of the air into revelations” (LC 1 52), which is perhaps the most Stevensian passage in James’s
writings on aesthetic matters. That for Stevens “the motive for metaphor”
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is at one with “desiring the exhilarations of changes” and a shrinking from
the inert static literal—the “weight of primary noon” (CPP 257)—reminds
us, in shorthand form, of how devoted Stevens is to precisely what inspires James—the aesthetic not as escape but as “august activity” (CPP
471) itself—the power of transition, conversion, revision. Though not literally a part of the James family and its “queer, educative air” (Autobiography 124), Stevens, I think, imbibed some of its most fertile lessons.
Columbia University
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Poems
The Summer House in Winter
With lines from Stevens’ “A Postcard from
the Volcano” and Ralph Touchett’s dying
words in James’s The Portrait of a Lady
Carrying little lambent round green globes,
the dead pace quietly in their own lane.
A steep and muddy hill
rears up behind the house. It is a house
of health and desolation, healing and
sickness. On a bench two women sit,
passing a weeping girlchild back and forth.
Behind a door, a staircase to the scrubbed
attic full of books. We knew for long
the mansion’s look. Those loaded summer shelves
also fed winter. Ah but Isabel . . .
what but adoration feeds the fire
once summer’s heat has cooled to memory?
The glow of deep affection lights the lamps
the gentle dead keep carrying aloft,
whose pale light reaches over to our lane.
Rachel Hadas
New York, N.Y.
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Anecdote of the Frame
The oblong gilt frame disposed its enclosing lines; the poplars and willows, the reeds
and river—a river of which he didn’t know,
and didn’t want to know, the name—fell
into a composition, full of felicity, within
them; . . . it was all there, in short—it was
what he wanted. . . .
—Henry James, The Ambassadors
	We were sitting not complacently
on the brink of an event.
	We were
preceding the event as we tried
to recollect
its particulars.
There was a vividness
that preceded resolution
even as it served
as compensation
for a clarity that had fled.
	We were trying not to inhabit the event.
	We were on either side of it
all at once, and wished
to linger there as long as possible.
	We were avoiding the formulation
of a thought, busying ourselves
in thinking about thinking,
lavishing lintels
with mistletoe
that marked our preference
if not desire. The mistletoe
was an alibi. We weren’t
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kissing for kissing’s sake,
we were kissing as a form of waiting,
shoring up
the oddness of a wish to last
if not flourish
in this availing frame.
Michael Snediker
Kingston, Ontario
Picture and Text
After some lines by Henry James
“Process by which the object seen resolves
itself into the object pictured” seems
as good a statement of the poet’s work
as any criticism that pursued
the windy lakes and long imaginings
of cloudy peaks or clear peninsulas.
“To apprehend this circumstance was to
enter the shop, and find” oneself enclosed
by images and relics. So one said;
but which? We may forgive confusion here
of images through prose or verse intoned
as long as we preserve the clean etched lines.
“It is as if painting were pure tact of
vision, a simple manner” of insight,
rose rabbis of imagination drawn
in pictures or in paragraphs across
long pages or confined in jeweled tropes
pressed into service by inventiveness.
Perhaps they’re not so different after all,
the novelist and poet. Those of us
who have appreciated all their work
or “the exact translations of their thought,
the fit of their artistic temperament,”
must recognize the intersects of art.
W. F. Lantry
Washington, D.C.
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Elizabeth Park
It would vulgarize, putting her head on the block
as the so-called lady dime it came to be. Some few
of those pieces would become collectible for themselves, most though to fill out the series. Elsie would
become common, small change carried about in women’s
purses, in children’s dirty pockets. Elsie heads would roll,
fifty to the roll, for carrying, easy storage. High-end
Beauty made practical, Beauty standing for liberty,
Beauty at patriotic duty, at cultural work—one Benjamin
portrait of a lady with no original saved in the lot.
George Monteiro
Windham, Conn.
Brochure on Eden
From a list of potential poem titles in
Stevens’ “From Pieces of Paper”
I love the way they show the same
two trees from six or seven angles,
and the breathless copy: “Lush forests . . . a jungle vibe.”
Opportunity of a lifetime, the brochure warns,
teasing, “Just ask those who’ve visited—
you’ll never want to leave!” High sun,
distant green. There’s a river, and what might be
a casino, a neon flash from a far hill,
high in desert distance. Beyond,
sunlight blazes down like the world’s first dawn.
It’s a four-color job, clean, alluring.
Says here the theme park, Holy-Land, is open now.
And we’re all invited back! By next year,
goes the promise, condos will be sold
on reclaimed waste land: two bedrooms, a bath,
and a common area, overlooking a small park.
Michael Corrigan
Lewiston, Maine
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Poem Beginning with a Line Abandoned in a
Notebook of Wallace Stevens’
The onions of thirty years ago
tasted truer, their curling skins
melted in trash three decades tossed,
the knife of 1979 cutting across
the translucent curlicues,
the purgatorial sweetness of lost years
blasting into your face, your nose, your eyes.
And so, tears thirty years gone fall still
into the house of the fourth year of our marriage,
you in your garden, cropping the hollow greens,
the dense bulbs bulging from dirt, hung in a mesh bag,
dried, cut, laid in the pan, sizzling in oil and light.
Michael Corrigan
Lewiston, Maine
Wallets Stepvhens
The emperor of ice cream is won of my favorite poets.
The empruh uf ice cream is wun uf my fayvryt poe-its.
The empire of yce kream iz whun of may phavorit pests.
The empire of nice cream i’ whon drof my phavord poets.
Thumper of wise cream is one of mai flavored posts.
Thunder of iskreen iz wun uf mi flavorite potions.
The emptor of wise cream is wonder my favored portions.
Redemptor of mys crim is under meye savored Poe-its.
De empruh uv I-screen is wun uv mai fayvorite poe-its.
Dee imperor ov nice kream iz one ov me pay fer it postmen.
Thee, Emperor of Eye Screen, iz one of mi phavord posts.
The Emperah uf ice cream is whun uf my sav deposits.
The umpire of nice kream is whun der mi savored poets.
The vampire of I scream iz wonder my favorite poe-its.
The empera of ice cream izz wun ov mai pavement foe-its.
The um-pah-pah nice clean is wun uv mi favrit Poe-its.
Bob Doud
Glendale, Calif.
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Blue-Green Bird
Call the blue-green cockatoo—
Feathers flashing, dropping down—
The bird of poetry, single and new.
It must be reShaped, colored, and skied.
Up from her cries,
Above the desk and carpet,
Above the book and table,
Above the lofty song, and yet the song
Singing to me, solitary.
We see her flights,
The skaters, pools,
The academies of seeing scenes
Seen in falling mist.
We see
From all the candled rooms, warm.
One by one by one,
Each house is quiet, solitary,
As seeing seeming
First can be.
She sings, the bird,
Our paramour. Interior.
She’s singing by the sea.
And singing makes us see.
The cry of color
Everywhere
She makes us hear.
The house and sky and bird and table
Light the highest song and are enough.
David Rosen
New York, N.Y.
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Found Poem for Wallace Stevens
The emperor of ice cream imposed order at Key West
when he wasn’t adjusting surety and fidelity losses
for the Hartford Accident and Indemnity Company.
It resists the imagination almost successfully
to think of the monocled oncle of modern poetry
drafting legal reports in a drab office.
As another uneventful business day closed
he would slip the bonds of bureaucracy
and walk the two miles home alone,
strolling occasionally through Elizabeth Park
in harmonium with the purple light reflected by the pond
as he composed and revised the supreme fiction.
The poems of our climate are abstractions—
the mind of winter; an autumn refrain; a transport to summer—
meditations that (despite our rage for order)
need not have meaning
and like the sublime auroras that sear the northern sky
often do not.
As we seek the nothing that is not there,
the haunted heavens are reduced to spirits lingering on the porch,
yet we find grace in the ordinary light of Sunday morning.
On extended wings we swoop and glide over the river to nowhere,
dipping into his noon. Baptized by his verse, indemnified,
we find ourselves whole once more.
Deborah Hauser
Babylon, N.Y.
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A Postcard from the Volcano
Pu’uloa Petroglyphs, Kilauea, 2007
—after Wallace Stevens
No kids out here, the two-mile trek
over coils of black pahoehoe bound
to stop the R&R tourist or Hartford
clan on summer break—the path
across the ropy rock slick
with black dust, and the sun and wind
wicked hot. And to see what?
Holes drilled in stone, stick
figures, men and women and that turtle
now a t-shirt in every shop.
Boardwalks bracket the scored stones;
we walk the circuit, drink bottled waters.
These are better than the ones behind
the golf course, cryptic figures mingled
with smileys and Greek letters. Here,
they planted the umbilical piko in stone—
each dot a hole for a child, and here,
they say, they circled the island. The rest
is opaque. What seemed an easy drive
down the mountain to the lava plains
below took longer than we’d thought,
steep weaves past cliffs tangled
with common dodder, the orange vines—
lei twine—reminding us that parasites
thrive on the islands. Where the road ends
in blacktop cropped by flowing rock
gone cold, we bought more bottled water
and quick snacks at the park shack,
a brick building in a land of black
rock, and posters filled with warnings.
Ed Madden
Columbia, S.C.
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Reviews

Modernism and the Ordinary.
By Liesl Olson. New York: Oxford University Press, 2009.
In Modernism and the Ordinary, Liesl Olson argues for the centrality of ordinary experience in the work of major modernist writers, primarily James
Joyce, Virginia Woolf, Gertrude Stein, and Wallace Stevens, but also Marcel
Proust and Samuel Beckett. She grounds her analysis in a wide-ranging review of philosophy (Wittgenstein’s ordinary-language theory, William James’s
pragmatist valuation of habit) and cultural theory (the conceptualization of
everyday life by Henri Lefebvre and Michel de Certeau, the view of culture
as ordinary in the work of Raymond Williams). Olson opposes the idea that
modernist writers turned away from the everyday or only regarded it as negative, claiming that although “modernist writers do not always ‘affirm’ the ordinary” in the way that the postmodernist John Cage tried to in his music and
writing, “they are always interested in how it operates” (5).
Olson challenges the primacy of epiphanies in critical approaches to modernist literature, whether in the work of Joyce, Proust, or Woolf. She sums up
a standard view that modernism emphasizes only the value of the ordinary
by “defamiliarizing” it, or by portraying it in surprising, strange ways, so as
to reveal its unnoticed significance. Here is how she puts it: “art recovers what
habit obscures” (4). She undermines this position by characterizing it as the
immature product of a youthful mind and suggests instead that many modernists valued the ordinary (including the habitual) in and for itself.
“[F]or many literary modernists,” Olson writes, “the ordinary possesses
particular values at various times, including the values of stability, efficiency,
and comfort. The representation of the ordinary as ordinary counterbalances
the understanding of it as something that demands aesthetic defamiliarization.” In her view, “Many . . . modernist works are marked by a pull toward
the overlooked, forgotten, and insignificant elements of experience, and the
representation of them as such” (5). Even though she must “dethrone” the
concept of defamiliarization to advance her argument, Olson may slightly
overstate her rejection of the idea, especially given the obscure, sometimes
disorienting uses of language on the part of many avant-garde writers, including Stevens. That said, her book makes a well-rounded case for her position,
partly by paying respect to previous critical approaches.
Olson acknowledges, for example, the significance of epiphanies in the
work of modernist writers (and the importance of criticism emphasizing that
significance), but she insists that Joyce, for one, represents these moments
with irony to indicate their fragility and potential fallibility. “For Joyce and
for modernism more broadly, the desire to make ordinary experience strange
and new is not the ultimate aim, for language will always change what it represents” (55). This paradox proves to be central to her book. In all the writers
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she covers, moreover, Olson shows how the impact of global war may be opposed to the routine pleasures and boredom of ordinary experience, but her
focus is on how these writers preserved their sense of the value and complexity of such experience in their work, as against the emphasis on extraordinary
insight associated with Joyce’s epiphanies, Woolf’s “moments of being,” and
Proust’s ecstatic memories. She focuses on World War I in the work of Joyce
and Woolf and on World War II in that of Stein and Stevens.
In Joyce, she concentrates on the use of lists in Ulysses to represent the ordinary, noting its non-narrative character:
By cataloging experiences of a single day, Ulysses both attempts
to represent the reality of a particular moment in Dublin 1904 and
necessarily gestures toward what cannot be included in a literary
text, acknowledging a difference between an ordinary event and
a representation that often changes the event into something extraordinary. (34)
Olson explains Joyce’s treatment of this paradox through her claim, “Lists in
Ulysses attempt to register and record the variety of ordinary moments that
flood experience, while gleefully acknowledging realism’s defeat.” This is
true because “the list always points beyond itself and remains open.” According to Olson, “lists defy the possibility of an epiphany, or even a narrative
event, ever occurring” (35).
Olson focuses on Woolf’s metaphor of the “ ‘cotton wool of daily life’ ” as
a mode of protecting oneself against the diverse and threatening stimuli of
modern urban life. “Ordinariness had an allure for Woolf at times,” Olson
argues, because “it represented health and stability in her own life in contrast
to the terrifying bouts of illness that threatened to take over her ability to write
and function” (86–87). In Mrs. Dalloway, for example, “Woolf wants to depict
the way habit . . . composes a life” (68). For Olson, this quality of the novel exemplifies its realism. Woolf “depicts the ordinariness of walking through London and also acknowledges . . . that representing the ordinary has the power
to transform it” (71). In To the Lighthouse, “The ordinary becomes a means by
which the unprecedented magnitude of the war can be managed” (82). “In
her early plans for The Waves,” Olson writes, Woolf “describes the novel as
‘life itself going on,’ ” while in The Years she planned “ ‘to end with the press of
daily normal life continuing’ ” (87).
As for Stein’s work, Olson shows how linguistic repetition is connected to
the psychology of habit and its importance as a means, in the case of Stein’s
mentor William James, of forming a strong moral character, and, in the case of
Stein herself, as a pleasure worth protecting in itself. In Wars I Have Seen and
Mrs. Reynolds, Stein paradoxically addresses war by eluding it through her
emphasis on routine domestic pleasures.
In her chapter on Stevens, Olson focuses on the poet’s conception of the
commonplace, or ordinary daily experience, as a positive value. “Although
many other modernist writers were preoccupied with ordinary experience
and how best to represent it, what makes Stevens unique . . . is how he dwells
on language as a satisfying, pleasing medium despite what he accepts as lanreviews
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guage’s limitations” (118). Olson argues that “the ‘sufficiency’ of ordinary experience” (116) is ultimately more important for Stevens than his emphasis on
abstraction. She also situates her readings of Stevens in the context of World
War II by arguing that his “treatment of the commonplace emerges out of the
conflict between an abstract world and an ‘actual world’ ” (117).
Extending the socio-historical approaches of Alan Filreis and James Longenbach to Stevens’ poetry, Olson argues that “Stevens ultimately believes
that the commonplace is collective” (131), and “To learn about other people’s
commonplaces, for Stevens, is to understand the political reality of his times”
(134). In her view, moreover, “Stevens believes that poetry should recognize
and absorb radical political changes, that poetry itself should acknowledge its
resemblance to other destructive forces” (135). By identifying the commonplace and normal as his key values, Stevens finds endless inspiration for writing poems and makes those poems relevant to others, even if, as Olson points
out, “the normal differs for everyone” (121).
Olson emphasizes how Stevens’ satisfaction with the capacities of language
distinguishes his poetry from that of Eliot, Pound, and Auden. The social aspect of her argument leads her to ask why Stevens believed that “commonplace moments” are “the most necessary to a modern age or a world at war”
(125). Olson finds the essence of Stevens’ answer in his lecture “Imagination
as Value,” in which he argues that “the commonplace [is] a quality that needs
attention when every situation is charged by extremes,” and that the ability to
find “the commonplace even in the most severe circumstances” demonstrates
how “the imagination is not a vehicle of escape, but a requirement of life”
(125). Olson underscores how Stevens valorizes the ordinary by relating his
claim in “The Poems of Our Climate” that “The imperfect is our paradise” to
Proust’s frequent use of the French verb tense known as the imparfait in order
“to establish the repetition of habits and the radical openness of a human life.”
For Olson, Stevens’ belief that the “earth is paradise enough” parallels Proust’s
focus on the pleasure and worth of the quotidian rhythms of existence (127).
Like the work of other writers whom she covers, Olson finds that in “An
Ordinary Evening in New Haven,” Stevens “does not intend to shock or to
defamiliarize experience, but to inhabit it” (138). As in Joyce’s Ulysses, Olson
notices an affinity for lists in Stevens’ poem. For her, Stevens’ use of “[t]he list
form is a striking enactment of the elusiveness and democracy of the commonplace” (143). Olson’s major conclusion about Stevens is that he “recognizes
the paradox of representing ordinary experience but still trusts language as a
means of revolving, turning around, exploring the ordinary” (146). Although
other modernist writers also focus on this paradox, they do not share Stevens’
trust in the sufficiency of language. By focusing on how he conceives of “the
normal,” Olson gauges the social impact of his work in terms that Stevens
himself used.
Olson’s book measures up to her ambition to show that criticism suffers
from a blindness to the importance of ordinary experience in modernist literature. By favoring Joycean epiphanies or Poundian magic moments, readers
can miss the fact that ordinary experience is a central subject of modernist
writing. Stevens, with his particular emphasis on daily pleasures instead of
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dramatic epiphanies, plays a key role in Olson’s overall argument, especially
since her chapter on him comes near the end of her book and is the only one
exclusively devoted to poetry.
Jeff Westover
Boise State University

American Experimental Poetry and Democratic Thought.
By Alan Marshall. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009.
At the center of Alan Marshall’s study of American Experimental Poetry and
Democratic Thought stands the claim that the dialogue between William Carlos
Williams and Wallace Stevens is “the central dialogue of the American experimental tradition” (146). This claim seems to promise a much deeper engagement with the work of both poets than Marshall in fact produces. Although he
proves to be a perceptive reader of poetry when he gets down to cases, as in
his treatment of Whitman at the start of the book, or of George Oppen at the
end, Marshall skims over the poems of Williams and Stevens. In fact, Marshall
suggests that this is the sort of reading that Williams invites: “the wit and
speed with which it skims the surface of what it evokes” is what makes “To
Elsie” “a great poem” (170). As for Stevens, his poems “admit to a fateful superfluity, without which, however, we should barely apprehend them” (186).
Flowing over a void, Stevens’ language is literally superfluous when it “adds
nothing to meaning but at least keeps the rhythm going” (186).
It turns out that it is not really Williams and Stevens who are central to
“the American experimental tradition,” as Marshall conceives it, but rather
the notion of dialogue itself, which is conveniently represented in the relation
between Williams and Stevens. In Marshall’s account, their dialogue revolves
around the problem of representation, the point at which two different types
of “experiment” converge. On the one hand, there is the experiment in language that is usually understood when one speaks of “experimental poetry.”
On the other hand, there is the political experiment of American democracy,
the “continuing revolution” to which Marshall refers in the title of his chapter
on Williams and Stevens. Marshall sees the dialogue between Williams and
Stevens as a continuation of the debate between radical democrats and federalists at the time of the American Revolution, the former party advocating direct
representation of the people in provisional and necessarily local assemblies,
the latter promoting mediated representation in a stable and comprehensively
national government. Williams is the radical democrat, the localist advocate of
direct representation (“no ideas but in things”). Stevens’ aesthetic federalism
accepts mediation, a necessary abstraction from “things as they are.” One of
the odd consequences of Marshall’s argument is that abstraction in Stevens
acquires a tone of resignation, at best, of exploitation, at worst. Shifting from
federalism to Marxism, Marshall traces the underlying motive for abstraction
in Stevens to the substitution of exchange-value for use-value “under the kind
of capitalist conditions Stevens championed” (187).
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With regard to politics, Marshall agrees with such critics as Alan Filreis and
James Longenbach that Stevens “generally attempted to stay in the democratic middle ground” (190). However, while these critics argue from biographical and historical evidence, Marshall’s view is predominantly theoretical. He
represents this difference as the difference between attention to content and
attention to form, although he then proceeds to erase that distinction by arguing that Stevens’ conservative form exposes, through “dialogue,” the political
content of Williams’ formal innovation. Stevens, according to Marshall, “abjures innovative form—but in his abjuring of it thinks about it” (191). Thus, if
the word “experimental” in Marshall’s title points to Williams, especially in
the sense of experiment in language, the word “thought” points to Stevens.
Indeed, at the outset of his book Marshall adapts Stevens’ distinction between
philosophy and poetry—poetry offering “an unofficial view of being” (CPP
667)—to explain Marshall’s distinction between philosophy and thought,
the latter being “something more unofficial than philosophy” (3). Looking to
poetry to provide such thought, Marshall sets out from the very promising
premise that poetry “can represent precisely what is missing” in more formal
theory (16). In practice, however, Marshall demonstrates little patience with
what is missing. As soon as a gap begins to open up in one theory, he throws in
another theory to fill the gap. Hence the layering of Marxism on top of federalism in his chapter on Williams and Stevens.
Although this practice makes it difficult to pin down Marshall’s theoretical
position—no doubt he would agree with Stevens, “it must not be fixed” (CPP
664)—throughout his book he navigates more or less consistently between two
poles. He steers away from the determinism of ideological critique, represented in American studies by the work of Sacvan Bercovitch, and he is guided by
the cautiously optimistic humanism of Hannah Arendt. The opening chapter
on Whitman is somewhat misleading in its psychoanalytic orientation (Freud
and Winnicott), but Arendt is fully engaged in the following chapter on Ezra
Pound, in whom Marshall discovers a commitment to the public sphere as
defined by Arendt, one that is fully intersubjective and animated by the complementarity of speech and action. The next chapter, on three women poets
(Dickinson, Loy, and Niedecker), draws on feminist theory (especially Seyla
Benhabib) to correct Arendt’s too-rigid separation of the public and private
spheres. The chapter on Williams and Stevens follows as a kind of theoretical
excursus from the main line of argument, which resumes with renewed attention to speech as democratic action in the work of Robert Creeley and George
Oppen, the main subjects of the final two chapters. Comparison of Williams
with Creeley, through minute attention to the function of line endings, makes
the significance of Williams’ innovative form in Marshall’s argument much
clearer than the previous abstract comparison with Stevens. However, Stevens
resurfaces unexpectedly in a brief epilogue on Frank O’Hara, whose celebration of “ ‘Grace / to be born and live as variously as possible’ ” (291) provides
an image of democracy that had not been expressed “so succinctly” since Stevens: “ ‘So many selves, so many sensuous worlds’ ” (292).
As Marshall traces the afterlife, so to speak, of Williams in Creeley and Stevens in O’Hara, the distinction between form and content seems to translate
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into a distinction between poetic speech and poetic image. If American poetry
is a mode of democratic thought, then it makes sense to prefer, as Marshall
seems to do, speech over image, the enactment of democracy over a picture
of democracy. However, in the spirit of dialogue that Marshall seeks to promote, I would argue that democracy is present in Stevens’ speech not only in
a negative sense, through what it “abjures,” but also in a positive, “experimental” sense. If Stevens prefers terms that are “traditional, recognizable,” as
Marshall describes them (223), it is not because they are old, but because they
are common, the basis of that common life in which democracy is grounded.
If Stevens likes to address “academies,” it is not because he sought to be “academic” or merely rhetorical, but because he conceived of a collective, public
audience, rather than the individual interlocutor so often assumed in the line
of Williams and Creeley:
Poet, patting more nonsense foamed
From the sea, conceive for the courts
	Of these academies, the diviner health
Disclosed in common forms. (CPP 180)
The resulting challenge, of converting the “exchange values” of “common
forms” into values usable for poetry, has been taken up by an alternative
line of experiment, which Marshall might have represented by John Ashbery
rather than Frank O’Hara. Marshall hints at this connection by quoting Ashbery, enigmatically, without further comment, at the head of a section on “The
Enigma of Form” in Stevens:
	So I cradle this average violin that knows
	Only forgotten showtunes, but argues
The possibility of free declamation anchored
To a dull refrain. . . . (185)
Terence Diggory
Skidmore College
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